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Abstract

We show that the homotopy type of any connected component of the contactomorphism group
of a tight contact 3-manifold is characterized by the homotopy type of the diffeomorphism
group plus some data provided by the topology of the formal contactomorphism space. As a
consequence, we show that every connected component of the space of Legendrian long knots
in R3 has the homotopy type of the underlying smooth long knot space. This implies that any
connected component of the space of Legendrian embeddings in S3 is homotopy equivalent
to the space K(G, 1) × U(2), with G computed by A. Hatcher and R. Budney. Similar
statements are proven for Legendrian embeddings in R3 and for transverse embeddings in
S3. We compute the homotopy type of the contactomorphism group of several tight 3-folds:
S1 × S2, Legendrian fibrations over compact orientable surfaces and finite quotients of the
standard 3-sphere. In fact, the computations show that the method works whenever we have
knowledge of the topology of the diffeomorphism group. We prove several statements on the
way that have interest by themselves: the computation of the homotopy groups of the space of
non-parametrized Legendrians, a multiparametric convex surface theory, a characterization
of formal Legendrian simplicity in terms of the space of tight contact structures on the
complement of a Legendrian and the existence of common trivializations for multi-parametric
families of tight R3. We also compare the situation with the overtwisted case. Finally, we
apply contact topological methods to study the topology of the space of parametrized smooth
knots in R4.
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Resumen en español

En esta tesis probamos que el tipo de homotoṕıa de cada componente conexa del grupo
de contactomorfismos de una 3-variedad de contacto ŕıgida está caracterizado por el tipo de
homotoṕıa del grupo de difeomorfismos y cierto dato que proviene del espacio de contactomor-
fismos formales. A consequencia de esto deducimos que cada componente conexa del espacio
de encajes largos legendrianos en R3 tiene el mismo tipo de homotoṕıa que la componente
conexa del espacio de encajes largos diferenciables subyacente. Esto implica que cualquier
componente conexa del espacio de encajes legendrianos en S3 tiene el tipo de homotoṕıa de
U(2)×K(G, 1), donde el grupo G fue calculado for A. Hatcher y R. Budney. Calculamos el
tipo de homotoṕıa del grupo de contactomorfismos de varias 3-variedades de contacto ŕıgidas:
S1 × S2, fibrados legendrianos sobre superficies compactas orientables y cocientes finitos de
la 3-esfera. De hecho, el método utilizado para probar estos resultados funciona siempre que
conozcamos el tipo de homotoṕıa del grupo de difeomorfismos. Probamos varios resultados en
el camino que tienen interés por śı mismos: calculamos los grupos de homotoṕıa del espacio de
legendrianas encajadas, desarrollamos una teoŕıa de superficies convexas multiparamétrica,
caracterizamos la simplicidad formal legendriana en términos del espacio de estructuras de
contacto ŕıgidas en el complemento de una legendriana y probamos la existencia de trivial-
izaciones comunes de familias multiparamétricas de 3-espacios eucĺıdeos de contacto ŕıgidos.
También comparamos la situación con el caso de contacto no ŕıgido. Finalmente, aplicamos
métodos de topoloǵıa de contacto para estudiar el espacio de nudos parametrizados en R4.

xi
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Notations.

� Bn(r) ⊆ Rn will denote the n-dimensional open ball of radius r and Dn(r) = Bn(r) will
stand for the n-dimensional disk. The superindex n will be omitted when the dimension
is clear from the context. Moreover, we will write Bn and Dn to denote the radius 1
ball/disk.

� We will usually denote by z ∈ Sk, k ≥ 0, the coordinate in the sphere Sk; and by
(z, r) ∈ Dk+1 = Sk × [0, 1]/ ∼, z ∈ Sk and r ∈ [0, 1] the polar coordinates in the
Dk+1 disk. Recall that (z, 0) is the centre of the disk for any z ∈ Sk = ∂Dk+1 and
z = (z, 1) ∈ Sk.

� Op(A) will be denoting an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the set A.

� Diff(M) will refer to the group of diffeomorphisms of a manifold M . The manifolds
will be either closed or with boundary. In the second case, we will be referring to the
group of diffeomorphisms that are the identity on Op(∂M). In the rare event that we
are speaking of the open manifold, we will write it clearly.

� Cont(M, ξ) will refer to the group of contactomorphisms of a manifold M with contact
structure ξ. The same previous discussion for the case of boundaries and open manifolds
applies here.

� The same works for FCont(M, ξ) that stands for the group of formal contactomor-
phisms.

� Informal notation: when we say that a diffemorphism has compact support, we really
mean that is the identity on Op(∂M). We understand that this name in the literature
is reserved for the case of functions, but we believe that it is a reasonable naming when
speaking of diffeomorphisms (or formal contactomorphisms or contactomorphisms).

� For any of the previous groups, let us fix the contactomorphisms case as an example,
Cont(M, ξ; relC) means the space of contactomorphisms on the closed manifold M \
Op(C), for C ⊆ M . It should be understood as usual in the case manifold with
boundary.
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The homotopy type of the contactomorphism group of a contact 3-manifold.

� Though, most of our results, should apply to the non co-orientable case, when we
speak of a contact structure, we are assuming that is a co-oriented one and that the
contactomorphisms preserve the co-orientation.

� We will denote by CStr(M) the space of co-oriented contact structures on M . If
(M, ξ) is a contact manifold, CStr(M, ξ) is the path–connected component of ξ inside
CStr(M).

� Emb(N,M) is the space of proper embeddings of a manifold N into a fixed manifold
M , most of the times N = S1 and M = S3 or M = R3. When we refer to a particular
connected component based on a specific embedding e, we will write Embe(N,M). If
∂N 6= ∅ isotopies in Embe(N,M) are always assumed to be fixed at Op(∂N). In the
case N = S1 we will denote by Embp,v(S1,M) the subspace of embeddings γ : S1 ↪→M
that pass through the point p = γ(0) ∈ M at time t = 0 with velocity v = γ′(0) ∈
TpM . The most frequent appearance of this notation is in EmbN,jN (S1,S3), this is the
space of knots that pass through the North pole N = (1, 0) ∈ C2 and recalling that
TNS3 = 〈iN, jN, kN〉, we fix the direction jN = (0, 1). Here i, j, k stand for the usual
notation for the quaternions in R4 = C2. The choice of tangent vector is not casual, as
we will see that notation is also used for Legendrian knots into the standard contact
sphere (S3, ξstd), where ξstd = TS3 ∩ iTS3, and in that case jN is a Legendrian vector,
in fact, iN is the Reeb.

� The same notations apply to the space of Legendrian embeddings Leg(M, ξ) of the
circle S1 into a contact 3-fold (M, ξ).

1.2 Introduction.

Let us discuss the problem where everything started for us: the study of the homotopy
type of the space of Legendrian embeddings Leg(S3, ξstd). The most studied case was the
classification of the connected components, the Legendrian knots. The tactic was always the
same: to try to relate it with the connected components of the space of formal Legendrian
embeddings FLeg(S3, ξstd). For instance, formal Legendrian knots are classified in (S3, ξstd) by
three invariants: the smooth knot type of the embedding and two integer valued invariants:
the rotation invariant rot and the Thurston-Bennequin invariant tb. So a natural question
is whether the natural map that assigns to each Legendrian embedding γ the three objects:
smooth knot type, rot and tb is a bijection. The first result in that line was the Thruston-
Bennequin inequality [5]. It was proven that for the standard contact structure in S3 (later
on for any tight 3-fold [34]) the previous map was not surjective. The reason is that the
3 invariants satisfy an inequation. In a sense, one of the ways of understanding the next
discussion is to say that somehow we prove a Thurston-Bennequin equation for higher rank
homotopy groups.

To show whether the map was injective was next in line. The first examples of non-injectivity
were found for the case Legendrian knots in S1 × S2#S1 × S2 [50, 26]. They were very
much based on Legendrian surgery plus a combination of the classification of tight contact
structures in some 3-folds. The biggest step forward came with the introduction of Legendrian
homology [19, 36], a Floer type invariant based on holomorphic curves. A whole industry
appeared showing either the non injectivity or the non surjectivity of the map [100, 20, 40].
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Chapter 1. Introduction

It was generalized in several directions: examples for more general 3–folds [102], higher
dimensional manifolds [28], etc. Specially remarkable is the discovery of the h-principle for
loose Legendrians [99].

The next step was the study of higher homotopy groups. The first non-trivial construction
of a family of loops of Legendrians was due to Kálmán [87]. In [87] the author was able to
find examples of non contractible loops of Legendrian torus knots that are contractible as
loops of smooth embeddings. However, consider the inclusion

iF : Leg(R3, ξstd) ↪→ FLeg(R3, ξstd).

We have shown in [48] that the image of the loops built by Kálmán under the homomorphism
π1(iF ) was also non contractible. This motivated the following question:

Does there exist a non contractible sphere of Legendrians that is contractible inside the
space of formal Legendrians?

In other words:

Is the homomorphism πk(iF ) injective for k > 0?

The general thought was that the answer should be negative. In fact, we spent more than two
years trying to build up such a formally contractible but non contractible sphere of Legen-
drians. We did not succeed, as it is obvious once we found the main results of this document.
At the same time, motivated for the second part of the article [48], we were studying some
papers about smooth embedding spaces [9, 10, 71, 75]. In all our almost examples of formally
contractible but non contractible spheres of Legendrians the contradictions have shown up as
a consequence of the arguments introduced in those papers. Moreover, we realized that the
Colin-Giroux argument [21, 63] about the connectedness of the space of smoothly isotopic
standard convex disks (see Figure 4.1) in a contact tight 3-fold readily implies that the space
of long Legendrian unknots is simply connected. To check this, one uses differential topology
arguments: any loop of smooth long unknots that admits a continuous choice of Seifert disks
(fixed near the north pole N ∈ S3) is clearly contractible since one can use the family of
Seifert disks to define a contraction. The connectedness of the space of stadard disks implies
that any loop of long Legendrian unknots admits a lift to the space of standard Seifert disks.
Observe that any standard disk is foliated by Legendrian lines so one can use them to contract
the loop as in the smooth case. To generalize this argument, the key observation is that any
Legendrian in (S3, ξstd) decomposes, after adding a finite number of Legendrian segments, as
a union of standard Legendrian unknots (see Lemma 2.6). See Figure 1.1. This allows to
answer the previous question in a positive way: the homomorphisms πk(iF ) are injective for
k > 0 (see Theorem 5.11). Even more: for a fixed choice of smooth embedding class, that
admits a formal Legendrian structure (in most of the cases actually many), there is one, and
only one, formal class that can be represented by genuine Legendrians. The exception is at
π0-level where all the previous discussion shows that this is not true.

However, we get to these results by a trick due to Hatcher, and further refined by Budney,
to study the homotopy type of the space of knots in the 3-sphere [9, 75, 71]. They compare
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Figure 1.1: Breaking a stabilized unknot into two standard unknots.

these spaces with the spaces of diffeomorphisms of the complementary of each knot. A
first observation is that in order to understand the homotopy type of the space of smooth
embeddings it is enough to understand the space of long embeddings

EmbN,jN (S1,S3) = {γ ∈ Emb(S1, S3) : γ(0) = N, γ′(0) = jN}.

Indeed, we can construct a fibration

EmbN,jN (S1,S3) ↪→ Emb(S1,S3)→ V4,2 = SO(4)/ SO(2). (1.1)

Moreover, the group of diffeomorphisms Diff(D3) of the 3–disk relative to an open neigh-
bourhood of the boundary naturally acts over the path–connected component of the space
of long embeddings EmbγN,jN (S1, S3) containing a fixed long embedding γ. The stabilizer
of a long embedding γ is the group of diffeomorphisms Diff(Cγ) of the knot complement
Cγ = S3\Op(γ) that fix an open neighbourhood of the boundary. Thus, there is a locally
trivial fiber bundle

Diff(Cγ) ↪→ Diff(D3)→ EmbγN,jN (S1, S3). (1.2)

In the contact setting the situation is pretty similar. The homotopy type of the space of
Legendrian embeddings in the standard (S3, ξstd) is determined by the corresponding space
of long Legendrian embeddings LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) = EmbN,jN (S1,S3) ∩ Leg(S3, ξstd). In fact,
the restriction of the fibration map (1.1) to the space of Legendrian embeddings provides a
fibration

LegN,jN (S3, std) ↪→ Leg(S3, ξstd)→ U(2). (1.3)

As in the smooth case we also have a locally trivial fiber bundle

Cont(Cγ , ξstd) ↪→ Cont(D3, ξstd)→ LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd), (1.4)

where LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd) denotes the path–connected component of the space of long Legen-
drian embeddings containing a fixed Legendrian embedding γ.

Consider the natural inclusions of the contact fibration (1.4) inside the smooth one (1.2),
this produces the following commutative diagram

Cont(Cγ , ξstd) �
�

//

� _

��

Cont(D3, ξstd) //

� _

��

LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd)
� _

��

Diff(Cγ) �
�

// Diff(D3) // EmbγN,jN (S1, S3).
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Realize that the groups Diff(D3) and Cont(D3, ξstd) are both contractible. This is due to
Hatcher [76] and Eliashberg [31]. One comment is in order, for several years Eliashberg’s proof
was thought to be correct, but with several technical holes on the higher rank computation.
This has been recently treated in the thesis of D. Jänichen [85]. In fact, we believe that
with the current state of the methods/ideas in this thesis it would be possible to provide a
complete proof of this fact.1 We also believe that the natural reformulation of the convex
surface theory in the high dimensional case [80, 81] may provide a simpler proof of this
classical result. Anyhow, for the purposes of this document, we will be assuming this result.
Thus, for any k ≥ 0 we have the following commutative square

πk+1(LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd)) //

��

πk(Cont(Cγ , ξstd))

��

πk+1(EmbγN,jN (S1,S3)) // πk(Diff(Cγ)),

where the horizontal arrows are group isomorphisms.

We will prove

Theorem 1.1. Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S1, S3) be a long Legendrian embedding. The natural inclu-
sion Cont(Cγ , ξstd) ↪→ Diff(Cγ) induces a homotopy equivalence.

As a consequence

Theorem 1.2. Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) be any Legendrian embedding. Then, the natural
inclusion

i : LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd) ↪→ EmbγN,jN (S1, S3)

is a homotopy equivalence.

As a consequence of this result there is no need to use any kind of geometric invariant to
study parametric families of connected Legendrians in the 3–sphere. Note that the situation
is maybe different in the case of Lagrangian cobordisms/concordances/fillings [17, 29, 13, 18,
101] where our methods do not apply. For instance the exact lagrangian concordances defined
by the loops of torus knots introduced in [87] are not distinguished by smooth invariants.
It remains to check whether formal invariants can not distinguish them either [48]. Observe
that the previous result does not hold for the inclusion Leg(S3, ξstd) ↪→ Emb(S1, S3) because
the inclusion U(2) ↪→ SO(4) is not an homotopy injection [47].

According to Hatcher [71, 9], the group Diff(Cγ) is homotopically discrete. In other words,
each path-connected component of EmbN,jN (S1, S3) is a K(G, 1). Thus,

Theorem 1.3. Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) be any Legendrian embedding. Then, the space
LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd) is a K(G, 1). Equivalently, the path connected component Legγ(S3, ξstd) of
the space of Legendrian embeddings containing γ is homotopy equivalent to U(2)×K(G, 1).
The group G depends only on the smooth class of γ.

1I am trying to finish a writing of a personal proof of the result. To my knowledge the original author of
the result, Y. Eliashberg, is doing the same.
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This should be understood as a rigidity result in line with the Thurston-Benequinn inequality;
in fact, much more restrictive than this one. It is a straightforward corollary the computation
of the homotopy type of any component of the space of Legendrian unknots and positive torus
knots (See Theorems 5.13 and 5.15).

In fact, the methods that we employed to prove this results allow us to prove a more gen-
eral statement about the topology of the group of contactomorphisms of a tight contact
3-manifold. We will actually provide a quite complete understanding of the topology of the
group of contactomorphisms of any tight 3-fold in terms of the group of diffeomorphisms
and the group of formal contactomorphisms of a general tight contact 3–fold. We say that
a diffeomorphism ϕ admits a formal contactomorphism structure if it comes equipped with
a path of formal derivatives Fs ∈ Iso(TM,ϕ∗TM), s ∈ [0, 1], starting at dϕ = F0 and such
that (F1)|ξ ∈ Iso(ξ, ϕ∗ξ). The pair (ϕ, FS) is said to be a formal contactomorphism. The
space of formal contactomorphisms is denoted by FCont(M, ξ). There is natural inclusion

iF : Cont(M, ξ) ↪→ FCont(M, ξ)
ϕ 7−→ (ϕ, Fs ≡ dϕ).

(1.5)

Fix any point p ∈ M . Denote by Cont(M, ξ; rel p) the group of contactomorphisms that are
the identity over Op(p) and by

FCont(M, ξ; rel p) = {(ϕ, Fs) ∈ FCont(M, ξ) : (ϕ, Fs)|Op(p) = Id|Op(p)}

the corresponding formal space. Do note that the homotopy type of the spaces defined above
is independent of the choice of p since the space of contactomorphisms acts transitively over
M .

Consider the forgetful map

pr : FCont(M, ξ; rel p)→ Diff(M ; rel p),

which is actually a Serre fibration. Denote by

Dk = Image(πk(pr)) < πk(Diff(M ; rel p))

the image of the induced homomorphisms on πk.

Our main result is the following

Theorem 1.4. Let (M, ξ) be any compact tight contact 3–manifold. Consider the inclusion

iD : Cont(M, ξ; rel p) ↪→ Diff(M ; rel p).

The following holds:

1. The homomorphisms πk(iD) are injective for any k ≥ 1.

2. The inclusion iF : Cont(M, ξ; rel p) ↪→ FCont(M, ξ; rel p) is injective at the level of
path–components.

3. The image of πk(iD) is precisely Dk for any k.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The previous result compares the contactomorphism group with the diffeomorphism group
instead of the formal contactomorphism space. In fact, the conclusion is that a k-sphere,
k > 0, of diffeomorphisms is representable by contactomorphisms if and only if it admits a
formal contact structure. That is, if it satisfies the minimum topological assumption required.
Moreover, the formal class of a sphere of contactomorphisms representing a sphere of diffeo-
morphism is unique. This can be understood as a rigid Thurston-Bennequin inequality for
parametric families of contactomorphism in tight 3-folds. We summarize it in the following
obvious consequence of Theorem 1.4.

Corollary 1.1. Let (M, ξ) be any compact tight contact 3-manifold. Then, the inclusion
iF : Cont(M, ξ; rel p) ↪→ FCont(M, ξ; rel p) is a homotopy injection. Moreover, the homo-
morphism πk(iF ), k > 0, is non surjective in general.

There has been a lot effort to compute the topology of the space of contactomorphisms of a
tight 3-fold. Some examples: for the π0, there is a stream of articles by Giroux, Colin, Honda,
Kanda, etc; in which they provide a coarse classification of the space of contact structures
[22, 21, 61, 63, 62, 108, 78, 79]. In some of these articles, they are able to deduce as a partial
corollary the group π0(Cont(M, ξ)).

Some computations of high dimensional homotopy groups (either of contact structures or
contactomorphism groups) have been performed [8, 26, 65, 55, 56]. However, it is fairly clear
that there was no general method to compute homotopy groups beyond the fundamental
group either of the space of contact structures or the contactomorphism group. This makes
Theorem 1.4 a starting point for a whole bundle of classification results. We point out that
there is also a lot of research in the overtwisted case and in the higher dimensional case, see
for instance [27, 105, 58, 59, 89, 95, 15, 16].

It is worth to compare the development of the study of the homotopy type of the contac-
tomorphism group with that of the diffeomorphism group of a 3-fold. The main difference
between both fields was the lack, in contact topology, of a way to deal with parametric fam-
ilies of surfaces in order to apply the surgery techniques from smooth 3-manifold topology.
In order to apply this kind of ideas one needs an isotopy extension theorem for surfaces in
contact 3-folds. Observe that any contactomorphism preserves the characteristic foliation of
a surface. In fact, the isotopy extension theorem for surfaces with fixed characteristic folia-
ton works in contact topology. Thus, a priori, one needs to work with the extra data of the
characteristic foliation. Here comes into the game Giroux convex surface theory [60] which
allows, generically, to reduce the data of the characteristic foliation to a discrete number
of embedded curves, called dividing set. Moreover, under the assumption that the contact
3-fold is tight the topology of the dividing set is somehow “controlled”. In particular, for
a sphere, it is just an equator; and for a Seifert disk of a standard Legendrian unknot, a
line joining two points at the boundary. These results by Giroux, together with Eliashberg’s
contractibility theorem, will allow us to provide a way to deal with multiparametric families
of spheres and disks with boundary a standard Legendrian unknot in a tight contact 3-fold.
For a general surface we do not have an answer due, among other things, to the fact that the
dividing set could have different topologies.

The main difference between the specialized Theorem 1.1 and the general Theorem 1.4 is
the fact that for the particular case of knots complements, we are able to show that DK =
πk(Diff(M)). It will suffice to say that this is very specific of complements of Legendrian
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CFr(M, ξ) // Fr+(M) // CP1

Cont(M, ξ) //

OO

Diff(M) //

OO

CStr(M, ξ)

OO

Cont(M, ξ; rel p) //

OO

Diff(M ; rel p) //

OO

CStr(M, ξ; rel p),

OO

Figure 1.2: The grill diagram.

knots in S3. For the impatient reader, let us announce that it is key that the knot is connected.
In fact, this makes the biggest difference. Secondly, it also helps that the diffe0morphism
group of the complementary of a knot is homotopically discrete, this is far from true in the
case of links. Moreover, the proof explains in detail what are the important conditions to
improve into a global homotopy equivalence. They are summarized in Remark 4.4.

Our main result provides an straightforward algorithm to compute the homotopy type of the
contactomorphism group of any compact tight 3-fold with non-empty boundary, assuming the
knowledge of the homotopy type of the diffeomorphism group. First consider the following
fibration:

Cont(M, ξ; rel p)
iD−→ Diff(M ; rel p)→ CStr(M, ξ; rel p),

and we know that the map πk(iD) is injective for k > 0. Moreover, we know its im-
age that is Dk. Thus, we have that πk(CStr(M, ξ; rel p)) equals πk(Diff(M ; rel p))/Dk =
πk(Diff(M ; rel p))/πk(Cont(M, ξ; rel p)) for k > 1. We will show several examples in Section
5.

Then use the commutative grill of fibrations in Figure 1.2, where CFr(M, ξ) is the total space
of the bundle of contact frames over (M, ξ) (i.e. the space of Darboux balls) and Fr+(M)
the bundle of positive framings over M (i.e. the space of smooth balls). Since every 3-fold is
paralellizable Fr+(M) = M ×SO(3). If the first Chern class c1(ξ) = 0 then it is also possible
to identity CFr(M, ξ) = M ×U(1), this will be the case in most of our examples.

What this string of results hints is that 3-dimensional contact topology is mainly differential
topology. In fact, there are (only) two geometric controls on the whole process:

� The lack of injectivity at π0-level of the inclusion group of contactomorphisms into
the group of diffeomorphisms. That is shaping the results about πj(CStr(M, ξ)) with
j = 0, 1. Even this fact is not purely geometric.

� The understanding of the action of the contactomorphism group in the space of Darboux
balls. This measures the relation between the relative groups and the absolute ones.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.3 A guide to the contents of the document.

The contents of this document are based on the following articles that I have written during
these years. Some changes in order to improve the readability of the document have been
made but the general ideas are the same. The list of articles is the following:

� [47] E. Fernández, J. Mart́ınez-Aguinaga, F. Presas. “Loops of legendrians in contact
3- manifolds.” In Classical and Quantum Physics. Springer Proceedings in Physics.,
volume 229. Springer, Cham., 2019.

� [46] E. Fernández, F. Gironella. “A remark on the contactomorphism group of over-
twisted contact spheres.” C. R. Math. Acad. Sci. Paris 358 (2020), no. 2, 189–196.

� [48] E. Fernández, J. Mart́ınez-Aguinaga, F. Presas. “Fundamental groups of formal
Legendrian and horizontal embedding spaces.” Algebr. Geom. Topol. 20 (2020), no.
7, 3219–3312.

� [49] E. Fernández, J. Mart́ınez-Aguinaga, F. Presas. “The homotopy type of the
contactomorphism groups of tight contact 3-manifolds, part I.”arXiv e-prints (2020)
arXiv:2012.14948

In particular, Chapter 3 is based on [46], Chapters 4 and 5 on [49] and Chapter 6 on [48].
The contents of the short note [47] are covered by the preprint [49].

Chapter 2

This Chapter contains the background that it is going to be used in this work. Namely,
a quick review of convex surface theory, results concerning fibrations in contact topology,
Legendrian embeddings into the standard 3-sphere, the tight vs. overtwisted dichotomy and
some results concerning 3 and 4 dimensional smooth topology. Most of the results that
appear in this Chapter are well known.

Chapter 3

The final outcome of the Chapter is that under the presence of an overtwisted disk there is
no hope to obtain a result similar to Theorem 1.4. Indeed, the following result is proved

Theorem 1.5 (Theorem 3.1). Let (S2n+1, ξOT) be any overtwisted contact sphere. Let k be
a non-negative integer such that 1 ≤ 4k+1 ≤ 2n−1. Then, the kernel of the homomorphism

πk(iD) : πk(Cont(S2n+1, ξOT))→ πk(Diff(S2n+1))

contains an infinite cyclic subgroup. Moreover, the elements of this subgroup can be distin-
guished by formal invariants.
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So, in particular, it is shown that many formal classes of contactomorphisms can be repre-
sented by genuine contactomorphisms. This stands in contrast with the situation in the tight
3-dimensional case.

It is worth to comment that it is an open problem in symplectic/contact topology if the
group of compactly supported symplectomorphisms/contactomorphisms of the standard ball
has non-trivial homotopy. It is known that this group is contractible in dimensions 2 [104],
3 [32] and 4 [67]. In the case of non-standard symplectic structures there are non-trivial
homotopy classes of compactly supported symplectomorphisms [14]. This Chapter shows the
same situation for non-standard contact structures.

Chapter 4

This Chapter is the heart of the thesis. In particular, it contains the proof of our main result
Theorem 1.4. To get to it we prove some results that are interesting by themselves.

The following result will allow to perform deformations on the 2-skeleton of our tight 3-fold.

Theorem 1.6 (Theorem 4.4). The space of standard disks with fixed boundary is homotopy
equivalent to the corresponding space of smooth disks.

As a consequence of this result and Eliashberg’s contractibility result we will deduce the
following

Theorem 1.7 (Theorem 4.6). The subgroup contactomorphisms of a tight 3-fold that fix the
Giroux handlebody is homotopy equivalent to the corresponding subgroup of diffeomorphisms.

Morally, this result shows that all the information is encoded in the 1-skeleton: a Legendrian
graph. Moreover, the formal contact structure in the surjectivity part of Theorem 1.4 is only
needed in the 1-skeleton.

To deal with the 1-skeleton we will also prove

Theorem 1.8 (Corollary 4.6). The space of long Legendrian standard unknots is homotopy
equivalent to the space of smooth long unknots.

It is also included a discussion about the failure of the non-relative case. As an outcome it is
shown that there exist contactomorphisms that “stabilize” Legendrian arcs. This, together
with the parametric version of the Fuchs-Tabachnikov Theorem [51, 11], maybe could bring
some light over our results about long Legendrian embeddings.

Chapter 5

Chapter 5 shows several applications of our main result. We list some of them.
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Legendrians in the standard 3-sphere.

The motivation of this project was to study the homotopy type of the space of Legendrian
embeddings. As we announced in the Introduction we will provide a complete answer to the
question:

Theorem 1.9. Each path–connected component of the space of Legendrian embeddings into
(S3, ξstd) is homotopy equivalent to U(2)×K(G, 1).

A beautiful consequence of the Smale Conjecture is that the space of parametrized smooth
unknots in S3 is homotopy equivalent to the space of parametrized great circles V4,2 =
SO(4)/ SO(2). As a particular case of the previous result we obtain the analogue for Legen-
drian unknots.

Theorem 1.10. The natural inclusion of the space U(2) of parametrized Legendrian great
circles, which are those defined by totally real planes, is homotopy equivalent to the space of
parametrized standard Legendrian unknots in (S3, ξstd).

We have also proved classification results for Legendrians in the standard (R3, ξstd) (Theorem
5.17), non-parametrized Legendrians (Theorem 5.19) and transverse embeddings (Theorem
5.10). For instance, it will be shown

Theorem 1.11. The space of positively transverse standard unknots in (S3, ξstd) is homotopy
equivalent to the space SU(2) of parametrized Hopf fibers.

As explained in the Introduction these results can be understood as a kind of generalized
Thurston-Bennequin inequality. In fact, we will show

Theorem 1.12 (Theorem 5.11). The inclusion of the space of Legendrian embeddings into
(S3, ξstd) into the space of formal Legendrian embeddings induces injective but non surjective
homomorphisms on πk, k > 0.

A path-connected component of the space of formal Legendrians is said to be simple if it is
represented by one, and only one, Legendrian up to isotopy. It will be deduced in Theorem
5.12 a version of Eliashberg’s classification result of tight contact structures on the ball for
the complement of a Legendrian that induces a simple formal Legendrian class.

Even if our methods use the connectedness of the Legendrian to carry out the computations
it is also possible to deduce statements for Legendrian links. This is carried out for the
Legendrian (n, n)-torus link with maximal tb where the very symmetric position of these
links allows us to apply directly the same ideas of those used in the connected case. See
Theorem 5.16.

Contactomorphism groups of some tight 3-folds.

Naturally, we will use our main result to compute the homotopy type of the contactomorphism
group of some tight 3-folds.
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The first case that we study is the standard tight (S1 × S2, ξstd). The path-components of
Cont(S1× S2, ξstd) were computed by F. Ding and H. Geiges [26]. It is also possible to carry
out the π0 computation by using Eliashberg’s theorem and Colin’s trick [21]. We will prove
that

Theorem 1.13 (Theorem 5.4). The group Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd) is homotopy equivalent to
S1 ×U(1)× Ω U(1).

Then, we will also study Legendrian circle bundles over surfaces. The study of the group
of contactomophisms was iniciated by E. Giroux [63] and continued by E. Giroux and P.
Massot [65]. In Giroux [63] it is stated that the natural inclusion of the diffeomorphism
group of a compact surface Σg, with genus g > 1, into the contactomorphism group of
(S(T ∗Σg), kerλcan) induces an isomorphism at the π0 level. In fact, it is also written by the
author that the result should work with parameters. We confirm that claim in this thesis:

Theorem 1.14. The inclusion Diff(Σg) ↪→ Cont(S(T ∗Σg), kerλcan) is a homotopy equiva-
lence.

We also have carried out computations for the 3-torus (T3, ξk) and more general Legendrian
circle bundles. All these results are summarized in Theorems 5.5, 5.7 and 5.8.

Finally, we will study finite quotients of the standard 3-sphere induced by the action of a
finite group of U(2). For instance, we will show that

Theorem 1.15 (Corollary 5.1). Let (L(n,m), ξstd) be any 3-dimensional Lens space with its
standard contact structure. Then, the space of contact structures on L(n,m) isotopic to ξstd

satisfies that for any k > 1

πk(CStr(L(n,m); ξstd)) ∼= πk(CP 1).

Representability of tights R3’s.

To end the Chapter we will provide a multiparametric version of a celebrated result of Eliash-
berg [32]: any tight contact structure on R3 is contactomorphic to the standard one. We will
show that, under some mild conditions, for any family of tight contact structures on R3 there
exists a family of diffeomorphisms identifying it with the standard tight contact structure on
R3. See Theorem 5.21.

Chapter 6

In this Chapter we study horizontal embeddings into R4(x, y, z, w). These are embeddings
everywhere tangent to the standard Engel structure D = ker(dy− zdx)∩ker(dz−wdx). The
path–connected components of the space of horizontal knots were computed by Adachi [1]
and Geiges [52].

We will compute the fundamental group of this space

Theorem 1.16 (Theorem 6.3). The fundamental group of the space of horizontal embeddings
is isomorphic to Z⊕ Z2.
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As a consequence of it would we show that the natural inclusion of the space of horizontal
embeddings into the space of formal horizontal embeddings induces an isomorphisms at π1-
level. Do note that, in fact, a full h-principle holds for horizontal embeddings as was shown
by R. Casals and A. del Pino [11]. In fact, our way of proving this does not follow a usual
h-principle set up. What we do is to compare the space of horizontal embeddings with the
space of horizontal immersions. It turns out that the obstruction for a horizontal immersions
to be a horizontal embedding is encoded by a suitable function which allows us to conclude
the statement. We do not use any information about the topology of the space of smooth
embeddings of S1 into R4. Therefore, we reprove (see [9]) as a corollary the following

Theorem 1.17 (Corollary 6.2). The space of parametrized knots in R4 is simply connected.

So, in some sense, the previous Chapters of this thesis work on the idea of how to use
differential topology to prove statements in contact topology, this Chapter tries to reverse
the situation. We believe that the geometric methods used in this Chapter, together with
the previously mentioned h-principle of Casals and del Pino, could be used in the future to
provide non-trivial information about the space of smooth embeddings.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This Chapter reviews some known results that are required in the work developed in this
thesis. The first Sections are devoted to results in Contact Topology. The reader is referred
to the books [53, 96] for further generalities on the field. Section 2.7 are devoted to presents
some results due to A. Hatcher about diffeomorphism groups of 3-manifolds and knot spaces.
Section 2.8 recalls some basic ideas about the space of parametrized knots in R4. Finally,
in the last Section we present a standard lemma in algebraic topology (Lemma 2.9) that is
used in a continuos way in Chapter 4.

2.1 Convex surface theory in tight contact 3–manifolds.

We will recall some facts about Convex Surface Theory that we will need in this document.
The reader is referred to [78, 81, 60, 93] for further details.

Let (M, ξ) be a contact 3-manifold. A properly embedded surface S ⊆M is said to be convex
if there exists a contact vector field X that is transverse to S. A convex embedding of S into
(M, ξ) is any embedding e : S → M such that e(S) ⊆ M is convex. The 1–dimensional
singular foliation e∗ξ on S is called the characteristic foliation of the surface. A convex
surface S has a neighbourhood in M contactomorphic to (S×R, ker(fdt+β)) where t is the
R–coordinate, β ∈ Ω1(S) is the pullback, via the inclusion, of some contact form α of (M, ξ)
to S, and f ∈ C∞(S). The zero set of f defines an embedded 1–dimensional submanifold of
Γ ⊆ S that is called the dividing set. This construction depends on the choice of the contact
vector field X, but since the space of contact vector fields transverse to S is contractible the
isotopy class of Γ is well–defined. We will write ΓX instead of Γ whenever we want to make
clear the choice of contact vector field that we are using.

Theorem 2.1 (Giroux Approximation Theorem [63, 78]). Let (M, ξ) be any contact 3–
manifold. Let S ⊆M be a compact surface. If S has non-empty boundary we assume that is
Legendrian and that the twisting number between the contact framing of the normal framing
of ∂S and the induced by S is negative. Then,

� If ∂S = ∅ there exists a C∞ perturbation of S that makes it convex.
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� If ∂S 6= ∅ there exists a pertubation, fixed at the boundary, which is C0 near the
boundary and C∞ in the interior, of S that makes it convex.

We will apply the previous Theorem to families of disks which share a small neighborhood
of the boundary, so we will be assuming that they will be convex near the boundary. This
allows us to assume that the perturbation is C∞ small in those applications.

Theorem 2.2 (Giroux Tightness Criterion [62]). Let S ⊆ (M, ξ) be a convex surface in a
tight contact 3–manifold. Then,

� if S is an sphere the dividing set is connected,

� if S is not an sphere the dividing set does not contain any homotopically trivial curve.

Let e : S → (M, ξ) be a convex embedding. Denote the characteristic foliation of S by
F = e∗ξ. Denote by Emb(S, (M, ξ),F) the space of embeddings j : S → M such that
j∗ξ = F . Fix a contact vector field X transverse to e(S) and let ΓX be the dividing set
defined by X. Denote by Emb(S, (M, ξ),ΓX) the space of embeddings j : S → M such that
j∗ξ is divided by ΓX . In the case that ∂S 6= ∅ we assume that all the embeddings coincide
in an open neighbourhood of the boundary and that the boundary is Legendrian.

Theorem 2.3 (Giroux Realization Theorem [63]). The natural inclusion

Emb(S, (M, ξ),F) ↪→ Emb(S, (M, ξ),ΓX)

is a homotopy equivalence.

2.2 Fibrations in contact topology.

The following lemma is well known. A good source for most of the fibrations that we are
going to describe are the P. Massot notes [94] which are a detailed version of the results
explained in [65]. The reader is also referred to [53] where the non-parametric version of
these results are also proven. Given a contact manifold (M, ξ) we will denote by CStr(M ; ξ)
the space of contact structures over M which are isotopic to ξ.

Lemma 2.1. Let (M, ξ) be a compact contact 3–manifold. Fix a Legendrian embedding
γ ∈ Leg(M, ξ). Consider also j : S → M an embedding of a surface S into M and denote
by F = j∗ξ the characteristic foliation of S. We denote by Emb(S,M ;F) the space of
embeddings of e : S →M such that e∗ξ = F .

� The orbit map

Cont(M, ξ)→ Leg(M, ξ), ϕ 7→ ϕ ◦ γ;

is a fibration with fiber Cont(M, ξ; rel γ). The same holds for transverse embeddings
with the only difference that the fiber is the group of contactomorphisms that fix the
transverse embedding and not an open neighbourhood of it.
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� The orbit map

Diff(M)→ CStr(M, ξ), ϕ 7→ ϕ∗ξ;

is a fibration with fiber Cont(M, ξ).

� The orbit map

Cont(M, ξ)→ Emb(S,M ;F), ϕ 7→ ϕ ◦ j;

is a fibration.

Proof. All these results are correctly proven in [53, 94, 65]. We just recall how to prove the
last one. In particular, the homotopy lifting property of the fibration

Cont(M, ξ)→ Emb(S,M ;F).

Take a disk

jz,r : Dz → Emb(S,M ;F), (z, r) ∈ Dk.

Apply the (smooth) isotopy extension theorem to the family of surfaces jz,r, where r ∈
[0, 1] and z ∈ Sk−1 is a fixed. This produces a family of diffemorphisms ϕz,r such that
ϕz,r ◦ jz,0 = jz,r and ϕz,0 = Id. Moreover, construct the family ϕz,r in such a way that
the push-forward by ϕz,r of the contact structure evaluated over jz,0(S) coincides with the
contact structure evaluated over the image of jz,r. This can be done because the contact
structure in a neighbourhood of a surface is determined by the characteristic foliation. Thus,
ξz,r = (ϕz,r)∗ξ is a family of contact structures ξz,r that coincides with ξ over jz,r(S). Apply
Gray’s stabiliy to produce a family of diffeomorphism Gz,r satisfying that (Gz,r)∗ξz,r = ξ.
By construction Gz,r is the identity over jz,r. Thus,

Gz,r ◦ ϕz,r ∈ Cont(M, ξ)

is a disk of contactomorphisms of (M, ξ) satisfying that

Gz,r ◦ ϕz,r ◦ jz,0 = Gz,r ◦ jz,r = jz,r.

This completes the proof.

2.3 The space of Darboux balls in a contact manifold.

Alexander’s trick allows to prove that the space Emb+(Dn,Rn) of orientation preserving
embeddings Dn → Rn linearise, i.e. it is homotopy equivalent to GL+(n,R). This, together
with the Isotopy Extension Theorem, implies that on a closed oriented n–manifold Nn the
space Emb+(Dn, Nn) is homotopy equivalente to the total space of the oriented frame bundle
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Fr+(N). Explicitly, there is a map of fibrations

Emb+
p (Dn, Nn) //

� _

��

GL+(n,R)
� _

��

Emb+(Dn, Nn) //

ev0

��

Fr+(Nn)

��

Nn Id // Nn

.

Where the maps between the fibers and between the bases are homotopy equivalences. Thus,
the natural map Emb+(Dn, Nn)→ Fr+(Nn) is a homotopy equivalence.

In the contact category there is also an Alexander trick. Indeed, in (R2n+1, ξstd = ker(dz −∑
i yidxi)) the dilation

δt : R2n+1 → R2n+1, (x,y, z) 7→ (tx, ty, t2z);

is a contactomorphism for any t > 0. This implies that the space

CEmb((D2n+1, ξstd), (R2n+1, ξstd))

of co–oriented embeddings of Darboux balls (D2n+1, ξstd) into (R2n+1, ξstd) is homotopy equiv-
alent to the space of contact framings, i.e. to U(n)1. We refer the reader to [53, Section 2.6.2]
for further details. In particular, the Isotopy Extension Theorems in Contact Topology im-
plies, in the same way as in the smooth case, that

Lemma 2.2. Let (N, ξ) be a closed co–oriented (2n + 1)–contact manifold. The space
CEmb((D2n+1, ξstd), (N, ξ)) is homotopy equivalent to the total space of the bundle of con-
tact framings CFr(N, ξ) over (N, ξ), which has fiber U(n); i.e. a Darboux ball is determined
by the centre of the ball and the induced framing of ξ at that point.

In particular, for (S3, ξstd) the space of parametrized Darboux balls is homotopy equivalent
to S3 ×U(1).

2.4 Legendrian embeddings in (S3, ξstd).

Let (S3, ξstd) be the standard tight contact 3–sphere, i.e. ξstd is defined as the complex
tangencies of TS3 with respect to the standard complex structure in C2 ⊇ S3.

Definition 2.1. Let (M, ξ) be a contact 3–manifold. An embedded oriented circle L ⊆ M
is said to be Legendrian if it is everywhere tangent to ξ. A Legendrian embedding is any
embedding of the circle into M that parametrizes a Legendrian.

1Being precise one should write the positive conformal symplectic group. This group is homotopy equivalent
to U(n).
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Denote by L̂eg(M, ξ) the space of oriented Legendrians in (M, ξ) and by Leg(M, ξ) the space
of Legendrian embeddings. In this article we are mostly interested in the case of (S3, ξstd).

Let LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) = {γ ∈ Leg(S3, ξstd) : γ(0) = N, γ′(0) = jN} be the space of long
Legendrian embeddings. We will see later that this space is homotopy equivalent with the
space of long Legendrian embeddings in the usual knot theorist sense: Legendrian embeddings
into (S3, ξstd) that coincide in an open neighbourhood of the north pole N with the Legendrian
great circle γ(t) = (cos t, sin t) ∈ S3 ⊆ C2. This justifies the name of the space.

Lemma 2.3. There exist a homotopy equivalence

Φ : Leg(S3, ξstd)→ U(2)× LegN,jN (S3, ξstd). (2.1)

Proof. We assume without loss of generality that all the Legendrian embeddings γ satisfy
that ||γ′(0)|| = 1. By the Legendrian condition we have a natural map Leg(S3, ξstd) →
U(2), γ 7→ Aγ = (γ(0)|γ′(0)). The homotopy equivalence is given by

Φ : Leg(S3, ξstd) −→ U(2)× LegN,jN (S3, ξstd)
γ 7→ (Aγ , A

−1
γ γ).

(2.2)

Remark 2.1. Let Emb(S1, S3) be the space of smooth embeddings of the circle into S3.
Denote also by EmbN,jN (S1, S3) = {γ ∈ Emb(S1,S3) : γ(0) = N, γ′(0) = jN} the subspace of
smooth long embeddings. The previous result is just the Legendrian version of the classical
fibration

Emb(S1,S3) −→ V4,2 = SO(4)/ SO(2)
γ 7→ (γ(0), γ′(0)),

where the fiber over the point (N, jN) ∈ V4,2 is precisely the space of smooth long embeddings
EmbN,jN (S1,S3). Observe that the map Leg(S3, ξstd)→ U(2), γ 7→ Aγ ; defined in the previ-
ous proof is just the restriction of this fibration to the subspace Leg(S3, ξstd) ⊆ Emb(S1,S3).

Definition 2.2. Let γz, z ∈ Sk, be any sphere of Legendrian embeddings in (S3, ξstd). The
rotation class of the sphere is the homotopy class

rotπk(γz) = [Aγz ] ∈ πk(U(2)).

One important fact that we are going to use is the following technical lemma, that is essen-
tially a consequence of the Tubular Neighbourhood Theorem for Legendrians

Lemma 2.4. Let (M3, ξ) be any compact contact 3–manifold. Let L ⊆ M be any embed-
ded Legendrian circle. Then, the space of contactomorphisms of (M, ξ) that preserves L
(pointwise) is homotopy equivalent to the space of contactomorphism that preserves a tubular
neighbourhood of L (resp. pointwise).

Proof. By the Weinstein neighborhood theorem the neighborhood of the embedding is com-
pletely determined by the sole Legendrian embedding. Therefore, given a contactomorphism
of the Weinstein neighbourhood to the Weinstein neighbourhood we can just check that it
is determined up to C1-perturbation by a diffeomorphism of the image of the embedding. If
we assume that we are fixing the image of the embedding pointwise, this determines- up to
homotopy- a unique lift that is the 1-jet extension of the identity diffeomorphism.
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2.4.1 Long Legendrian arcs.

Definition 2.3. A long Legendrian arc in (B3(x, y, z), ξstd = ker(dz − ydx)) is a Legendrian
embedding l : [−1, 1] → (B3, ξstd) such that lOp{−1,1} = (eref)|Op{−1,1}, where eref(t) =
(t, 0, 0).

Denote the space of long Legendrian arcs by LongLeg(B3, ξstd). There is a natural inclusion

T : LongLeg(B3, ξstd) ↪→ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd), (2.3)

induced by a contact embedding ϕ : (B3, ξstd) ↪→ (S3, ξstd) which identifies the ball (B3, ξstd)
with the hemisphere {(z1, z2) ∈ S3 : real(z1) < 0} and sends the Legendrian arc eref(t) =

(t, 0, 0) to (cos π(t+2)
2 , sin π(t+2)

2 ). In other words ϕ(−1, 0, 0) = (0, 1) and ϕ(1, 0, 0) = (0,−1)
are in the dividing set and in antipodal position for the convex sphere {real(z1) = 0}. The
inclusion is defined sending a long Legendrian arc l to the concatenation with the two trajec-
tories of the radial vector field starting in (0,−1) and (0, 1). It is important to remark that
this explicit construction works because both points are in the dividing set and in antipodal
position in the characteritic foliation for the sphere {real(z1) = 0} and the flow leaves the
characteristic foliation invariant and thus we get that the arc closes smoothly.

The following Lemma justifies the notion of long Legendrian embedding that we will use in
this article.

Lemma 2.5. The inclusion

T : LongLeg(B3, ξstd) ↪→ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd)

is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. We must build a homotopy inverse of T . Consider a long Legendrian embedding
γ̃ : S1 → (S3, ξstd), i.e. γ̃(0) = N and γ̃′(0) = jN .

We say that the long meridian knot γ̃ref is the compactification of the long arc eref(t) =
(t, 0, 0). I.e. the standard Legendrian unknot γ̃ref(t) = (cos t, sin t). Define the number

ε : LegN,jN (B3, ξstd)× R→ R+

as follows. For each point p = γ̃(t) of the image of γ̃ compute the maximum of the following
two positive numbers,

1. the shortest distance between the point and the point in the meridian long unknot
γ̃ref(t),

2. the angle of the derivative of the long knot with respect to the negative radial vector
field at the point p = γ̃(t).

Find the element p0, closest to the north pole over the image of γ̃, for which ε(p) > ε, for
some universal constant ε > 0 sufficiently small.
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Define µ(γ̃) = dist(N, p0), i.e the distance between the north pole N and p0 with respect to
the round metric. We declare µ(γ̃) = π if p0 does not exist.

Define φXt the contact flow generated by the minus gradient of the height function of the
3-sphere that is Image(z2) = y2, i.e. its trajectories are just the meridians. For every γ̃, there
is a τγ̃ that is the minimum time τγ̃ for which γ̂ = φXτγ̃ ◦ γ̃ satisfies that µ(γ̂) = π

2 + ε. Recall
that the distance between the north and the south pole is π. Moreover, in the case in which
µ(γ̃) > π

2 + ε declare τγ̃ = 0. We have that τγ̃ is continuous over the space of long smooth
knots. Finally define the continuous transformation

LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) → LegN,jN (S3, ξstd)

γ̃ → γ̂ = φXτγ̃ ◦ γ̃

Now, reparametrize γ̂ in order to make sure that the intersection with the equator in S3

happens at time t = −1. Recall that the height function corresponds to the coordinate
y2 = im(z2). Moreover, assume that all the Legendrian knots γ̂ are reparametrized in such
a way that:

� S1 = R/(4Z),

� γ̂(2) = N

� γ̂(0) = S

� γ̂
⋂
{y2 ≥ 0}

� y2(γ̂(t)) = y2(γ̃ref(t))

It is clear that γ̂ is C1–close to γref over a ε neighborhood of the northern hemisphere, that is
parametrized by |t| > 1− ε. Fix a Weinstein chart of γref that is defined on the intersection
of the ε regular neighborhood of γref and the ε-neighborhood of the northern hemisphere
H̃ = {y2 ≥ −1 + ε}, make sure that you choose a parametrization γ0

|y2≥−ε that runs between

[1 − ε,−1 + ε] ⊂ R/(4Z). By using the fixed Weinstein chart, we can identify over H̃,
the Legendrian γ̂ with the 1-jet j1f̂ for some smooth function. Choose a cut-off function
c : (−1 + ε, 1− ε]→ [0, 1] such that:

� c(x) = 1, for x ∈ [−1− δ, 1 + δ], ε >> δ > 0,

� c(x) = 0, for x ∈ [1, 1 + ε− δ]ε]

Now define f̂s = c(t)(1− s)f(t) + (1− c(t))f(t) that coincides with f near the ends and with
the zero section over the northern hemisphere. The associated legendrians are now, when
restricted to the southern hemisphere, elements of LongLeg(B3, ξstd), so we have found a map
S, clearly continuous,

LegN,jN (S3, ξstd)→ LongLeg(B3, ξstd).

The careful reader may check that T and S are homotopy inverses.
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2.5 Contact cell decompositions.

The suitable cell decomposition of a tight contact 3–manifold (M3, ξ) that we are going to
use was introduced by E. Giroux [64].

Definition 2.4 (Giroux). Let (M3, ξ) be a compact contact 3–manifold. A contact cell
decomposition of (M3, ξ) is a cell decomposition satisfying the following properties

(i) The 1–skeleton is a Legendrian graph

(ii) Each 3–cell is a Darboux ball and

(iii) Each 2–cell is attached to a Legendrian unknot with tb = −1.

Let (M3, ξ) be any compact contact 3-manifold equipped with a contact cell decomposition.
We will denote the i–skeleton of (M3, ξ) by

Gi(M
3, ξ) ⊆ (M3, ξ).

We will also write Gi instead of Gi(M
3, ξ) whenever is clear.

It turns out that G1 is just an embedded Legendrian graph inside (M3, ξ). Thus, an small
regular neighbourhood of G1 is an embedded handlebody in M . We will say that Op(G1) is
a Giroux handlebody of (M, ξ).

It is well known that any compact contact 3–manifold admits a contact cell decomposition.
It is also possible to construct the decomposition in such a way that it contains a prescribed
Legendrian link in the 1–skeleton. In this case we say that the contact cell decomposition
is adapted to the Legendrian link. We are going to use this fact only in (S3, ξstd) so we will
provide a proof:

Lemma 2.6. Let L ⊆ (S3, ξstd) be any embedded connected Legendrian. Then, there exists a
contact cell decomposition of (S3, ξstd) adapted to L. Moreover, the contact cell decomposition
can be constructed in such a way that G0(S3, ξstd) ⊆ L.

Proof. Since (S3\{p}, ξstd) is contactomorphic to (R3, ξstd) we may assume that L lies in the
standard contact (R3, ξstd). Thus, we have a well–defined front projection of L into R2. Recall
that the front projection is a Legendrian fibration. Add the double points of the projection
to the 0–skeleton and each Legendrian segment joining them in the fiber direction to the
1–skeleton. It follows that the 1–skeleton that we have defined is the core of a handlebody
in S3, i.e. a bunch of Legendrian unknots. If all these Legendrian unknots have tb = −1
then we are done. If this is not the case there must be some Legendrian unknot U in the
1–skeleton that has tb = −k < −1. It follows from Eliashberg-Fraser Theorem [35] that we
can find k − 1 stabilizations in U . Pick one stabilization S ⊆ U . We may assume that the
front of S has the usual zig-zag picture with 2 cusps c1 and c2. Each of these cusps has two
well–defined angles αi0 and αi1, i ∈ {1, 2}, such that αi0 +αi1 = 2π. Assume that αi0 < π < αi2.
The front of U divides R2 in two regions one bounded B and one unbounded U . There is
one, and only one, cusp ci, i ∈ {0, 1}, of the two such that the angle of the boundary of B
around ci is αi1 and the other cusp satisfies the opposite. We can always find another cusp cj
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I

II

III

IVV

(a) Adding vertical Legendrians arcs to reduce to
unknots

I

II

III

IVV

(b) Isolating the unknots.

Figure 2.1: First steps of the algorithm explained in Lemma 2.6

1 vertex

1 edge

(a) Model 1 of cancellation of a stabilization

2 vertices

1 edge

(b) Model 2 of cancelation of a stabilization
.

Figure 2.2: Last steps of the algorithm explained in Lemma 2.6: reducing to tb = −1 unknots

in U such that there is a curve aij connecting ci to cj contained in B. If ci (respectively cj)
is a cusp of the original knot, we place an extra vertex on it. If not, there are two vertices
projecting over the same cusp and we choose any of the two. Since, we need to lift aij to a
Legendrian curve, that will be a new 1-cell in the skeleton and this why we need to choose
one of the two vertices. This 1–cell breaks U into two Legendrian unknots U1 and U2 such
that both of them have less than k − 1 stabilizations. Repeat the process inductively to kill
all the stabilizations. Thus, after possibly adding more 0–cells and 1–cells, we may assume
that the 1–skeleton is the core of a handlebody in S3 constructed from a bunch of Legendrian
unknots with tb = −1. By construction all the 0–cells are contained in L.

Each bounded connected component of the front projection is a disk that lifts to an embedded
disk that bounds a Legendrian unknot with tb = −1.

The remaining region is a 3-ball that by Theorem 5.20 is Darboux.

2.6 Tight vs. Overtwisted

The aim of this Section is to recall the dichotomy between tight and overtwisted contact
structures discovered by Eliashberg in dimension 3 [30] and Borman-Eliashberg-Murphy [6]
in general dimension.
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2.6.1 Overtwisted contact structures.

Let (r, θ, z) ∈ R3 be cylindrical coordinates. Consider the contact structure ξOT in R3 defined
by the kernel of

αOT = cos rdz + r sin rdθ.

The disk ∆OT = {(r, θ, z) ∈ R3 : z = 0, r ≤ π} is an overtwisted disk.

Definition 2.5 (Eliashberg [30]). An overtwisted contact 3-manifold is a contact 3-manifold
that contains an embedded overtwisted disk.

There is also a notion of overtwisted disk ∆OT in higher dimension that is more involved
[6]. In higher dimensions the disk is a (2n)-dimensional piecewise smooth embedded disk.
A higher dimensional contact manifold is overtwisted if it contains a copy of an overtwisted
disk.

Definition 2.6. A contact manifold (M, ξ) is tight if it is not overtwisted.

2.6.2 The h-principle for overtwisted contact structures.

The importance of the definition of overtwistedness is that overtwisted contact structures
satisfies an h-principle type result [37, 68].

Let CStr(M ; ∆OT) be the space of contact structures in M that contains a fixed overtwisted
disk ∆OT ⊆ M . Define also the space AlmCont(M ; ∆OT) of almost contact structures (i.e.
formal contact structures) in M that also contains a fixed overtwisted disk.

Theorem 2.4 (Eliashberg [30], Borman-Eliashberg-Murphy [6]). The inclusion

CStr(M ; ∆OT) ↪→ AlmCont(M ; ∆OT)

is a weak homotopy equivalence.

As a consequence of this result is it possible to compute the homotopy type of the group
of contactomorphisms of an overtwisted contact manifold (M, ξ) that fixes pointwisely an
overtwisted disk if one assumes the knowledge of the homotopy type of the diffeomorphism
group of M . To do this just use the Gray fibration

Cont(M, ξ; rel ∆OT) ↪→ Diff(M ; rel ∆OT)→ CStr(M ; ξ; rel ∆OT).

The computation if the case M = S3 has been carried out by K. Dymara in [27]. It can
also be deduced from the methods developed in that article that for any overtwisted contact
structure ξOT on the 3-disk there is a homotopy surjection

Cont(D3; ξOT)→ Ω4S2.
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This kind of situation stands in sharp contrast with the 3-dimensional tight case that is is
studied in this thesis. In Chapter 3 we will show more examples pointing in this direction.

It is worth to mention that when one allows the overtwisted disk to move the situation is
more subtle as it is shown in [105].

2.7 Hatcher’s Theorems.

In this Section we recall some known facts about diffeomorphism groups of 3-folds and the
topology of the space EmbN,jN (S1,S3) of smooth long embeddings into S3. The scheme that
are we going to follow in the Legendrian case is developed out of the ideas explained in this
Section.

2.7.1 The Smale Conjecture and knot complements.

The main ingredient to understand the topology of the space of smooth long embeddings is
the proof given by A. Hatcher of the Smale Conjecture

Theorem 2.5 ([76]). The group of diffeomorphisms Diff(D3) of the 3–ball fixing the boundary
pointwisely is contractible.

One consequence of the previous Theorem is the following

Lemma 2.7. There is a homotopy equivalence

ΩEmbγN,jN (S1,S3) ∼= Diff(Cγ). (2.4)

Proof. The fiber of the fibration Diff(D3) → EmbγN,jN (S1,S3) is (homotopy equivalent) to

the group Diff(Cγ). Since the group Diff(D3) is contractible the result follows.

Thus, to understand the homotopy type of the space EmbγN,jN (S1,S3) it is enough to under-
stand the diffeomorphism group of the manifold Cγ .

2.7.2 Embeddings of disks into irreducible 3-manifolds.

Let M3 be a orientable compact connected irreducible 3–manifold with boundary. Let i :
D2 ↪→M3 be a proper embedding of the 2–disk into M and consider the space Emb(D2,M3)
of embeddings φ : D2 →M3 such that φ|Op(∂D2) = i|Op(∂D2). The following holds

Theorem 2.6 (Hatcher [74]). The space Emb(D2,M3) is contractible.

Corollary 2.1. Let Hg be the genus g handlebody. The diffeomorphism group Diff(Hg) is
contractible.
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Proof. Since Diff(D3) is contractible because of Theorem 2.5, it is enough to check that
Diff(Hg) is homotopy equivalent to Diff(Hg−1) for any g ≥ 1. Consider any proper embed-
ding of a separating disk e : D2 → Hg. The postcomposition of e by any diffeomorphism of
Hg induces a fibration

Diff(Hg\e(D2))→ Diff(Hg)→ Emb(D2, Hg).

The fiber can be identified with Diff(Hg−1) and the base is contractible by Theorem 2.6 so
the result follows.

2.7.3 The homotopy type of the space of smooth long embeddings.

Theorem 2.7 (Hatcher). The path–connected component Emb0
N,jN (S1, S3) of the space of

smooth long embeddings containing the unknot is contractible.

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.7 it is enough to check that the space Diff(D2×S1) is contractible.
This follows from Corollary 2.1.

In general the following holds

Theorem 2.8 (Hatcher). Let γ ∈ EmbN,jN (S1,S3) be any smooth long embedding. Then,
the space EmbγN,jN (S1, S3) is a K(G, 1).

It is worth to mention that th group G can be computed in terms of a prime decomposition
of the embedding γ [75, 71, 10].

2.8 Smooth knots is R4.

2.8.1 The space Emb(S1,R4).

A long embedding of R into R4 is an embedding γ : R→ R4 that coincides with the standard
inclusion R ↪→ R×R3 = R4 outside a compact neighborhood of the origin. Let LEmb(R,R4)
denote the space of long embeddings of R into R4.

Lemma 2.8 (Budney). Emb(S1,R4) is homotopy equivalent to S3 × S2 × LEmb(R,R4).

Proof. It follows from [9, Proposition 2.2] that Emb(S1,R4) is homotopy equivalent to (SO(4)×
S̃ tereo)/ SO(3), where S̃ tereo = {(p, f) : p /∈ Image(f)} ⊆ R4 × LEmb(R,R4). Observe

that the quaternion structure in R4(i, j, k) induces a homotopy equivalence S3 × S̃ tereo →
(SO(4) × S̃ tereo)/ SO(3); (v, (p, f)) 7→ [((v|iv|jv|kv), (p, f))]. Finally, the natural fibration

S̃ tereo 7→ LEmb(R,R4) has fiber homotopy equivalent to S2, since the space LEmb(R,R4)

is connected and R4\R h.e.∼ S2. Moreover the fibration homotopically splits since given

any family ϕ : Sk → LEmb(R,R4), it admits a lift given by ϕε : Sk → S̃ tereo; z 7→
(ϕ(z)(0) + ε · iϕ(z)′(0), ϕ(z)) for some ε > 0 small enough.
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Let us geometrically explain the homotopy equivalence stated in the last Lemma. Let
{e1, e2, e3, e4} be the canonical basis of R4 and write R4 = R〈e1〉 × R3〈e2, e3, e4〉. From
a long embedding we obtain an embedding of S1 into R4 closing it in the plane 〈e1, p〉, where
p ∈ S2 ⊆ R3〈e2, e3, e4〉. Finally, the S3 factor acts by quaternionic multiplication on a fixed
embedding.

It follows that π2(Emb(S1,R4)) ∼= π2(S2) ⊕ π2(LEmb(R,R4)) ∼= Z ⊕ π2(LEmb(R,R4)). We
provide an explicit construction of the generator of the Z factor in this decomposition. For
every point p ∈ S2 ⊆ R3〈e2, e3, e4〉 take the standard parametrized unknot in span{e1, p}
centered at p and tangent to the line generated by e1 at 0. This gives us a 2–parametric
family of knots, that we denote by SU , whose homotopy class is the generator (1, 0) of
π2(Emb(S1,R4)). Explicitly, SU is defined as:

SU : S2 −→ Emb(S1,R4)
p 7−→ γp(t)

where, if p = (λ1, λ2, λ3) ∈ S2,

γp(t) = sin(2πt)e1 + (1− cos(2πt))(λ1e2 + λ2e3 + λ3e4).

p

γp

Figure 2.3: Construction of SU (schematically)

Remark 2.2. In [9, Proposition 3.9(4)] Budney shows that the space Emb(S1,R4) is simply
connected and π2(Emb(S1,R4)) ∼= Z ⊕ Z. Moreover, he provides an explicit construction of
the second generator of the second homotopy group ([9, Theorem 3.13]).

In section 6.3 we provide an alternative proof of the fact that Emb(S1,R4) is simply connected
based on the techniques developed in this paper.

2.9 Microfibration Lemma

Definition 2.7. A map p : E → B is a Serre microfibration if for any k ≥ 0 and any pair
of maps h : Dk × [0, 1] → B and g : Dk × {0} → E such that p ◦ g = h|Dk×{0} there exists a

positive number ε > 0 and a map ĝ : Dk × [0, ε]→ E satisfying that
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� ĝ|Dk×{0} = g and

� p ◦ ĝ = hDk×[0,ε].

Lemma 2.9 (Microfibration Lemma [106]). Let p : E → B be a Serre microfibration with
weakly contractible fibers. Then p is a Serre fibration.
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Chapter 3

Contactomorphisms of overtwisted
spheres.

This short Chapter is devoted to show that, as a consequence of Theorem 2.4, in the over-
twisted case an statement similar to the main result of this thesis, Theorem 1.4, is not
expected. The contents of this Chapter are based on the article [46].

3.1 Statements of the results.

Let (S2n+1, ξOT) be any overtwisted sphere, and consider the natural inclusion

i : Cont(S2n+1, ξOT) ↪→ Diff(S2n+1) .

For any k ∈ N, denote K2n+1
k the kernel of the homomorphism

πk(i) : πk(Cont(S2n+1, ξOT))→ πk(Diff(S2n+1)) .

Theorem 3.1. Let k ∈ N be such that 1 ≤ 4k + 1 ≤ 2n − 1. The group K2n+1
4k+1 contains an

infinite cyclic subgroup.

Under some conditions on the dimension, Theorem 3.1 can be improved in the case of the
fundamental group and the fifth homotopy group as follows:

Theorem 3.2. (i) The group K3
1 contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z⊕ Z2.

(ii) Let n ≥ 3. The group K4n+1
1 contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z⊕ Z.

(iii) Let n ≥ 6. The group K4n+1
5 contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z⊕ Z.

From the methods developed in the Chapter we are also able to show the following

Theorem 3.3. (i) Let n ≥ 4. The group K4n+3
3 contains an infinite cyclic subgroup.

(ii) Let n ≥ 2. The group K8n+7
4 contains an infinite cyclic subgroup.
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As the even–order higher homotopy groups of a finite dimensional Lie group are finite (see
for instance [45, Example 2.51]), 3.3 immediately implies:

Corollary 3.1. For n ≥ 2, Cont(S8n+7, ξOT) is not homotopy equivalent to a finite dimen-
sional Lie group.

The proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 use four main ingredients. The first is the notion
of overtwisted group introduced in [12], which relies on the flexibility results for overtwisted
contact manifolds from [30, 6]. The second is the existence of a long exact sequence relating
the homotopy groups of the space of contact structures on S2n+1 to those of Cont(S2n+1, ξOT)
and of Diff(S2n+1); associated to the locally trivial fiber bundle

Diff(S2n+1) −→ CStr(S2n+1; ξOT)
ϕ 7−→ ϕ∗ξOT

see Lemma 2.1. The associated exact sequence in homotopy groups looks like

. . .→ πk+1(CStr(S2n+1; ξOT))→ πk(Cont(S2n+1, ξOT))→ πk(Diff(S2n+1))→ πk(CStr(S2n+1; ξOT))→ . . .
(3.1)

By exactness any non trivial element of the quotient group

πk+1(CStr(S2n+1; ξOT))/πk+1(Diff(S2n+1))

descends via the connecting homomorphism to a non trivial element of K2n+1
k . The last

ingredients are the description of the rational homotopy groups of Diff(S2n+1) from [44] and
the description of some homotopy groups of the homogeneous space Γn = SO(2n)/U(n) from
[7, 92, 69, 86, 98].

We point out that these methods could also be applied to the case of any overtwisted con-
tact manifold (M2n+1, ξ) such that both the homotopy type of the space of almost contact
structures on M and the diffeomorphism group of M can be (at least partially) understood.
The interested reader is also invited to consult [14] where the authors use similar techniques
to construct non trivial homotopy clases of compactly supported symplectomorphisms on
(R2n, ωOT). Here, (R2n, ωOT) is defined as the symplectization of an overtwisted contact
structure on R2n−1.

3.2 Almost contact structures on S2n+1.

Recall that, given an oriented smooth manifold M2n+1, an almost contact structure is a
triple (ξ, J,R), where ξ ⊆ TM is a cooriented hyperplane distribution, J : ξ → ξ is a
complex structure on ξ, R = 〈v〉 ⊆ TM is a trivial line sub–bundle defining the coorientation
of ξ and ξ ⊕ R ∼= TM as oriented vector bundles. Here, we denote AlmCont(M) the space
of almost contact structures on M .

Now, recall that, given an auxiliary Riemannian metric g on M , the space AlmCont(M) is
homotopy equivalent to the space of reductions of the structure group SO(2n + 1) of the
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principal bundle FrSO(M) of orthonormal (w.r.t. g) oriented frames of TM to its subgroup
U(n) = U(n) × 1 ⊆ SO(2n + 1), i.e. to the space of sections Γ(M ;X) of the quotient fiber
bundle π : X = FrSO(M)/U(n)→M , with typical fiber SO(2n+ 1)/U(n).

Recall also (see [54, Lemma 8.2.1]) that there is an identification

Γn+1 = SO(2n+ 2)/U(n+ 1) ∼= SO(2n+ 1)/U(n). (3.2)

In particular, the fiber bundle π can also be seen as a fibration

Γn+1 ↪→ X →M (3.3)

Denote the trivial real line bundle over M by ε = 〈w〉. Then, the Riemannian metric g on
M naturally extends to a metric on TM ⊕ ε, still denoted g, by declaring the vector w to
be orthogonal to TM and of norm 1. Let now ComplexTM ⊕ ε be the space of complex
structures on the oriented bundle TM⊕ε. Observe that this space is homotopy equivalent to
the space of complex structures which are compatible with the metric g (i.e. g(J., J.) = g(., .)).
Notice also that the latter can be identified with the space of sections of a fiber bundle over
M with fiber the space of complex structures on R2n+2 compatible with the standard metric,
i.e. Γn+1.

Given any almost contact structure (ξ, J,R), one can naturally extend J to a complex struc-
ture J̃ : TM ⊕ ε → TM ⊕ ε on TM ⊕ ε, by defining J̃v = −w. This gives an inclusion
j : AlmCont(M) ↪→ Complex(TM ⊕ ε).

In fact, 3.2 says that j is a homotopy equivalence. More precisely, denoting the projection
on the first factor by pr : TM ⊕ ε→ TM , the map

Φ: Complex(TM ⊕ ε) −→ AlmCont(M)
J 7−→ (TM ∩ J(TM), J |TM∩J(TM), 〈pr(Jw)〉)

is the homotopy inverse of j. As a consequence:

Lemma 3.1. If the vector bundle TM is stably trivial of type 1 over ref, i.e. TM ⊕ ε is
trivializable (as real vector bundle), the fiber bundle π : X →M is trivializable.

For the rest of the section we focus on the case of almost contact structures on S2n+1.

According to 3.1, the fiber bundle π : X → S2n+1 is trivial. Once fixed any trivialization,
one can then identify Γ(M ;X) = M aps(S2n+1,Γn+1); in particular, AlmCont(S2n+1) is
homotopy equivalent to M aps(S2n+1,Γn+1).

Remark 3.1. The homotopy groups πk(Γn+1), in the stable range 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n, were com-
puted in [7]: they are of period 8 and the first eight groups are, in order, 0,Z, 0, 0, 0,Z,Z2,Z2.
Moreover, some of the first unstable groups π2n+1+kΓn+1 were computed in [92, 69, 86, 98].
More precisely, we will use the fact that the following unstable homotopy groups contain a
cyclic subgroup: π4n+3(Γ2n+1), π4n+7(Γ2n+1), π4n+7(Γ2n+2) and π8n+12(Γ4n+4).

Lemma 3.2. All the path-connected components of the spaceM aps(S2n+1,Γn+1) are homeo-
morphic. In particular, all the path-connected components of AlmCont(S2n+1) are homotopy
equivalent.
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Proof. Let J0 ∈ Γn+1 be the standard (almost) complex structure on R2n+2, and

ξ0 : S2n+1 → Γn+1

z 7→ J0

the corresponding constant section in Γ(M ;X) = M aps(S2n+1,Γn+1). Consider then any
other section ξ : S2n+1 → Γn+1. Because Γn+1 is path–connected, up to homotopy, we can
moreover assume that ξ(N) = J0, where N denotes the north pole of S2n+1.

Denote by M apsξ0(S2n+1,Γn+1) and M apsξ(S2n+1,Γn+1) the path connected components
of ξ0 and ξ, respectively. Consider the U(n + 1)–principal bundle p : SO(2n + 2) → Γn+1,
A 7→ A · J0 ·A−1. By Bott periodicity, π2n(U(n+ 1)) = 0. In particular, the homomorphism

π2n+1 (p) : π2n+1 (SO(2n+ 2))→ π2n+1 (Γn+1)

is surjective, so that there exists a lift ξ̂ : S2n+1 → SO(2n+ 2) of ξ such that ξ̂(N) = Id.

The desired homeomorphism is then given by

Φξ̂ : M apsξ0(S2n+1,Γn+1) −→ M apsξ(S2n+1,Γn+1)

η 7−→ ξ̂ · η

where
ξ̂ · η : S2n+1 → Γn+1

z 7→ ξ̂(z) · η(z)

is defined by using the left action of SO(2n+ 2) on Γn+1.

Proposition 3.1. For each k ∈ N there is an isomorphism

πk
(
AlmCont(S2n+1)

) ∼= πk (Γn+1)⊕ π2n+k+1 (Γn+1)

Proof. For k = 0 we argue as follows. Recall that [Sn, X] = πn (X,x) /π1 (X,x), for any
pointed topological space (X,x). Hence,

π0

(
AlmCont(S2n+1)

)
= π0

(
M aps(S2n+1,Γn+1)

)
= [S2n+1,Γn+1]

= π2n+1 (Γn+1) /π1 (Γn+1) = π2n+1 (Γn+1) ,

and the statement follows from the fact that, according to Remark 3.1, Γn+1 = SO(2n +
2)/U(n+ 1) is simply connected.

We now prove the statement for πk with k ≥ 1. According to Lemma 3.2, we can consider
M aps(S2n+1,Γn+1) as a space pointed at ξ0 ≡ J0 : S2n+1 → Γn+1. Similarly, we consider
Γn+1 as space pointed at J0. There is then a natural Serre fibration (of pointed spaces)

evN : M aps(S2n+1,Γn+1) → Γn+1

ξ 7→ ξ(N)

The fiber over J0 is the space F = Ω2n+1Γn+1 of maps S2n+1 → Γn+1 which evaluate at J0

on the north pole N . In particular, πk(F, ξ0) = π2n+k+1(Γ2n+1, J0).
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Moreover, the map
s : Γn+1 →M aps(S2n+1,Γn+1)

J 7→ ξJ

where ξJ ≡ J , defines a section of the fibration. In particular, the boundary map in the long
exact sequence of homotopy groups associated to the Serre fibration evN is trivial, and every
obtained short exact sequence of groups splits. In other words,

πk
(
AlmCont(S2n+1)

)
= πk

(
M aps(S2n+1,Γn+1)

) ∼= πk (Γn+1)⊕ πk (F )

= πk (Γn+1)⊕ π2n+k+1(Γ2n+1) .

3.2.1 The overtwisted group.

Let M be a (2n + 1)–dimensional manifold. Recall the h-principle for overtwisted contact
structures (Theorem 2.4) says that the forgetful map

CStr(M ; ∆OT) ↪→ AlmCont(M ; ∆OT)

defines a weak homotopy equivalence between the spaces of contact and almost contact
structures on M with a fixed overtwisted disk ∆0 ⊂M .

Notice that the overtwisted disk is not allowed to move in this results. However, an easy
corollary is the fact that the forgetful map

CStrOT(M) ↪→ AlmCont(M) (3.4)

induces a bijection at π0–level, where CStrOT(M) denotes the space of overtwisted contact
structures on M . This can be seen by introducing an overtwisted disk in a neighborhood of
a (properly chosen) point of M , and using Theorem 2.4.

To deal with the higher–order homotopy groups, one needs the existence of a continuous
choice of overtwisted disks in order to run the same argument.

Definition 3.1 ([12]). Let 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n. The overtwisted k–group of M , denoted OTk(M),
is the subgroup of πk(CStr(M ; ξOT)) made of those classes that admit a representative ξ :
Sk → CStr(M ; ξOT) for which there is a certificate of overtwistedness, i.e. a continuous map

∆ : Sk → EmbPL(D2n,M) = {ψ : D2n ↪→M piece–wise linear embedding }

such that, for each p ∈ Sk, ∆(p) is overtwisted for ξ(p).

Homotopy classes in OTk(M) are called overtwisted.

In these terms, Equation 3.4 says that the map OT0(M)→ π0(AlmCont(M)) is a bijection.
For higher–order homotopy groups one then has the following:

Proposition 3.2 (Casals-del Pino- Presas CPP). Let (M, ξOT) be any closed overtwisted
contact manifold. For each 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n, the inclusion CStrOT(M) ↪→ AlmCont(M) induces
an isomorphism

OTk(M) ∼= πk (AlmCont(M)) .
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Moreover, OTk(M) < πk (CStr(M ; ξOT)) is a normal subgroup for k > 0 and, thus, the set of
tight classes Tightk(M) = πk (CStr(M ; ξOT)) /OTk(M) has group structure. In particular,
for any 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n there is an isomorphism

πk (CStr(M ; ξOT)) ∼= OTk(M)⊕ Tightk(M) .

To the authors’ knowledge, the only known example of a non–trivial tight class is contained
in [105], where the author exhibits an order 2 loop of overtwisted contact structures on S3,
based at the only overtwisted structure on S3 having Hopf invariant −1 (w.r.t. the standard
trivialization of TS3 given by the quaternions), which does not admit a certificate of over-
twistedness. It follows that this tight loop cannot come from a loop of diffeomorphisms in
the long exact sequence in 3.1. In particular, its image via the boundary map is a non–trivial
element (of order 2) in the contact mapping class group.

3.3 Proofs of the statements.

We start by recalling some known facts in algebraic topology. Recall the following standard
homotopy equivalence (see for instance [3, Lemma 1.1.5] for a proof):

Diff(S2n+1)
∼←− Diff(D2n+1)× SO(2n+ 2) . (3.5)

Here, the group Diff(D2n+1) of diffeomorphisms of the disk relative to its boundary which
are smoothly isotopic to the identity is understood as the subgroup of Diff(S2n+1) of dif-
feomorphisms which fixes (a neighborhood of) the north hemisphere, and the arrow is the
natural inclusion map. Moreover, some of the rational homotopy groups of the first factor of
the right–hand side of 3.5 are completely characterized (see also [107, Section 6]):

Theorem 3.4 (Farrel-Hsiang [44]). Let 0 ≤ k < min{2n−3
3 , n− 3}. Then

πk(Diff(D2n+1))⊗Q =

{
0 if k 6≡ 3 mod 4,

Q if k ≡ 3 mod 4.

Let’s now go back to contact topology and prove the statements announced in the introduc-
tion.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let ξOT be any overtwisted structure on S2n+1, and k ∈ N such that
1 ≤ 4k + 1 ≤ 2n− 1. The relevant part of the long exact sequence in 3.1 is the following:

π4k+2(Diff(S2n+1))→ π4k+2(CStr(S2n+1; ξOT))→ K2n+1
4k+1

According to Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, there is an isomorphism

π4k+2(CStr(S2n+1; ξOT)) ∼= π4k+2(Γn+1)⊕ π2n+4k+3(Γn+1)⊕ Tightk(S2n+1).

Moreover, under this isomorphism, the projection on the first factor

π4k+2(CStr(S2n+1; ξOT))→ π4k+2(Γn+1) .
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is just the map induced by the evaluation at the north pole evN . As Diff(D2n+1) ⊆ Diff(S2n+1)
is the subgroup of diffeomorphisms fixing the north hemisphere, it follows that the following
composition is trivial:

π4k+2(Diff(D2n+1))→ π4k+2(Diff(S2n+1))→ π4k+2(CStr(S2n+1; ξOT))→ π4k+2(Γn+1)

Moreover, according to Bott periodicity, π4k+2(SO(2n+ 2)) = 0. In particular, the following
composition is also trivial:

π4k+2(Diff(S2n+1))→ π4k+2(CStr(S2n+1; ξOT))→ π4k+2(Γn+1)

Now, according to Remark 3.1, π4k+2(Γn+1), hence π4k+2(CStr(S2n+1; ξOT)), contains a sub-
group Z. It then follows from the exact sequence that K2n+1

4k+1 must have at least one element
of infinite order, as desired.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. According to Hatcher’s Theorem 2.5 the Smale Conjecture holds for
S3; in particular, π2(Diff(S3)) = 0. Moreover, since Γ2 = SO(4)/U(2) = S2 it follows from
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 that the group

OT2(S3) ∼= π2(S2)⊕ π5(S2) ∼= Z⊕ Z2

is a subgroup of π2(CStr(S3; ξOT)). Thus, (i) follows from the exact sequence in 3.1.

Since π2(SO(4n+1)) = π6(SO(4n+1)) = 0, Theorem 3.4 implies that π2(Diff(S4n+1))⊗Q = 0
for n ≥ 3, and π6(Diff(S4n+1)) ⊗ Q = 0 for n ≥ 6. Moreover, according to 3.1, each of the
following homotopy groups contain a cyclic subgroup: π2(Γ2n+1) for n ≥ 1, π6(Γ2n+1) for
n ≥ 2, π4n+3(Γ2n+1) and π4n+7(Γ2n+1). Hence, (ii) and (iii) then follow from the exact
sequence in 3.1 and from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Since π4(SO(4n + 4)) is trivial, it follows from the homotopy equiv-
alence in 3.5 and from Theorem 3.4 that π4(Diff(S4n+3)) ⊗ Q = 0 for n ≥ 4. Moreover,
according to Remark 3.1, π4n+7(Γ2n+2) contains a subgroup Z.

Similarly, π5(SO(8n + 8)) = 0 thus the homotopy equivalence 3.5 and Theorem 3.4 imply
that π5(Diff(S8n+7))⊗Q = 0 for n ≥ 2. According to Remark 3.1, π8n+12(Γ4n+4) ∼= Z.

The statement then follow from the exact sequence in 3.1 and from Propositions 3.1 and
3.2.
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Chapter 4

Contactomorphisms of tight
contact 3-manifolds.

This Chapter contains the proof of the main results of this thesis.

4.1 Statement of the result and outline of the proof.

Let us recall the setup. Let (M, ξ) be a contact 3-manifold. A formal contactomorphism of
(M, ξ) is pair (ϕ, Fs) where ϕ ∈ Diff(M) is a diffeomorphism of M and Fs : TM → ϕ∗(TM),
s ∈ [0, 1], is a homotopy of bundle isomorphisms starting at F0 = dϕ and such that (F1)|ξ :
ξ → ϕ∗ξ is an isomorphism.

Fix any point p ∈M . We will study the group Cont(M, ξ; rel p) of contactomorphisms of M
that are the idenity overOp(p). Consider also the corresponding formal space FCont(M, ξ; rel p) =
{(ϕ, Fs) ∈ FCont(M, ξ) : (ϕ, Fs)|Op(p) = (Id, dId)|Op(p)}. Define the groups Dk, k ≥ 0, as the
image on πk of the homomorphism induced by the natural projection

pr : FCont(M, ξ; rel p)→ Diff(M ; rel p).

As we announced in the Introduction our main result is the following

Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 1.4 in the Introduction). Let (M, ξ) be any compact tight contact
3–manifold. Consider the inclusion

iD : Cont(M, ξ; rel p) ↪→ Diff(M ; rel p).

The following holds:

1. The homomorphisms πk(iD) are injective for any k ≥ 1.

2. The inclusion iF : Cont(M, ξ; rel p) ↪→ FCont(M, ξ; rel p) is injective at the level of
path–components.
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3. The image of πk(iD) is precisely Dk for any k.

In order to get ready for the proof Section 4.2 explains, and in some cases proves, several
classical results of 3–dimensional Contact Topology in a multiparametric setup. This Section
is the most technical part of the thesis. In particular:

� the contractibility of the tight contact structures in D3 with fixed boundary extension,
see Theorem 4.3, that is the starting lever of the article;

� the contractibility of the contactomorphism group of the ball relative to the boundary,
see Corollary 4.2;

� Giroux C0–density result about realizability of convex surfaces with a chosen charac-
terististic foliation. We will focus on the case of convex disks whose boundary is a
Lengedrian unknot with tb = −1. And we will prove that under some mild assump-
tions the space of standard convex disks is proven to be homotopy equivalent to the
space of smooth disks with the same boundary. See Theorem 4.4.

� Next, we offer the analogous proof to understand, at a homotopy level, the inclusion of
the space of standard convex embeddings of spheres on a tight contact manifold into
the space of smooth embeddings of spheres.

Let us explain the logic behind Theorem 4.1.

1. We will follow an obstruction theoretic argument. In order to perform it we will fix a
contact cell decomposition of our 3-fold (M, ξ), see Definition 2.4. Denote by Gj the
j–skeleton and G−1 = ∅.

2. Our goal is to prove that if an element β ∈ πk(Cont(M3, ξ; rel p)) satisfies that iD(β) = 0
then β = 0 and moreover for an element β ∈ πk(Diff(M ; rel p)) such that it admits a
formal contact structure, i.e. β = πk(pr)(δ) for some δ ∈ πk(FCont(M, ξ; rel p), then
you can deform it through a smooth family (not necessarily formal) to obtain a new
family that is contact. This is what we advertise in the statement. However, we will
find obstructions on the process, e.g. [8, 26, 63, 65];

3. The logic game that we apply is to work by steps decreasing the dimension of the cells
j = 3, 2, 1, 0.

4. The rank j case can be stated as follows. We have as induction hypothesis that the
map

πk(Cont(M3, ξ; relGj))→ πk(Diff(M3; relGj))

is injective and moreover any element in πk(Diff(M3; relGj)) that admits a formal con-
tact structure, can be deformed through diffeomorphisms into an element in πk(Cont(M3, ξ; relGj)).
The required statement is that we want to prove that is true for j − 1, i.e.

πk(Cont(M3, ξ; relGj−1))

should be mapped injectively into

πk(Diff(M3, ξ; relGj−1))
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and given an element in

β ∈ πk(Diff(M3; relGj−1)),

that lies in the image of

πk(pr) : πk(FCont(M3, ξ; relGj−1))→ πk(Diff(M3; relGj−1)),

there is an element in

πk(Cont(M3, ξ; relGj−1))

whose smooth class is given by β.

5. In the first step, j = 3, realize that the induction hypothesis is void. This is because
G3 = M3 and that the group conformed by the identity element obviously satisfies the
induction hypothesis. Actually, what we prove for j − 1 = 2 is stronger than required.
We are assuming that away from a neighborhood of the 2-skeleton (a finite union of
Darboux balls) our maps are the identity, to conclude it is enough to realize that
contactomorphisms relative to the boundary of the ball are homotopically equivalent
to diffeomorphisms relative to the boundary of the ball. This is Corollary 4.2 of our
lever Theorem 4.3.

6. In the second step, j = 2 we assume that our families are the identity in the boundary of
the 1-skeleton, for instance for injectivity: start with a family ϕz,1 ∈ Cont(M3; relG1),
(z, 1) ∈ ∂Dk = Sk−1, such that they extend to a family ϕz,r ∈ Diff(M3; relG1), for
(z, r) ∈ Dk. We start with the family ϕz,1 that by induction hypothesis restrict to the
identity on a neighbourhood of the 1-skeleton. Given a 2-cell c2, our goal is to show
that the family of contactomorphism leave it invariant. The rules of the game are the
following: we are allowed to deform our family ϕz,1 by post-composing with a family of
contact flows in order to push back the family ϕz,1(c2) to the original 2-cell c2. It will
be instrumental for that the smooth capping by diffeomorphisms that will provide an
isotopy through smooth disks from the images to the original one. At this point, the
cross of the argument develops: we need to approximate the multiparametric family
of smooth disks into a family of convex disks that by extension of isotopy provide a
family of flows that pushes back the convex disks to the initial one. For that, we will
need a multiparametric version of convex surface theory, see Subsection 4.2.3. A similar
argument provides the surjection.

7. The first two steps j = 3, 2 are unobstructed, even considering the inclusion Cont(M, ξ)→
Diff(M). This is the content of Theorem 4.6, that is of independent interest. In fact,
this result is enough to prove that the space of long Legendrian unknots is contractible,
something needed to actually complete the third step j = 1.

8. Let us focus on the step j = 1. In this case, it is simple to reduce the problem to
the fact that the space of long Legendrian unknots is contractible (in other words
homotopically equivalent to the space of smooth long unknots). This allows us to
show that the family of contactomorphisms can be deformed in such a way that it
preserves the 1-edges of the CW -decomposition. In fact, this just works for a family
of diffeomorphisms (no need for them to be formal). Once, this is done, one may be
tempted to think that we have solved the problem. However, we need to recall that
we should preserve a neighbourhood of the edge, and that is equivalent to say that
we preserve a framing of the normal (this implies that is the identity at first order).
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But clearly, this is not always the case for general diffeomorphims: for instancce it
may happen that our arc with local coordinates (z, r, θ) ∈ [0, 1]× D2 has the following
local behaviour (z, r, θ) → (z, r, θ + 2πkz), with k ∈ Z\{0}. One may be tempted to
think that this cannot happen in families, but it is still possible. Imagine that you
have a family of diffeomorhpisms φz,1 that act trivially over an arc preserving it and
its normal bundle. It is very simple to produce a family of diffeomorphisms φz,r; that
parametrizes (z, r) ∈ Dk such that φ0,0 is a diffeomorphism that preserves the arc and,
however, rotates the normal bundle. This can happen as soon as the family φz,r does
not preserve the arc for r ∈ (0, 1).

A way out is to assume that the map is formal contact (being precise at 1-skeleton
level, but we just simplify the statement of the result saying that they are formal
contactomorphisms). If that is the case, it is fairly clear that the image of the contact
framing on the normal bundle over γ is homotopic to the contact framing associated
to the image, if our deformation is through formal contactomorphisms we preserve the
framing and we are done. In the injective case, that is trivially achieved because the
deformation is actually through contactomomrphims. However, in the surjective case
we need a formal path to follow and this is the reason of the technical statement in the
Theorem 4.1.

9. Let us focus on the last step j = 0. In particular, the strategy as it is clear from the
statement of Theorem 4.1 is just to give up and assume that you have sorted it out
by hypothesis. Why do not we assume that if there is a formal contact isotopy to the
identity, then we just deform the 0-cells back to the initial position? The problem is
explained in Subsection 4.3.4: a contactomorphism that is homotopic to the identity as
formal contactomorphism is shown to not satisfy the injectivity asumption. However,
we will check that there is not CW-decomposition such that if you deform the images
of the 0-skeleton in order to make sure that the contactomorphism is the identity over a
small neighborhood of the 0-skeleton, then the new contactomorphism does not remain
formally isotopic to the identity relative to the 0-cells. This is a classical fact in
obstruction theory: secondary obstructions may appear if you have an unobstructed
problem and try to solve it by induction in the skeleton. So, we implement a radical
solution, we assume that the zero skeleton is sorted out and we start in the 1-skeleton.

The careful reader may realize at this point that the technically challenging steps are j = 1
and 2. For j = 2, we are just trying to push a family of disks that are the image of a 2-cell of
the Legendrian skeleton back to this disk. What we need to make it work is a multiparametric
convex theory, at least for the standard convex disk with boundary the Legendrian unknot.
To prove this is the content of Subsection 4.2.3, though in a sense the whole Section 4.2 is a
preparation for that result.

Lastly, the key result to attack the case j = 1 is sorted out as a Corollary of the discussion
for j = 2, that is Corollary 4.6.

4.2 Eliashberg and Giroux Theorems

We need the parametric versions of two Theorems due to Eliashberg for tight contact struc-
tures in S3 or in D3 and one due to Giroux. We claim that the first two are already proven:
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contractibility of the space of contact structures in the ball and contractibility of the space of
contactomorphisms [85]. In fact, they are completely equivalent using Theorem 2.5. However,
the third and the fourth statements require a proof. The third one is the heart of the article:
a multiparametric convex surface theory. In fact, we cheat a bit. We use the contractibility
of the space of contactomorphisms of the ball to prove right away that the space of convex
disks with fixed characteristic foliation in the ball is also contractible. A matter of algebraic
topology force game: diffeomorphisms are contractible in the ball, contactomorphisms are
contractible in the ball, then standard convex disks are contractible in the ball. It comes
in two flavours the already mentioned one and another one for multiparametric families of
standard spheres, where contractibility is not obtained, since some formal evaluation data
needs to be fixed.

4.2.1 Classification of tight contact structures in the 3–sphere.

We have the following Theorem, due to Eliashberg that completely characterizes the con-
nectedness of the subspace of tight contact structures homotopic to the standard one in
S3.

Theorem 4.2 (Theorem 2.1.1 in [31]). A tight contact structure on S3 is isotopic to the
standard contact structure ξstd

We want to generalize it to the following multiparametric version. Let CStr(S3, ξstd) be the
space of tight contact structures on S3. Fix evN : CStr(S3, ξstd) → SO(4)/U(2) = S2 the
evaluation map of the contact structure at the north pole on N ∈ S3.

Theorem 4.3 (Theorem 2.1 in [85]). The map evN is a weak homotopy equivalence.

The techniques employed in Eliashberg’s original result- Theorem 4.2- were believed to imply
this multiparametic case. However, this was not written in the literature. This gap has been
filled quite recently in [85].

4.2.2 Contactomorphisms in the standard contact 3–sphere.

Consider the evaluation map

evN : Cont(S3, ξstd)→ U(2), (4.1)

defined by evaluating the image of the north pole and the jacobian at the north pole.

Eliashberg again hinted in [31]

Corollary 4.1. The evaluation map (4.1) is a weak homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Just write the following pair of exact sequences, where the vertical lines are provided
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by the natural evaluation maps

Cont(S3, ξstd)

��

// Diff(S3)

��

// CStr(S3, ξstd)

��

U(2) // SO(4) // SO(4)/U(2).

Use the five Lemma to provide the required answer.

Corollary 4.2. The space of compactly supported contactomorphisms of the 3–ball for the
standard contact structure Cont(D3, ξstd) is contractible.

This is an obvious consequence of Cont(D3, ξstd) being the fiber of the map (4.1). As a
consequence of this result and the Theorems of Giroux explained in one concludes that the
same statement holds for any tight contact structure on the 3–ball:

Corollary 4.3. Let ξTight be any tight contact structure on D3. The group Cont(D3, ξTight)
of compactly supported contactomorphisms of (D3, ξTight) is contractible.

Proof. Let ϕz ∈ Cont(D3; ξTight) be any family of contactomorphisms. Let S2 × [0, 1] ↪→ D3

be a collar neighbourhood of ∂D3 = S2 = S2 × {0} such that ϕz|S2×[0,1] is the identity. By

Giroux Genericity Theorem we may assumme that S2×{1
2} is convex. Moreover, the dividing

set can be assumed to be the equator of the sphere by Giroux Tightness Criterion. Finally,
by Giroux Realizability the characteristic foliation can be assumed to be standard, meaning
by this that the characteristic foliation of S2 × {1

2} induced by ξTight coincides with the
characteristic foliation induced by the standard tight contact structure ξstd on the boundary
of the disk S2 = ∂D3. Thus, since there is only one tight contact structure, up to isotopy
relative to the boundary, on D3 such that the characteristic foliation at the boundary coincides
with the induced by ξstd; the initial family ϕz ∈ Cont(D3, ξTight) can be regarded as a family
of contactomorphisms of the standard tight 3-ball (D3, ξstd). In particular it is contractible
because of the previous result.

Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) be any long Legendrian embedding and consider the contact man-
ifold (Cγ , ξstd).

Lemma 4.1. There is a homotopy equivalence

Cont(Cγ , ξstd) ∼= ΩLegγN,jN (S3, ξstd). (4.2)

Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that the fiber of the fibration Cont(D3, ξstd)→ LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd)

is the group Cont(Cγ , ξstd). By Corollary 4.2 the group Cont(D3, ξstd) is contractible so the
result follows.

The following result implies that Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 are, in fact, equivalent.
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Corollary 4.4. Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) be any long Legendrian embeddings. Then, for any
k ≥ 1, the homomorphism

πk(i) : πk(Leg
γ
N,jN (S3, ξstd))→ πk(EmbγN,jN (S1, S3))

is injective (surjective) if and only if the homomorphism

πk−1(Cont(Cγ , ξstd))→ πk−1(Diff(Cγ))

induced by the inclusion is injective (surjective).

Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 4.2 by observing that the
following diagram is commutative

Cont(Cγ , ξstd) �
�

//

� _

��

Cont(D3, ξstd) //

� _

��

LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd)
� _

��

Diff(Cγ) �
�

// Diff(D3) // EmbγN,jN (S1, S3).

4.2.3 Standard convex disks on a tight contact 3-fold.

The content of this Subsection is the most important technical tool used in the proofs of
the main results. In particular, we will check that the the space of convex disks with fixed
boundary is homotopy equivalent to the space of smooth disks with the same boundary
condition. The reason to spend time with the understanding of that space is due to the
fact that the homotopy type of that space completely controls the behaviour of a Giroux
2-skeleton when producing the image through a family of contactomorphisms.

Denote by B2(r) ⊆ R2 the open ball of radius r > 0 with centre at the origin; and by
D2(r) ⊆ R2 the corresponding closed ball. When r = 1 we will simply write B2 and D2.

Denote by (D2,Fstd) the standard foliation of the disk with boundary the Legendrian unknot.
We will say that an embedding e : D2 → (M3, ξ) of a disk into a contact 3–fold is standard
if it is convex and (D2, e∗ξ) = (D2,Fstd). In particular, the boundary of e(D2) is a standard
Legendrian unknot (with tb = −1).

Let e : D2 → (M, ξ) be an standard embedding of a disk into a contact 3–fold. Denote by
Embe(D2,M) the space of smooth embeddings f : D2 → M such that f|Op(∂D2) = e|Op(∂D2)

and f is smoothly isotopic to e (relative to an open neighbourhood of ∂D2). Similarly,
define Embestd(D2, (M, ξ)) as the subspace of Embe(D2,M) conformed by embeddings that
are standard.

We will use the following technical definition
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Figure 4.1: The standard convex disk.

Definition 4.1. Let N be a compact manifold and (M, g) a Riemannian manifold. Denote
by EmbP(N,M) ⊆ Emb(N,M) the subspace of embeddings that satisfies certain property
P. We will say that the inclusion

j : EmbP(N,M) ↪→ Emb(N,M)

is a C0-dense homotopy equivalence if

� j is a homotopy equivalence.

� For any ε > 0 and any continuous map ϕ : K → Emb(N,M) from a compact parameter
space K there exists an homotopy ϕt : K → Emb(N,M), t ∈ [0, 1], such that

1. ϕ0 = ϕ,

2. Image(ϕ1) ⊆ EmbP(N,M) and

3. ϕt(k)(N) ⊆ B(N, ε) = {p ∈M : dM (p,N) < ε}.

Our main result can be stated as follows.

Theorem 4.4. Fix an standard embedding of a disk e : D2 → (M3, ξ) into a tight contact
3–manifold. The inclusion

Embestd(D2, (M, ξ)) ↪→ Embe(D2,M)

is a C0-dense homotopy equivalence.

First, let us state and prove an easy consequence, that will be the main use of this Theorem.
This result solves the case j = 2 in the argument explained in the Outline 4.1.

Corollary 4.5. Let e : D2 → (M, ξ) be an standard embedding of a disk into a tight contact
3–manifold. Let ϕz,r ∈ Diff(M ; rel e(∂D2)), (z, r) ∈ Dk, be any disk of diffeomorphisms
bounding an sphere of contactomorphisms ϕz,1 ∈ Cont(M, ξ; rel e(∂D2)), where ϕN,1 = Id.
Then, there exists a homotopy ϕz,rt ∈ Diff(M ; rel e(∂D2)), t ∈ [0, 1], such that

(i) ϕz,r0 = ϕz,r,
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(ii) ϕN,1t = Id,

(iii) ϕz,1t ∈ Cont(M, ξ; rel e(∂D2)) and

(iv) ϕz,r1 ∈ Diff(M ; rel e(D2)).

What this Corollary states is that if we have an standard disk that is not preserved by a
multiparametric family of contactomorphisms that are isotopic to the identity as diffeomor-
phisms, we can deform the family of contactomorphisms through contactomorphisms in order
to make sure that the deformed family preserves the disk: a technical point is that the new
family is homotopic to the old one. In particular, it is still isotopic to the identity

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that ϕN,r ≡ Id, r ∈ [0, 1]. This is just to simplify the
notation in the following argument. Denote by ez,r the postcomposition ez,r = ϕz,r ◦ e. Since
the inclusion Embestd(D2, (M, ξ)) ↪→ Embe(D2,M) is a homotopy equivalence the relative
homotopy class

ez,r ∈ πk(Embe(D2,M),Embestd(D2, (M, ξ)))

is trivial. This means that there is an homotopy ez,rt ∈ Embe(D2,M), t ∈ [0, 1], such that

� ez,r0 = ez,r,

� ez,1t = ez,1,

� eN,rt = e, (r, t) ∈ [0, 1]2,

� ez,r1 = e ∈ Embestd(D2, (M, ξ)).

Define the family of vector fields Xz,r
t = dez,1s

ds |s=t such that Xz,r
t is defined over the disk ez,r,t.

Use the Isotopy Extension Theorem for convex surface embeddings to extend the family Xz,1
t

to a family over the whole manifold X̃z,1
t . The relative character of the smooth extension of

isotopy theorem, ensures the existence of a family of smooth vector fields X̃z,1
t defined over

the whole manifold. Integrate to produce a family of flows f tz,r that are contact for r = 1.
The family ϕtz,r = f tz,r ◦ ϕz,r satisfies all the required properties.

First let us prove Theorem 4.4 in the case of a tight 3-ball.

Lemma 4.2. Let (D3, ξTight) be any tight contact structure on the 3–ball. Fix coordinates
(x, y, z) ∈ D3 and assumme that e : D2(x, y) ↪→ (D3, ξTight), (x, y) 7→ (x, y, 0) is an standard
embedding. Then, the inclusion

Embestd(D2, (D3, ξTight)) ↪→ Embe(D2,D3)

is a homotopy equivalence. In particular, the space Embestd(D2, (D3, ξTight))) is contractible.

Proof. Recall that the space Embe(D2,D3) is contractible because of the Smale Conjecture
2.5. The same holds for Embestd(D2, (D3, ξTight)) as a consequence of Corollary 4.3. Indeed,
there is fibration

Cont(D3
1, ξTight)× Cont(D3

2, ξTight) ↪→ Cont(D3, ξTight)→ Embestd(D2, (D3, ξTight)),
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where D3
1 = {(x, y, z) ∈ D3 : z > 0} and D3

2 = {(x, y, z) ∈ D3 : z < 0}. The fiber and the
total space of the fibration are contractible because of Corollary 4.3 so the result follows.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. It is enough to check the following: Let K be any compact param-
eter space and G ⊆ K any subspace. Then, for any ε > 0 and for any map ϕ : K →
Embe(D2,M) such that ϕ(k) ∈ Embestd(D2, (M, ξ)), for k ∈ G, there exists an homotopy
ϕt : K → Embe(D2,M), t ∈ [0, 1], satisfying that

� ϕ0 = ϕ,

� ϕt(k) ∈ Embestd(D2, (M, ξ)) for any (k, t) ∈ (G× [0, 1]) ∪ (K × {1}),

� ϕt(k)(D2) ⊆ B(ϕ(k)(D2), ε).

To check this proceed as follows. First, consider any continuous extension φk : D3 → M ,
k ∈ K, into a family of 3-balls embeddings of our initial family ϕ(k), i.e. (φk)|D2×{0} = ϕ(k),
such that

φk(D3) ⊆ B(ϕ(k)(D2), ε).

Secondly, consider the universal space H of pairs (φ, Ps), s ∈ [0, 1], where

� φ : D3 →M is an embedding with φ|Op(∂D2×{0}) = e|Op(∂D2) and

� Ps ∈ Emb
φ|D2×{0}(D2, φ(D3))is an isotopy joining P0 = φ|D2×{0} with an standard disk

P1 : D2 → φ(D3) ⊆ (M, ξ).

The forgetful map H → B, (φ, Ps) 7→ φ over the space of embeddings of balls is a microfibra-
tion with non–empty contractible fiber. Indeed, the since any embedding φ ∈ B satisfies by
hypothesis that the equator of the boundary sphere is a Legendrian unknot with tb = −1
it follows from Giroux Theorems (and the connectedness of the space of smooth disks with
fixed boundary) that the fiber is non-empty. The contractibility of the fiber follows Lemma
4.2.

Thus, by the Microfibration Lemma 2.9 H → B is, in fact, a fibration and, thus, a weak
homotopy equivalence.

We have a well–defined map φ : K → B, k 7→ φk that admits a section over G ⊆ K: the
constant one given by

G→ H, k 7→ (φk, P
k
s ≡ (φk)|D2×{0}).

It follows that we can extend this section over the whole parameter space K to obtain

φ̂ : K → H, k 7→ (φk, P
k
s ).

The desired homotopy ϕt : K → Embe(D2,M), t ∈ [0, 1], is defined as

ϕt(k) = P kt .
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4.2.4 The space of standard convex spheres in a tight 3-fold.

In this Subsection, we will recreate the arguments of Subsection 4.2.3, for another case. We
will provide the details of the standard convex sphere now.

Let Embstd(S2, (M3, ξ)) be the space of convex embeddings e : S2 → (M, ξ) that are stan-
dard, this just means that the characteristic foliation e∗ξ coincides with the induced at the
boundary of a Darboux ball. Given an standard embedding e : S2 → (M, ξ) we will denote
by Embe(S2,M) the space of embeddings smoothly isotopic to e and by Embestd(S2, (M, ξ))
the subspace of Embe(S2,M) conformed by standard convex embeddings. The following can
be thought as a multiparametric version of Colin’s result in [21].

Theorem 4.5. Fix any convex standard embedding of the sphere e : S2 → (M3, ξ) as base
point. Then,

πk(Embe(S2,M),Embestd(S2, (M, ξ))) = πk(SO(3),U(1)),

for any k ≥ 1.

Remark 4.1. It is worth it to mention that if M is an irreducible 3-fold the statement can
be easily deduced from Theorems 2.5 and Corollary 4.2. Here is the argument:

1. The fibration
Diff(D3)→ Emb(D3,M)→ Emb(S2,M)

has contractible fiber because of Theorem 2.5.

2. The same holds in the contact category since the fiber of the fibration

Cont(D3, ξstd)→ CEmb((D3, ξstd), (M, ξ))→ Embstd(S2, (M, ξ))

is also contractible because of Corollary 4.2.

3. The space Emb(D3,M) is homotopy equivalent to the oriented frame bundle Fr+(M)
and the space of Darboux balls CEmb((D3, ξstd), (M, ξ)) to the space of contact framings
CFr(M, ξ). See Subsection 2.3.

4. Finally,

πk(Emb(S2,M),Embstd(S2, (M, ξ))) ∼= πk(Fr+(M),CFr(M, ξ)) ∼= πk(SO(3),U(1))

for any k ≥ 1.

The proof in the general case is almost a word by word adaptation of Theorem 4.4, that is the
version for standard convex disks. As in the case of disks, a similar C0–closedness statement
holds for relative classes that are trivial. It also possible to deduce the same statements for
any convex sphere in a tight contact 3–fold.

We first need some preliminary results. First we explain differential topology statements that
we will need.

Lemma 4.3. � The diffeomorphism group Diff(S2 × [−1, 1]) is homotopy equivalent to
Ω SO(3).
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� Fix the inclusion e : S2 ↪→ S2 × {0} ⊆ S2 × [−1, 1]. The evaluation at the north pole of
the 1-jet defines a homotopy equivalence

D evN : Embe(S2, S2 × [−1, 1])→ SO(3), f 7→ dNf.

Proof. The first statement follows from the Smale Conjecture (Theorem 2.5) since Diff(S2×
[−1, 1]) is the fiber of the fibration

Diff(S2 × [−1, 1]) ↪→ Diff(D3)→ Emb(D3(ε),D3).

Indeed, the total space is contractible and the base is homotopy equivalent to SO(3).

Similarly, consider the commutative diagram

Ω SO(3)× Ω SO(3) �
�

//

� _

��

Ω SO(3) //

� _

��

SO(3)
� _

��

Diff(S2 × [−1, 0])×Diff(S2 × [0, 1]) �
�

// Diff(S2 × [−1, 1]) // Embe(S2, S2 × [−1, 1]),

where the rows are fibrations. It follows from the first statement and the five lemma that the
inclusion SO(3) ↪→ Embe(S2, S2 × [−1, 1]) is a homotopy equivalence and, thus, the second
statement.

The contact analogue of the previous Lemma also follows:

Lemma 4.4. Let ξTight be any tight contact structure on S2 × [−1, 1]. Assumme that the
inclusion e : S2 ↪→ S2 × {0} ⊆ S2 × [−1, 1] is an standard embedding.

� The contactomorphism group Cont(S2×[−1, 1], ξTight) is homotopy equivalent to Ω U(1).

� The evaluation at the north pole of the 1-jet defines a homotopy equivalence

D evN : Embestd(S2, (S2 × [−1, 1], ξTight))→ U(1), f 7→ dNf.

Proof. As usual it follows from the results due to Giroux presented in Section 2.1 that it is
enought to check the statement for the standard tight contact structure ξstd on S2 × [−1, 1],
i.e. the canonical R–invariant neighbourhood of a standard convex sphere.

In the case of (S2×[−1, 1], ξstd) the statement follows in the same way that in the smooth case.
Recall that the group Cont(D3, ξstd) is contractible and that the space CEmb((D3(ε), ξstd)(D3, ξstd))
is homotopy equivalent to U(1).

Proof of Theorem 4.5. Fix k ≥ 1. Consider any element ez,r ∈ πk(Emb(S2,M),Embstd(S2, (M, ξ))).
Consider the map evN : Dk → M, (z, r) 7→ ez,r(N). Then, the pullback bundles ev∗N ξ
and ev∗N TM over the disk Dk are trivializable in a unique way, up to homotopy. Identify
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ev∗N ξ = Dk × C ⊆ ev∗N TM = Dk × R3. Thus, the evaluation of the 1–jet of the family of
embeddings provides a morphism

D evN : Dk → SO(3), (z, r) 7→ dNe
z,r

which takes values at U(1) over ∂Dk. I.e. it defines a class in πk(SO(3),U(1)). Define

Φk(e
z,r) = [D evN ] ∈ πk(SO(3),U(1)),

it is straightforward to check that this assignement defines a group morphism

Φk : πk(Emb(S2,M),Embstd(S2, (M, ξ)))→ πk(SO(3),U(1)).

The homomorphism Φk is surjective. Indeed, let Az,r ∈ πk(SO(3),U(1)) be any element of
the relative homotopy group. Then, ez,r = e ◦Az,r satisfies that Φk(e

z,r) = Az,r.

It remains to check that Φk is injective. Let ez,r ∈ ker(Φk). Assume without loss of generality
that eN,r = e. It is easy to arrange, after a possible contact isotopy, that

ez,r(N) ≡ e(N)

is constant and, since ez,r ∈ ker(Φk), that

dN ẽ
z,r ≡ dNe

is also constant.

Extend the whole family ez,r into a family of spherical annulus embeddings

φz,r : S2 × [−1, 1]→ (M, ξ),

such that, φz,r|S2×{0} = ez,r by using the normal vector field of each sphere.

Now follow word by word the setup explained for disks. Consider the universal space HE
conformed by pairs (φ, Ps), s ∈ [0, 1], where

� φ : S2 × [−1, 1] ↪→M is an embedding with constant evaluation at {N} × {0}

� Ps : S2 → φ(S2 × [−1, 1]) is a isotopy of spheres with constant evaluation at the north
pole joining P0 = φ|S2×{0} with a standard sphere P1.

The forgetful map HE → SA, (φ, Ps) 7→ φ defines a microfibration over the space of spherical
annulus. The fiber is non–empty again because of Giroux Theorems and contractible because
of the previous two Lemmas. Thus, the map HE → SA is a fibration with contractible fiber.

The initial family of spherical annulus embeddings

φz,r ∈ SA

admits a lift to HE over the boundary {r = 1}, namely the constant one

(φz,1, P z,1s ≡ φz,10 ).

Fix any extension of this lift to the whole disk (φz,r, P z,rs ). The family

ez,rt = P z,rt , t ∈ [0, 1],

defines an homotopy between the initial disk ez,r and a disk of standard spheres P z,r1 . This
concludes the proof of the injectivity of Φk and, thus, of the result.
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Remark 4.2. The general idea behind the proof of Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 is that whenever
we have control over the homotopy type of Diff(Σ × [−1, 1]) and Cont(Σ × [−1, 1], ξ) for
any convex surface e : Σ → (M, ξ) inside a tight 3-fold, i.e. the symmetries of the tubular
neighbourhoods of the embeddings, we can recreate the previous arguments to obtain similar
statements. A technical point is that one should be able to ensure the existence of at least
one convex embedding contact isotopic to Σ in each tubular neighbourhood of the form
φ(Σ× [−1, 1]). This follows directly from Giroux Theory in the case of the standard disk and
sphere but it is not clear in general.

4.3 Reduction relative to a Giroux-handlebody.

4.3.1 Main reduction Theorem.

Theorem 4.6. Let (M3, ξ) be a compact tight contact 3-manifold equipped with a contact
cell decomposition. Then, the inclusion Cont(M3, ξ; relG1) ↪→ Diff(M3; relG1) is a homotopy
equivalence. In particular, the group Cont(M, ξ; relG1) is contractible.

To derive Theorem 4.1 from this result we must be able to check that any sphere of con-
tactomorphisms that is smoothly contractible can be homotoped to lie in the subgroup of
contactomorphisms that fixes the Giroux handlebody. Observe that this in particular implies
that the formal structure is only used in the 1–skeleton.

Proof. Let ϕz ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG1), z ∈ Sk, be an sphere of contactomorphisms that is
contractible inside Diff(M ; relG1), i.e. there exists a disk ϕz,r ∈ Diff(M ; relG1), r ∈ [0, 1],
such that ϕz,1 = ϕz and ϕN,r = Id. Consider a 2–cell of the contact cell decomposition
e : (D2, ∂D2) → (M,G1). Apply Corollary 4.5 to find an homotopy ϕz,rt ∈ Diff(M ; relG1),
t ∈ [0, 1], such that

� ϕz,r0 = ϕz,r,

� ϕz,1t ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG1),

� ϕN,rt = Id

� ϕz,r1 ∈ Diff(M ; relG1 ∪ Op(e)).

Proceed inductively over the rest of 2–cells to end up with a family ϕ̂z,r ∈ Diff(M ; relG2)
such that ϕ̂z,1 ∈ Cont(M ; relG2). Observe that the group Cont(M ; relG2) can be identified
with the disjoint union of N copies of Cont(D3, ξstd) so the result now follows from Corollary
4.2. The contractibility follows from Corollary 2.1.

Let us extract an useful consequence that will be used several times in the next pages. It is
a parametric version of the main result of [35], it reads as follows.

Corollary 4.6. The path-connected component of the space of long Legendrian embeddings
containing the unknot with tb = −1 is contractible.
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Proof. It is completely equivalent, according to Corollary 4.4, to show that the space of
contactomorphims that preserve a neighborhood of the unknot in S3 homotopically injects
in the space of diffeomorphisms that preserve the same neighborhood. Indeed, the space of
diffeomorphism of the solid torus that preserves pointwisely a neighbourhood of the boundary
is contractible (Lemma 2.7).

But, this is deduced from the fact that there is a contact cell decomposition of (S3, ξstd)
where the 1-skeleton is just the standard Legendrian unknot with tb = −1.We just need to
assume that there are 4 cells: one 0–cell that will be a point of the unknot, a 1-cell that will
be the rest of the unknot, a 2-cell a Seifert disk of the unknot and a 3-cell that is that the rest
of the sphere. Obviously if we assume that our space of contactomorphims/diffeomorphisms
preserves a neighborhood of a Legendrian unknot, it satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem
4.6.

Remark 4.3. This result looks surprising. It is obvious that the space of formal long
Legendrian unknots is not contractible, it has a very non-trivial topology. What the previous
result shows is that there is a canonical choice of formal structure that can be understood as
a canonical global section of the fibration

FLegN,jN (S3, ξstd)→ EmbN,jN (S3). (4.3)

In other words, there is a canonical choice of formal Legendrian structure for any sphere of
smooth long unknots: i.e. this can be understoood like a very rigid generalization of the
Thurston-Benequinn inequality for higher order homotopy groups. In fact, we will prove
a generalization of Corollary 4.6 in Theorem 5.3 that states also that there is a section
between long smooth embeddings and long Legendrian embeddings: showing that the picture
is completely rigid for any kind of smooth long embeddings.

It follows from Eliashberg-Fraser Theorem that any other Legendrian unknot is obtained by
a sequence of stabilizations from the standard Legendrian unknot with tb = −1. In this
cases, the contact cell decomposition has more 1–cells than just the Legendrian unknot so
the previous result does not apply directly.

As a consequence of the previous result we can generalize a Theorem of Giroux [63] about
the space of contact elements over the disk. We need the following

Lemma 4.5 ([24]). The complement of a standard Legendrian unknot L ⊆ S3 is contacto-
morphic to the space of contact elements over the disk.

The statement follows by observing that the 3–sphere admits a Legendrian Hopf fibration
S3 → S2 where the fibers are Legendrian unknots with tb = −1. Thus, the complement of
one of the fibers is a Legendrian fibration over the 2-disk.

Corollary 4.7. The contactomorphism group of the space of contact elements over the disk
is contractible.

4.3.2 Deformation at the 0–skeleton.

Lemma 4.6. Let (M, ξ) be any compact contact 3–manifold equipped with a contact cell
decomposition and fix p ∈ G0 in the 0–skeleton. Let K be a compact parameter space and
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B ⊆ K a subspace. Let ϕk ∈ Diff(M, ξ; rel p), k ∈ K, be any family of diffeomorphisms such
that ϕk ∈ Cont(M, ξ; rel p), for k ∈ B. Then, there exists a homotopy ϕk,t ∈ Diff(M, ξ; rel p),
t ∈ [0, 1], satisfying that

� ϕk,0 = ϕk,

� ϕk,t ∈ Cont(M, ξ; rel p) for any (k, t) ∈ B × [0, 1],

� ϕk,1 ∈ Diff(M, ξ; relG0)

Proof. Denote the points in the 0–skeleton by G0 = {p, p1, . . . , pN}. Fix a family of points
{p′1, . . . , p′N} ∈ Op(p) such that ϕk|Op(p′j)

= Id, for any j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, and a contact isotopy

ft ∈ Cont(M, ξ; rel p), t ∈ [0, 1], such that f0 = Id and f1(p′j) = pj for any j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

The family

ϕk,t = ft ◦ ϕk ◦ f−1
t , t ∈ [0, 1],

provides the required homotopy.

4.3.3 Deformation at the 1–skeleton.

In order to derive Theorem 4.1 from Theorem 4.6 we must be able to prove Step 4 in Section
4.1 in the case j = 1; i.e.

πk(Cont(M, ξ, relG0))

is mapped injectively into

πk(Diff(M ; relG0))

and any element

β ∈ πk(Diff(M ; relG0))

that admits a formal contact structure is homotopic to an element in

πk(Cont(M, ξ; relG0)).

Assuming the result for j = 1.

The content of the following two results solves this step for k ≥ 1.

Proposition 4.1. Let (M, ξ) be any tight compact contact 3–manifold equipped with a con-
tact cell decomposition. Let ϕz ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG0), z ∈ Sk, k > 0, be any sphere of con-
tactomorphisms that is contractible inside Diff(M, ξ; relG0). Then, there exists a homotopy
ϕzt ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG0), t ∈ [0, 1], starting at ϕz = ϕz0 and such that ϕz1 ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG1).

Proof. We will provide a proof in the case of a unique 1–cell l in the 1–skeleton G1. The
argument readily applies to the case of a finite number of 1–cells without any changes.

Consider a disk of diffeomorphisms ϕz,r ∈ Diff(M ; relG0) bounding the sphere ϕz. Assume
for notational simplicity that ϕN,r = Id, r ∈ [0, 1].
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Denote the postcomposition of the 1-cell l by the family ϕz by

lz = ϕz ◦ l.

Observe that lz is a family of Legendrians such that lz|Op{−1,1} = l|Op{−1,1} which is smoothly
contractible by hypothesis. This means that there exists a disk

lz,r = ϕz,r ◦ l

of formal Legendrians, bounding lz, which are actually Legendrian on lz,r|Op{−1,1}.

Fix ε > 0 small enough such that lz,r|[−1,−1+2ε]∪[1−2ε,1] is constant. Consider also a small

Weinstein chart e : (B3, ξstd)→ (M, ξ) around l such that

e(x, 0, 0) = l(x).

Define the family of smooth charts ez,r = ϕz,r ◦ e. Now fix the family of smooth embeddings
of sz,r = ez,r|∂B3(1−ε) : S2 →M . Further denote the base point by s = sN,r, r ∈ [0, 1]. Observe

that sz,r defines an element in πk+1(Embs(S2,M),Embsstd(S2, (M, ξ))).

Apply Theorem 4.5 to obtain a homotopic C0-close family of standard spheres s̃z,r such
that sz,1 = s̃z,1. Apply the Isotopy Extension Theorem for surfaces with fixed characteristic
foliation to find a family of contactomorphisms gz,r ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG0) such that

� gN,r = Id,

� gz,r ◦ s̃z,r = s.

Define
ϕzt = gz,t ◦ ϕz ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG0), t ∈ [0, 1].

Observe that by construction ϕz1 ◦ l[−1, 1] ⊆ e(B3). In other words, ϕz1 ◦ l, z ∈ Sk, can be
regarded as a family of long standard Legendrian unknots in a Darboux ball and, thus, by
Corollary 4.6, it is contractible. It is important to recall that here we are using that k > 0.
In the case k = 0 we must argue that both unknots are Legendrian isotopic which is not the
case in general.

Thus, there exists another family of contactomorphisms fz,r ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG0), such that
fN,r = Id and fz,1 ◦ ϕz1 ◦ l = l. Define the new homotopy

ϕ̃zt = fz,t ◦ ϕz1 ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG0), t ∈ [0, 1].

It follows that ϕ̃z1 ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG1) and the problem is solved.

Remark 4.4. � Do note that the family ϕz,r, r < 1 is not pushed through the homotopy
in the previous proof. The reason is that if we try to do it, we can eventually do
the whole process. However, it may be that the family fz,t when composed with ϕz,r

is not the identity on a tubular neighborhood of the 1-cell. This is true for r = 1
since the composition map fz,1 ◦ ϕz,1 is a contactomorphism and so, it preserves the
contact framing of l. So, we really need a contactomorphism or at least a formal
contactomorphism in order to do that.
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� The case k = 0 is solved if we assume that the contactomorphisms ϕ ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG0)
is formally isotopic to the identity; i.e. inside FCont(M, ξ; relG0). Indeed, in this case
the initial 1–cell l and ϕ(l) have the same formal invariants so, once we have deformed
ϕ(l) to lie in the same Darboux chart than l, Eliashberg-Fraser Theorem does the job
[35].

Proposition 4.2. Let (M, ξ) be any tight compact contact 3–manifold equipped with a contact
cell decomposition. Let ϕz ∈ Dk, z ∈ Sk, be any sphere of diffeomorphisms that admits a
formal contact structure. Then, there exists a homotopy ϕzt ∈ Diff(M ; relG0), t ∈ [0, 1],
starting at ϕz = ϕz0 and such that ϕz1 ∈ Diff(M ; relG0) is a contactomorphism over Op(G1).

Proof. The proof follows closely the argument for the injective case: Proposition 4.1. Deal
just with one 1-cell like in the other case.

Consider a sphere of diffeomorphisms ϕz ∈ Diff(M ; relG0) that, by hypothesis, can be
equipped with a formal contact structure. Assume that ϕN = Id.

Denote the postcomposition of the 1-cell l by the family ϕz by

lz = ϕz ◦ l

Observe that lz is a family of formal Legendrians such that lz|Op{−1,1} = l|Op{−1,1} .

Fix ε > 0 small enough such that lz|[−1,−1+2ε]∪[1−2ε,1] is constant. Consider also a small

Weinstein chart e : (B3, ξstd)→ (M, ξ) around l such that

e(x, 0, 0) = l(x).

Define the family of smooth charts ez = ϕz ◦ e. Now fix the family of smooth embeddings of
sz = ez|∂B3(1−ε) : S2 →M . Further denote the base point by s = sN . Observe that sz defines

an element in πk(Embs(S2,M)).

Apply Theorem 4.5 to obtain a homotopic C0-close family of standard spheres s̃z. Now,
apply isotopy extension to deform the family ϕz into a new family ϕz1

2

such that ϕz1
2

◦ s = s̃z.

By an application of Theorem 4.3 and Gray Stability one can further assume that ϕz1
2

is

already a contactomorphism over e(B3(1 − ε)). Finally, it remains to deform ϕz1
2

in such a

way that is a contactomorphism over Op(l(−1,−1 + ε) ∪ l(1 − ε, 1)). It follows from the
fact that the space of smooth long unknots is contractible that one may further assume ϕz1

2

preserves l(−1,−1 + ε) ∪ l(1 − ε, 1) point wisely but, in order to be a contactomorphism
over Op(l(−1,−1 + ε) ∪ l(1 − ε, 1)) it should preserve an open neighbourhood of these
Legendrian arcs (see Lemma 2.4); i.e. the normal framing of the arcs. This is not true
for general diffeomorphisms and here one should use the formal structure over ϕz in order to
ensure this property.1 Use this observation to homotope ϕz1

2

into a new family ϕz1 that is a

contactomorphism over Op(l).
1Observe that ϕz and ϕz1

2
preserves l(−1,−1 + ε) ∪ l(1− ε, 1) but the homotopy ϕzt does not. There is no

reason for the normal framing to be preserved. The formal contact structure is used exactly here: to make
sure that the normal framing is preserved through the deformation.
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4.3.4 The failure of the non-relative case.

We explain with an explicit example why we are not able to improve Theorem 4.1 to the
general contactomorphisms group without considering to fix a point in the manifold. Consider
a Legendrian 1–cell l and take coordinates (R3, ξstd = ker(dz − ydx)) in a neighbourhood
of l such that l : [0, 1] → R3, t 7→ (t, 0, 0). Recall that (R3, ξstd) is the contactization of
(R2(x, y), ωstd = d(−ydx)) and, thus, every area preserving diffeomorphism of R2 can be
lifted to a contactomorphism of (R3, ξstd). Consider the annulus

A = {p ∈ R2 :
1

4
≤ ||p|| ≤ 1

2
}

and the contactomorphism ϕ ∈ Cont(R3, ξstd) obtained as the lift of a the square of a positive
Dehn Twist in A. This lift can be constructed in such a way that

ϕ ∈ Cont(R3, ξstd; rel{l(0), l(1)}).

It is easy to check that ϕ is isotopic to the identity in Diff(R3; rel{l(0), l(1)}) but it is clearly
not contact isotopic to the identity: The rotation number of l and ϕ(l) are not equal; i.e.
both Legendrians are not isotopic relative to the end points. See Figure 4.2. Observe that
the failure comes from the fact that the long Legendrian unknots l and ϕ(l) are not formally
isotopic.

Figure 4.2: Deformation in Lagrangian projection of a 0-cell back to the initial position.

Geiges-Gonzalo, Bourgeois, Ghiginni example

Fix the second Giroux-Kanda contact structure ξ2 in T3, i.e. a 2:1 cover of the standard
one, alternatively the unique tight contact structure on T3 whose Giroux torsion is 1. The
contact structure is given by ker((cos 4πθ)dx+ (sin 4πθ)dy) with (θ, x, y) ∈ T3 = R3/Z3.
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v0 v1

Figure 4.3: The two Ghiggini legendrians.

Figure 4.4: Required move to put the 0-cells back in position.

There are two Legendrian knots that have been studied by Ghiggini [57]. They are given
by γ0(t) = (0, 0, t) and γ1(t) = (1/2, 0, t). Ghiggini has proven that they are smoothly
isotopic (even formal Legendrian isotopic) and however they are not contact isotopic. On the
other hand, there is a contactomorphism given by ϕ(θ, x, y) = (θ + 1/2, x, y) that satisfies
ϕ ◦ γ0 = γ1. Geiges and Gonzalo [55], and later Bourgeois [8] with different methods, have
show that ϕ is not isotopic to the identity as a contactomorphism and however it is isotopic
to the identity as a formal contactomorphism. What is clear is that Ghiggini also provides a
proof of this, if ϕ were isotopic to the identity through contactomorphims, this would imply
that both γ0 and γ1 would be Legendrian isotopic. We want to understand why Theorem 4.1
does not apply to show that ϕ is isotopic to the identity. The obvious reason is that we are
not fixing the 0-skeleton, so we are not in the hypothesis. But, what is the geometry behind?

Let us try to reproduce the proof. We can create a CW-decomposition with 8 0-cells: in
order to describe them, we just understand them as intersections of curves. Take two copies
of γ0 that we call

γ00(t) = γ0(t) = (0, 0, t) and
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γ01(t) = (0, 1/2, t).

Also select
γ10(t) = γ1(t) = (1/2, 0, t) and

γ11 = (1/2, 1/2, t).

Consider also a Legendrian curve β0(t) = (θ(t), x(t), y(t)) defined by the following conditions
β0(t) = (θ(t), x(t), y(t)) where we impose:

1. cos(4πθ(t))x′(t) + sin(4π(θ(t))y′(t) = 0,

2. (x(t), y(t)) = (0, t) for t ∈ Op(0),

3. (x(t), y(t)) = (1/2,−t) for t ∈ Op(1/2),

4. x′(t) ≥ 0,

5. y′(t) ≥ 0 for t ∈ (3/4, 1/4) ∈ S1 and y′(t) ≤ 0 otherwise,

6. y(t) = −y(1− t),

7. θ(t) ∈ (−ε, ε) and it satisfies θ(t) = 0 for t = 0, 1/2.

Now define βij = β + (i/2, 0, j/2), (i, j) ∈ {0, 1}2.

The intersection of pairs of these eight curves are eight points Vijk = (i/2, j/2, k/2), (i, j, k) ∈
{0, 1}3. We declare them to be the 0-cells. As for the 1-cells, we just take the two segments
in which each of the curves γij was divided. This gives us eight 1-cells γkij , k ∈ {0, 1}. The

same can be done to obtain βkij , k ∈ {0, 1}. Finally, we need eight more 1-cells hkij that are
the vertical segments (2π(θ + k), i/2, j/2).

The careful reader may try to complete the triangulation with reasonable 2-cells to make
sure that this completes to a Giroux triangulation. We will focus in the 1-skeleton , so the
given cells suffice for us.

Let us focus on the contactomorphism ϕ. It is actually very simple to sort out the zero skele-
ton. The contactomorphism has pushed Vijk to V(i+1)jk. There is an obvious Hamiltonian
flow that takes each one back to the original position. Let us define it on a neighbour-
hood of the Legendrian µ(t) = (t, 0, 0). We use the fact that given a flow gs : S1 → S1,
by the Weinstein neighborhhod theorem, there is a canonical extension j1gs to a contact
flow in the neigborhood. So, we take the flow gs : S1 → S1 defined as gs(t) = t + s/2,
s ∈ [0, 1]. This extends to a map j1gs on Op(µ). We do not need to know a lot about it.
It is enough to realize that restricted to the normal bundle of the Legendrian knot acts as
follows (j1gs)∗v(t,0,0) = A4πs · v(t,0,0), where A2πs is the rotation of angle 2πs respect to the
vertical axis. Extend to the rest of the manifold by the identity and repeat the construction
in the other three vertical knots where the 0-cells lie. Therefore, (j1g1)−1 ◦ ϕ preserves a
neighbourhood of the zero skeleton.

Actually, consider the Reeb field restricted to µ. This allows in the segment (θ, 0, 0) from
θ = 0 to θ = 1/2 to define a front projection. The projection plane is the plane expanded by
〈∂θ, R(θ, 0, 0)〉 that keeps twisting.
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Figure 4.5: Deformation in front projection of two 0-cells back to their initial position. Up, in
red two 1-cells and two 0-cells in red conforming the Gigghini Legendrian knot. In red, also its
image through a Hamiltonian isotopy pushing the 0–cells back to original position. It is quiee
clear that the knot at the top is Legendrian isotopic to the black one, that is a Legendrian. In
black the image of the Legendrian isotopy that consists of four R1 Legendrian Reideismeister
moves. However, in gold the deformation from the point of view of a Legendrian arc, where
it is clear that the formal class has changed.

Find in Figure 4.3 the initial Legendrian knot and its image inside T3.

On the other hand, see Figure 4.5, here we see that in order to push back the two 0-cells we
are adding 4 Reidemeister moves. Finally, we highlight the image of the Legendrian segment
that joins the two 0-cells that lie in the Legendrian knot. We see that after putting the
0-cells back into the original position, the two legendrian arcs have got a double stabilization
(see Figure 4.5: golden curve), so the contactomorphism cannot be formally isotopic to the
identity relative to the 0-cells.

Figure 4.2 gives more details of the move for one of the 0-cells. In particular, realize that is a
Dehn twist, that lifts to a contactomorphism. It is clearly that the image of the Legendrian
arc l is not isotopic to l relative to the end points. However if you push the whole knot you
get that is a Legendrian R1 move.

In particular, our techniques will provide a proof of the results in [55, 8] about the non-
triviality of the contactomorphism ϕ. It is a corollary of the following result.

Theorem 4.7. (i) An element ϕz ∈ πk(Diff(M ; rel p) lies in Dk if and only if for a contact
cell decomposition the images of any 1–cell, through ϕz admits a formal Legendrian
structure.

(ii) A contactomorphism ϕ ∈ Cont(M, ξ; rel p) is isotopic to the identity by contactomor-
phisms if it is isotopic through diffeomorphisms and, after fixing any contact cell de-
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composition, the image of any 1-cell is formally Legendrian isotopic to the initial 1-cell.

(iii) An element ϕz ∈ πk(Diff(M)) admits a contact representative if there exists a para-
metric smooth isotopy Szt ∈ Diff(M), t ∈ [0, 1], such that Sz1 ◦ ϕz ∈ πk(Diff(M ; rel p))
satisfies the conditions of statement (i). In the case k = 0 this condition is also neces-
sary.

(iv) A contactomorphism ϕ ∈ Cont(M, ξ) that is smoothly isotopic to the identity is isotopic
to the identity by contactomorphisms if and only if there exists a Hamiltonian isotopy
Ht ∈ Cont(M, ξ), t ∈ [0, 1], such that H1 ◦ϕ ∈ Cont(M, ξ; rel p) satisfies the hypothesis
of statement (ii).

In practical terms, let us provide a way of checking condition (iv). Take the image γ̃ of any
Legendrian 1-cell γ. Build a Hamiltonian isotopy H0

t pushing the two ends of γ̃ back to the
ends of γ. First observe that if there is another isotopy H1

t such that H1
t ◦ γ̃(j), j ∈ {0, 1}, is

homotopic as a path, relative to the ends, to H0
t ◦ γ̃(j), then H0

1 ◦ γ̃ and H1
1 ◦ γ̃ are isotopic as

Legendrians, relative to the ends. Thus, it is enough to check condition (iv) for any homotopy
class of pairs of paths taking γ̃(j) to γ(j).

Corollary 4.8. The contactomorphism ϕ of the (T3, ξ2) tight contact structure on T 3 with
Giroux torsion 1 is not contact isotopic to the identity.

This follows from the discussion in the beginning of the Subsection and the previous result.
Indeed, we can produce a contact cell decomposition such that the Ghiggini knot is a union of
two 0-cells and two 1-cells, like in our previous discussion. In fact, we have checked that the
Hamiltonian isotopy, for a fixed homotopy class of paths, taking back the 0–cells contained
in the image of the Ghiginni knot to its initial position produces non-Legendrian isotopic
arcs. This also holds in general: there are Z6 homotopy classes of pairs of continuous paths
and none of them produces the initial long Legendrian arc.

4.4 Proof of Theorem 4.1.

Fix a contact cell decomposition of (M, ξ).

(1) The homomorphisms πk(iD) are injective for any k ≥ 1.
Let ϕz, z ∈ Sk, be any element of πk(Cont(M, ξ; rel p)), k ≥ 1, that is contractible in
πk(Diff(M ; rel p)). Thus, there exists a disk ϕz,r ∈ Diff(M ; rel p) bounding ϕz = ϕz,1. Apply
Lemma 4.6 with K = Dk+1 and B = ∂Dk+1 = Sk to find a homotopy ϕz,rt ∈ Diff(M ; rel p),
t ∈ [0, 1], such that ϕz,r0 = ϕz,r, ϕz,1t ∈ Cont(M, ξ; rel p) and ϕz,r1 ∈ Diff(M, ξ; relG0).

The family ϕz1 = ϕz,11 ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG0) is in the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1 so we can
find another homotopy ϕzt ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG0), t ∈ [1, 2], such that ϕz2 ∈ Cont(M, ξ; relG1).
Use the Main Reduction Theorem 4.6 to conclude that ϕz2 is contractible.

(2) The inclusion iF : Cont(M, ξ; rel p) ↪→ FCont(M, ξ; rel p) is injective at the level of
path–components.
The proof is exactly the same as (1) just arguing as we have explained in Remark 4.4 to
apply Proposition 4.1.
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(3) The image of πk(iD) is precisely Dk for any k.

Consider any sphere of diffeomorphisms ϕz, z ∈ Sk, such that it admits a formal contact
structure Gzs. Assume that it fixes a small neighborhood of a 0-cell. Use Lemma 4.6 to fix
a neighborhood of all the zero cells. Now, the family satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition
4.3.3.

This allows to deform the family of formal contactomorphisms on the neighbourhood of the
1-skeleton to make them contactomorphisms.

Now, consider any 2–cell e : (D2, ∂D2)→ (M,G1) (assume that is an standard Seifert disk as
usual). The postcomposition ϕz◦e is a Seifert disk for the Legendrian unknot ϕz◦e|∂D2 . Apply
Theorem 4.4 to homotope this family of disks to become standard. After these deformations,
one obtains a new family ϕ̂z homotopic to ϕz that is already contact over Op(G2). The
complement of Op(G2) is a finite number of tight balls. Apply Theorem 4.3 to conclude the
argument.
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Applications of Theorem 4.1.

5.1 Legendrian embeddings.

As explained in the Introduction our aim was to understand the topology of the space of
Legendrian embeddings into the standard 3–sphere (S3, ξstd). The outcome of the theory
developed in this thesis is that, up to π0, the homotopy type of space of Legendrians in the
standard contact 3–sphere is governed by smooth type invariants. That is the content of the
following result. Recall that given a long Legendrian embedding γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) the
notation Cγ = S3\Op(γ) stands for the complement of the Legendrian.

Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 1.1 in the Introduction). Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S1, S3) be a long Legen-
drian embedding. The natural inclusion i : Cont(Cγ , ξstd) ↪→ Diff(Cγ) induces a homotopy
equivalence.

Proof. Fix a contact cell decomposition as in Lemma 2.6. The proof is an almost direct
application of Theorem 4.1. Indeed, since the group Diff(Cγ) is homotopically discrete (see
Theorem 2.8) it follows directly that πk(i) is an isomorphism for k ≥ 1. It remains to check
that:

1. D0 = π0(Diff(Cγ)). It is enough to check that each diffeomorphism ϕ admits a formal
contact structure over an open neighbourhood of the 1–cells. Consider any 1–cell aj .
There exists a Legendrian arc Lj ⊆ L = γ(S1) such that the union of Lj and aj can be
regarded as a long Legendrian embedding β.In particular, the union of L and ϕ(aj) is a
smooth long embeddings that is smoothly isotopic to β. This is because Diff(S3; relL)
is contractible by Hatcher’s Theorem 2.5. Use this isotopy to promote the (formal)
Legendrian structure over aj to ϕ(aj).

2. If ϕ ∈ Cont(Cγ , ξstd) is smoothly isotopic to the identity then it is formally isotopic to
the identity (at 1–skeleton level).

Assume by induction that the contactomorphism ϕ fixes a number of 1-cells aj , j ∈
{1, . . . , j0}, and that it is smoothly isotopic to the identity relative to γ

⋃j0
j=1 aj . Con-

sider another 1–cell aj0+1 one should check that it is possible to homotope ϕ inside the
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space Cont(S3, ξstd; rel γ
⋃j0
j=1 aj) into a new contactomorphism ϕ̂ that preserves aj0+1

and is smoothly isotopic to the identity relative to γ
⋃j0+1
j=1 aj .

In order to do this, fix an smooth isotopy ϕt ∈ Diff(S3; rel γ
⋃j0
j=1 aj) joining ϕ = ϕ1

with the identity Id = ϕ0. By the construction of the contact cell decomposition the
end points of aj0+1 lies in γ and the set γ

⋃j0
j=1 aj is connected. Thus there exists a

Legendrian arc L ⊆ γ
⋃j0
j=1 aj in such a way that the concatenation of L and aj0+1

is a long Legendrian. Since the group Cont(S3, ξstd; relL) is contractible there exists
an homotopy ϕ̃t ∈ Cont(S3, ξstd; relL) joining ϕ̃1 = ϕ with the identity Id = ϕ̃0.
Moreover, the paths of diffeomorphisms ϕt and ϕ̃t are homotopic relative to the end
points inside Diff(S3; relL) since this group is also contractible. This implies that the
Legendrian structure over the path of Legendrians ϕ̃t(aj0+1) can be promoted into a
formal Legendrian structure over the path ϕt(aj0+1). Thus, apply the argument in
Proposition 4.1 in the relative case as explained in Remark 4.4 to deform ϕ in such a
way that it preserves also the 1-cell aj0+1.

Proceed inductively to deform the hole 1-skeleton of the contact cell decomposition.
Use the Reduction Theorem 4.6 to conclude.

As a consequence we obtain the following

Theorem 5.2 (Theorem 1.2 in the Introduction). Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) be any Legen-
drian embedding. Then, the natural inclusion

i : LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd) ↪→ EmbγN,jN (S1, S3)

is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. In view of Corollary 4.4 this result is equivalent to Theorem 5.1.

Recall that the space EmbγN,jN (S1,S3) is aK(G, 1). Moreover, G was computed by A. Hatcher
and R. Budney [75, 71, 10].

Theorem 5.3 (Theorem 1.3 in the Introduction). Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) be any Leg-
endrian embedding. Then, the space LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd) is a K(G, 1). Equivalently, the path

connected component Legγ(S3, ξstd) of the space of Legendrian embeddings containing γ is
homotopy equivalent to U(2)×K(G, 1). The group G depends only on the smooth class of γ.

5.2 Contactomorphism groups of some tight contact 3–folds.

Let us apply the techniques developed in this article to compute the homotopy type of the
contactomorphism groups of some tight contact 3–folds. In particular, we study

� The standard tight (S1 × S2, ξstd). The path–connected components of the group
Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd) were determined by F. Ding and H. Geiges in [26].
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� Legendrian circle bundles over orientable surfaces with non-empty boundary and closed
orientable surfaces with positive genus. The study of the homotopy type of these groups
was began by E. Giroux in [63] and continued, among others, by E.Giroux and P. Massot
in [65]. We provide a positive answer to a conjecture made by E. Giroux in [63].

� Quotients of the standard 3–sphere (S3, ξstd) under finite subgroups of contactomor-
phisms.

5.2.1 The standard tight (S1 × S2, ξstd).

We compute the homotopy type of the contactomorphism group of the standard tight (S1 ×
S2, ξstd). Here, ξstd is defined as the canonical S1–invariant contact structure over an standard
convex sphere S2. Recall that there is only one tight contact structure over S1 × S2 up to
isotopy. We do this computation in two different ways. First, we provide a simplified version
by using all the parametric convex theory develop in the article. Second, we use Theorem
4.1 as the unique tool to do the exercise. This will hopefully show that Theorem 4.1 plus
algebraic topology can compute the homotopy type of any contact 3-fold in which the group
of diffeomorphisms is known.

Ad hoc method:

We use Theorem 4.5 to compute the homotopy type of the contactomorphism group of
(S1 × S2, ξstd).

Theorem 5.4. The following statements hold:

� The group Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd) is homotopy equivalent to S1 ×U(1)× Ω U(1).

� The space CStr(S1×S2, ξstd) of tight contact structures over S1×S2 is homotopy equiv-
alent to S2 × ΩS2

� More precisely, we have the following commutative diagram

S1 ×U(1)× Ω U(1) �
�

//

� _

��

S1 × SO(3)× Ω SO(3)
� _

��

// S2 × ΩS2

� _

��

Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd)) �
�

// Diff(S1 × S2) // CStr(S1 × S2, ξstd))

in which the vertical arrows are homotopy equivalences.

Lemma 5.1. Let e : S2 ↪→ S2×{0} ⊆ (S1×S2, ξstd) be the standard convex inclusion. Then,
the space Embestd(S2, (S1 × S2, ξstd)) is homotopy equivalent to S1 ×U(1).

Proof. The space Embe(S2, S1×S2) is homotopy equivalent to S1×SO(3). This follows from
Hatcher’s computation of the homotopy type of the diffeomorphism group of S1 × S2 (see
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[73]). Consider the following commutative diagram

S1 ×U(1) �
�

//

� _

��

S1 × SO(3)
� _

��

Embestd(S2, (S1 × S2, ξstd)) �
�

// Embe(S2,S1 × S2).

The statement now follows easily from Theorem 4.5 and the Five Lemma.

Proof of Theorem 5.4. Consider the fibration Cont(S2 × I, ξstd) ↪→ Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd) →
Embe(S2, (S1 × S2, ξstd)). The base of this fibration is homotopy equivalent to S1 × U(1) by
the previous Lemma and the fiber to Ω U(1)1 by Corollary 4.2.

Thus, the natural inclusion S1 × U(1) × Ω U(1) ↪→ Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd) fits in the map of
fibrations

Ω U(1) �
�

//

� _

��

Cont(S2 × I, ξstd)
� _

��

S1 ×U(1)× Ω U(1) �
�

//

��

Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd)

��

S1 ×U(1) �
�

// Embestd(S2, (S1 × S2, ξstd))

,

where the maps between the base and the fibers are homotopy equivalences. Thus, the map
between the total spaces of the fibrations is a homotopy equivalence.

To deduce the second statement use the fiber bundle

Cont0(S1 × S2, ξstd)→ Diff0(S1 × S2)→ CStr(S1 × S2; ξstd),

where Diff0(S1 × S2) is the path connected component of the identity inside Diff(S1 × S2)
and Cont0(S1 × S2, ξstd) = Diff0(S1 × S2) ∩ Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd). The space Diff0(S1 × S2)
is homotopy equivalent to S1 × SO(3) × Ω0 SO(3) by [73] and we have just proved that
Cont0(S1×S2, ξstd) is homotopy equivalent to S1×U(1)×Ωeven U(1). Here Ω0 SO(3) denotes
the subspace of Ω SO(3) of contractible loops and Ωeven U(1) the subspace of loops in U(1)
that are contractible inside SO(3).

General method:

As an illustration of the power of our general theorems we provide an alternative proof of
the previous result just by applying Theorem 4.1. We use the general algorithm that we
explained in the introduction.

1This Ω U(1) factor represents the contactomorphisms that appear in [26].
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Step 1: Compute the homotopy groups of Diff(S1 × S2; rel p). We have the usual fibration

Diff(S1 × S2; rel p)→ Diff(S1 × S2)→ S1 × S2 × SO(3) (5.1)

Recall that it is known that Diff(S2 × S1) ' S1 × SO(3) × Ω(SO(3)). Let us understand
what the geometry of the fibration (5.1) is . The factor SO(3) of the space of balls comes
from the framings over a point, but for this to hold, we need to fix a trivialization of the
tangent bundle of T (S1×S2). Identify R×S2 with R3 \{0} . This provides a trivialization of
its tangent bundle by choosing the constant framing in R3. Now we quotient by the action
(r, z) → (r + 1, z) in order to get S1 × S2 and check that the constant framing of R × S2

descends to the quotient and that is the framing that we are assuming in order to identify
the space of framings with S1 × S2 × SO(3). A piece of notation, we will identify sometimes
(t, (x, y, z)) ' (t+ x, t+ y, t+ z).

Check that Diff(S1×S2) does not cover (in homotopy) the subspace of the space of framings
given by {0} × S2 × {Id} ⊂ S1 × S2 × SO(3). What we mean is that it does not cover any
homotopy class associated to this inclusion that is to be understood as an inclusion on the
space of framings. On the other hand, S1 acts non trivially in S1×{∗}×{Id} ⊂ S1×S2×SO(3).
And finally, Ω(SO(3)) naturally lives in Diff(S1 × S2; rel p), therefore it acts trivially in
homotopy in the space of framings. Equipped with this knowledge, it is simple to deduce
that

Diff(S1 × S2; rel p) ∼= Ω(SO(3))× Ω(S2).

The Ω(S2) factor can be understood, in homotopy, as the image of {∗} × S2 × {Id} ⊆ S1 ×
S2 × SO(3) under the connecting homomorphisms of the fibration (5.1).

Step 2: Compute the groups Dk in the statement of Theorem 4.1. Let us understand how
much of Ω(SO(3)) is covered by contactomorphisms. Define the Legendrian embedding α :
S1 → S1 × S2 : α(t) = (t, (1, 0, 0)). We do this because α is Legendrian and the non-
formality of its images is an obvious obstruction to equipTthe diffeomorphisms with a formal
contactomorphism structure. The family Ω(SO(3)) can deform α to make it not formally
Legendrian. Recall that there is a formal invariant associated to the legendrian, the associated
global framing 〈γ′(t), iγ′(t), Rγ(t)〉, that is an element in Ω(U(1)) ⊂ Ω(SO(3)). If there is a
family of Legendrians, there is an associated formal invariant πk(Ω(U(1)) ⊂ πk(Ω(SO(3))).
If there is a family of diffeomorphisms ϕz ∈ πk(Diff(S1×S2)) the image of the arc α produces
a family of framed arcs that generate an element of λ ∈ πk(Ω(SO(3)). The family is a family
of formal contactomorphisms on a small neighborhood of the image of α if and only if λ
actually lives in πk(Ω(U(1))).

In our particular case the action of Aθ ∈ Ω(SO(3)) restricted to α induces the element
Aθ ∈ Ω(SO(3)); i.e. the map Ω(SO(3))→ Ω(SO(3)) is the identity.

The Ω(S2)-factor can be represented by contactomorphisms: the same construction as in the
smooth case with the fibration

Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd; rel p) ↪→ Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd)→ S1 × S2 ×U(1)

provides the representative of this factor by contactomorphisms. More precisely, the homo-
topy injection

ΩS2 → Diff(S1 × S2; rel p)
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factors as
ΩS2 → Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd; rel p)→ Diff(S1 × S2; rel p),

thus Ω(S2)→ Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd; rel p) is also an homotopy injection.

As a conclusion,
Dk = πk(Ω(U(1))⊕ πk(Ω(S2))

for every k ≥ 1.

Step 3: Compute the homotopy type of Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd; rel p). It follows directly from
Theorem 4.1 that

Ω(U(1))× Ω(S2) ↪→ Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd; rel p)

induces isomorphisms on πk for k ≥ 1. For π0 level, we also obtain an isomorphism, this was
done in [26].

Step 4: Compute the homotopy type of Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd). Use the map of fibrations

Ω(U(1))× Ω(S2) �
�

//

� _

��

S1 ×U(1)× Ω(U(1))
� _

��

// S1 × S2 ×U(1)
� _

��

Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd; rel p) �
�

// Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd) // S1 × S2 ×U(1).

and the five lemma to conclude that

Cont(S1 × S2, ξstd) ∼= S1 ×U(1)× Ω(U(1)).

The same argument that in the ad hoc alternative proof provides the homotopy type of the
space of contact structures.

5.2.2 Legendrian circles bundles over surfaces with boundary.

Recall that we have proven in Corollary 4.7 that the contactomorphism group of the space of
cooriented contact elements over the 2–disk is contractible. This can be rephrased by saying
that the inclusion of the diffeomorphism group of the 2-disk into the contactomorphism
group is a homotopy equivalence [104]. The same statements hold for general Legendrian
circle bundles over surfaces with boundary. This provides a (partially) positive answer to a
claim of E. Giroux stated in the introduction of [63].

Theorem 5.5. Let (M, ξ) be a Legendrian circle bundle over a compact orientable surface
S with boundary. The natural inclusion Diff(S) ↪→ Cont(M, ξ) is a homotopy equivalence.
Moreover, CStr(M, ξ) is a contractible space.

Proof. According to Giroux [63] and Giroux Massot [65] the inclusion Diff(S) ↪→ Cont(M, ξ)
induces an isomorphism on π0 and the inclusion Cont(M, ξ) ↪→ Diff(M) an injection on π0.
Observe that the later is not surjective in general, non-trivial Dehn twists on fibered annulus
are not representable by contactomorphism in general (this follows from [65, Lemma 2.7]).
Recall that the components of Diff(S) and Diff(M) are contractible (see [83, 72, 74]). Thus,
the result follows from Theorem 4.1.
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5.2.3 Legendrian circle bundles over closed orientable surfaces with posi-
tive genus.

We treat first the torus case. The genus g > 1 case is similar.

The contactomorphism group of a tight contact 3-torus:

We use as starting point the following well-known Theorem, see for instance [74].

Theorem 5.6. The group of diffeomorphisms of the 3-torus T3 is homotopically equivalent
to the SL(3,Z)

⊕
T3.

Denote by G the subgroup of SL(3,Z) that preserves the plane Z2 × {0}.

Recall that the complete list of tight contact structures in the torus T3, with coordinates
(x, y, θ), see [63, 108]; is provided by the following:

ξk = ker(cos kθdx+ sin kθdy), k ∈ Z>0.

Do note that ξk = (πk)
∗ξ1 under the k-covering map

πk : T3 → T3, (x, y, θ) 7→ (x, y, kθ).

The group of Deck transformations of this covering map is isomorphic to Zk and it is generated
by

r : T3 → T3

(x, y, θ) → (x, y, θ +
2π

k
).

It follows from this construction that, considering πk : (T3, (0, 0, 0)) → (T3, (0, 0, 0)) as a
covering of pointed spaces, there is an inclusion

ik : Zk ⊕ Cont(T3, ξ1) ↪→ Cont(T3, ξk).

A diffeomorphism of T3 is isotopic to a contactomorphism of (T3, ξ1) if and only if the induced
automorphism on homology lies on the subgroup G. Moreover, any linear diffeomorphism
ϕ ∈ G can be deformed to preserve ξ1. See [38].

Finally, observe that ξ1 is obviously T2(x, y)-invariant (also ξk). Thus, there is an inclusion

G ⊕ T2 ↪→ Cont(T3, ξ1).

Postcomposing this inclusion with ik one obtains an inclusion

Φk : Zk ⊕ G ⊕ T2 ↪→ Cont(T3, ξk).

Theorem 5.7. (i) The inclusion G ⊕ T2 ↪→ Cont(T3, ξ1) is a homotopy equivalence.

(ii) The lifting map
ik : Zk ⊕ Cont(T3, ξ1) ↪→ Cont(T3, ξk)

is a homotopy equivalence.
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(iii) The map
Φk : Zk ⊕ G ⊕ T2 → Cont(T3, ξk)

is a homotopy equivalence.

(iv) The space CStr(T3, ξk) is homotopy equivalent to S1.

Remark 5.1. � The π0–case is proved in [65]. In that article the authors compute
π0(Cont(T3, ξk)) and the fundamental group π1(CStr(T3, ξk)). The later is isomorphic
to Z and is generated by the loop

ξtk = ker (cos(k(θ + t))dx+ sin(k(θ + t))dy) , t ∈
[
0,

2π

k

]
.

The case k = 1 was also treated in [56].

� Statements (i) and (ii) follow directly from (iii).

� (iv) follows from (iii) and Theorem 5.6 via the fibration

Cont(T3, ξk) ↪→ Diff(T3)→ CStr(T3, ξk).

Proof. Fix for the whole proof a specific framing Fk. Given by the Legendrian field ∂θ, the
second vector fixing a Legendrian framing in ξk is defined to be J∂θ (for some compatible
almost complex structure), and finally the Reeb vector field Rk (which is unique up to
homotopy).

Follow the same scheme as in the computation of the contactomorphism group of (S1 ×
S2, ξstd).

Step 1: Compute the homotopy type of Diff(T3; rel p). Use the fibration

Diff(T3; rel p)→ Diff(T3) ∼= SL(3,Z)⊕ T3 → T3 × SO(3).

It follows directly that
Diff(T3; rel p) ∼= SL(3,Z)× Ω(SO(3)).

Step 2: Compute the groups Dk in the statement of Theorem 4.1. The same argument as in
the case of (S1×S2, ξstd) shows that the subspace of Ω(SO(3)) ⊆ Diff(T3; rel p) representable
by formal contactomorphisms is Ω(U(1)). This implies that Dk = 0 for k > 0. Apply
Theorem 4.1 to conclude that

πk(Cont(T3, ξk; rel p)) = 0

for k > 0. It follows from [38] that D0 = G ⊕ π0(Ω(U(1))) = G ⊕ Z. To compute the path–
connected components of Cont(T3, ξk; rel p) one argues as follows. Consider the fibration

Cont(T3, ξk; rel p)→ Cont(T3, ξk)→ T3 ×U(1).

The associated long exact sequence near π0(Cont(T3, ξk; rel p) looks like

0→ π1(Cont(T3, ξk))→ π1(T3)⊕ π1(U(1))→ π0(Cont(T3, ξk; rel p))→ Zk ⊕ G → 0.
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The computation of π0(Cont(T3, ξk)) follows from [65]. As explained above the homomor-
phism

π1(Cont(T3, ξk))→ π1(T3)⊕ π1(U(1)) ∼= π1(T2)⊕ π1(S1)⊕ π1(U(1))

surjects over π1(T2) ⊕ {0} ⊕ {0} and has trivial image over the π1(U(1))-factor. It remains
to study the homomorphism

π1(S1)→ π0(Cont(T3, ξk; rel p).

The construction of this homomorphism was treated in Subsection 4.3.4.2 In particular, the
homomorphism is injective. Indeed, the obtained contactomorphism has infinite order. The
reason is that iterating it just adds more double stabilizations to the 1–skeleton, in particular
it is not formally isotopic to the identity (relative to p). See Figure 4.5.

As a conclusion

π0(Cont(T3, ξk; rel p)) ∼= Z⊕ G ⊕ π0(Ω(U(1)).

Moreover, the homomorphism π0(Cont(T3, ξk; rel p)) → π0(Cont(T3, ξk)) is precisely given
by

Z⊕ G ⊕ π0(Ω(U(1))) → Zk ⊕ G
(n,A, j) → (n,A).

Step 3: Compute the homotopy type of Cont(T3, ξk; rel p). It follows directly from the previ-
ous step that

Cont(T3, ξk; rel p) ∼= Z⊕ G ⊕ Ω(U(1)).

Step 4: Compute the homotopy type of Cont(T3, ξk). Use the map of fibrations

Zk ⊕ G ⊕ Ω(U(1)) �
�

//

� _

��

Zk ⊕ G ⊕ T2

� _

��

// T3 ×U(1)
� _

��

Cont(T3, ξk; rel p) �
�

// Cont(T3, ξk) // T3 ×U(1).

Since the maps between the fibers and the bases are homotopy equivalences it follows that

Φk : Zk ⊕ G ⊕ T2 ↪→ Cont(T3, ξk)

is also a homotopy equivalence. This concludes the proof of (iii) and, thus, of Theorem
5.7.

The general case:

2Being precise, in that subsection it was studied the contactomorphism obtained by using the Isotopy
Extension Theorem to produce the path of Darboux balls {((0, 0, t), Id) ∈ T3 × U(1) : t ∈ [0, 2π/k]}. The
image of the generator of π1(S1) < π1(T3)⊕ π1(U(1)) is the k-iteration of the contactomorphism obtained in
that subsection.
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Let Σg, g > 1, be a compact orietable surface with genus g. The prototypical example of
Legendrian circle bundle over Σg is

(M, ξ) = (S(T ∗Σg), kerλcan).

Any diffeomorphism of Σg can be canonically lifted to contactomorphism of (M1, ξ1). This
defines an inclusion

Φ1 : Diff(Σg) ↪→ Cont(M1, ξ1).

Let k > 0 be any integer dividing |2− 2g|. There is a k-covering map

πk : Mk →M1 = S(T ∗Σg)

induced by a k-covering on the fibers. Thus,

(Mk, ξk) = (Mk, π
∗
kξ1)

defines a Legendrian circle bundle over Σg. Moreover, any Legendrian circle bundle over Σg

is of this form. See [90].

As in the torus case the group of Deck transformations of this covering is isomorphic to Zk
and it is generated by a 2π

k rotation along the fibers. In the same way that in the torus case
this induces an inclusion

ik : Zk ⊕ Cont(M1, ξ1) ↪→ Cont(Mk, ξk).

Thus, there is a well-defined map

Φk : Zk ⊕Diff(Σg) ↪→ Cont(Mk, ξk).

The following result, together with Theorem 5.7, provides a complete list of the homotopy
type of any Legendrian circle bundle over a compact orientable surface.

Theorem 5.8. (i) The inclusion Φ1 : Diff(Σg) ↪→ Cont(M1, ξ1) is a homotopy equiva-
lence.

(ii) The lifting map
ik : Zk ⊕ Cont(M1, ξ1) ↪→ Cont(Mk, ξk)

is a homotopy equivalence.

(iii) The map
Φk : Zk ⊕Diff(Σg) ↪→ Cont(Mk, ξk)

is a homotopy equivalence.

(iv) The space CStr(Mk, ξk) is homotopy equivalent to S1.

Proof. The proof is analogous to that provided in the torus case. The starting point is π0

computation made in [65] and the knowledge of the homotopy type of the diffeomorphism
group of Mk. The path–connected components of Diff(Mk) are homotopy equivalent to S1,
where S1 represents the action by rotations along the fibers, see [83, 72, 74].
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5.2.4 Topology of the group of contactomorphisms of a finite quotient of
the standard 3-sphere.

Let G < Cont(S3, ξstd) be a finite group acting freely over S3. In particular, X = S3/G is a
compact smooth manifold. Since the unitary group acts by contactomorphisms on (S3, ξstd)
the standard contact structure descends to the quotient X = S3/G. We will call this contact
structure on X the standard one and still we denote it by ξstd. Clearly (X, ξstd) is a tight
contact manifold. An important source of examples are the Lens spaces L(n,m) where the
subgroup Gn,m = G < U(2) is

Gn,m = {

(
e

2kπ
n
i 0

0 e
2kmπ
n

i

)
, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}} ∼= Zn.

In other words, L(n,m) is the quotient of S3 under the equivalence relation

(z1, z2) ∼ (e
2π
n
iz1, e

2mπ
n
iz2),

for any point (z1, z2) ∈ S3.

We have the following key result.

Theorem 5.9. The inclusion

iD : Cont(X, ξstd; rel p) ↪→ Diff(X; rel p)

induces a surjection at π0 level and an isomorphism at πk for every k > 0.

A direct consequence of this result just by using the grill diagram, Figure 1.2, is the following

Corollary 5.1. The space of contact structures over X isotopic to ξstd satisfies that

πk(CStr(X, ξstd)) = πk(CP 1), k > 1.

Proof of Theorem 5.9. The proof reduces to show that

Dk = πk(Diff(X; rel p)).

The point is to produce a very specific contact cell decomposition in order to carry out the
proof of Theorem 4.1. This will allow to check that the images of the Legendrian 1-cells
through a family of diffeomorphisms admits a formal Legendrian structure.

The contact cell decomposition is built step by step. First, fix a smooth (meaning by smooth
that is not Legendrian) cell decomposition which satisfies that

� There is only one 0-cell, namely p.

� The 1-cells conforms a family of embedded generators of the fundamental group π1(X, p).
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Apply the usual zig-zag procedure to Legendrianize the 1-cells, denote their Legendrianiza-
tions γi. Construct a contact cell decomposition such that the union of the arcs γi is in the
1-skeleton and, moreover, contains the 0–skeleton. Proceed as follows, consider a 2–cell e of
the fixed smooth cell decomposition. The boundary of this 2–cell is not embedded in general.
Perform a subdivision of the 2–cell adding a finite number of smooth arcs βi with end points
at the boundary of the 2–cell in such a way that the boundary of the new 2–cells are em-
bedded. Apply the Legendrianization procedure to deform the βi arcs into Legendrian arcs.
Still denoting this arcs by βi. After this what remains to obtain a contact cell decomposition
is to make sure that the boundary of the 2–cells are standard Legendrian unknots; i.e. with
tb = −1. Thus, assume that the boundary of a 2–cell e has tb < −1, then by the Legendrian
realization principle, one can assume that there is a Legendrian arc αi parallel to an arc in
the dividing set of the 2–cell. Add this arc αi to the 1-skeleton to subdivide the 2–cell e into
two new 2-cells with boundary at a Legendrian uknots U1 and U2 with bigger tb invariant.
Repeat the process inductively. Note that the end points of the arcs αi could be placed at
the βi arcs. See Figure 5.1 to see the difference between the two kind of arcs.

Let ϕz ∈ Diff(X; rel p) be any sphere of diffeomorphisms. Apply the the conjugation argu-
ment given in Lemma 4.6 to ensure that the family of diffeomorphisms fixes the 0-skeleton
of the contact cell decomposition.

It is convenient to work on the universal cover S3 of X. Fix a base point pe ∈ S3 in the
preimage of the point p ∈ X under the covering map π : S3 → X. The rest of the #G points
in the preimage are denoted by pg, g ∈ G, and are named by the element of G that acts as
a Deck transfromation of the covering taking pe to pg.

Observe that after this consideration there is a lifting map

Diff(X; rel p)→ Diff(S3; rel pe).

Denote the lift of the family ϕz by ϕ̃z. This family satisfies by construction that ϕ̃(pg) = pg.

The objective is to produce a formal Legendrian structure over the image of the 1–skeleton by
the family ϕz. Deal first with the γi arcs. Denote the unique lift of this arcs with beginning
at pe by γ̃i. Denote by k the order of γi as an element of the fundamental group π1(X, p).
The canonical k-covering of γi is a standard long Legendrian unknot in (S3, ξstd) denoted by
γ̂i. In the same way denote the lifts of γzi = ϕz ◦ γi by γ̃zi and γ̂zi . By construction

γ̃zi = ϕ̃z ◦ γ̃zi

and
(γ̂zi )|[0, 1

k
] = γ̃zi .

The family γ̂zi is homotopic to a family of standard long Legendrian unknots by Theorem 2.7
and Corollary 4.6. Thus, there exists a homotopy of γ̂z,ri of long unknots such that γ̂z,0i = γ̂zi
and γ̂z,1i is a family of long Legendrian unknots. Since S3\{pe} = R3 is contractible this
homotopy can be constructed in such a way that

γ̂z,ri (
1

k
) = γ̂i(

1

k
)

is constant. Moreover, there is no obstruction to fix the derivative of the family at time
t = 1

k since the evaluation map of the 1-jet of the family at time t = 1
k is homotopic to
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Figure 5.1: Example of construction of 1-skeleton. Start with four smooth 1-cells. Assume
that we deform them into Legendrian embeddings and denote them γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4 depicted on
the left. The central picture depicts a 2–cell whose boundary is only locally embedded. The
color code is blue for γ1, red for γ2, yellow for γ3. The boundary represents γ1 · γ2 · γ3 · γ−1

1 ·
γ2 · γ1 · γ−1

3 · γ2 · γ3 · γ2. The black lines represent the new 1-cells added: the arcs βi. The
picture on the right represents a particular disk with the corresponding dividing set in green
and the αi arcs built using the Legendrian realization theorem.

the evaluation at time t = 0 where it is already constant. Thus, after a possibly further
deformation, the family of long unknots γ̂z,ri satisfies that

(γ̂z,ri )|Op( 1
k

)

is constant. In particular, (γ̂z,ri )|[0, 1
k

] can be used to promote the formal Legendrian structure

over the family
(γ̂zi )|[0, 1

k
] = γ̃zi .

This provides the desired formal Legendrian structure over the arcs γzi . Apply Proposition
4.3.3 to deform these arcs to become Legendrian.

The same argument applies to the βi arcs, just observe that one can find a Legendrian arc β∗i
contained in ∪iγi such that the lift of the concatenation βi and β∗i is a long Legendrian unknot
in (S3, ξstd). In this case, Theorem 4.6 replaces Corollary 4.6. The very same argument applies
also for the αi arcs.

5.3 Transverse embeddings.

In this Section, we replicate the main result about Legendrian embeddings in the standard
sphere, for transverse embeddings. Recall that a (positively) transverse embedding into
(S3, ξstd) is any embedding γ : S1 → (S3, ξstd) which is (positively) transverse to ξstd. We get
the same result in terms of the inclusion of the space of long transverse embeddings into the
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space of smooth long embeddings. Denote by Trans(S3, ξstd) the space of positively trans-
verse embeddings and by TransN,iN (S3, ξstd) = {γ ∈ Trans(S3, ξstd) : γ(0) = N, γ′(0) = iN}
the space of long transverse embeddings. As usual we will write Transγ(S3, ξstd) (resp.
TransγN,iN (S3, ξstd)) to denote the path–connected component of the space of transverse em-
beddings (resp. long transverse embeddings) containing γ. Our main result is

Theorem 5.10. Let γ ∈ TransN,iN (S3, ξstd) be any long transverse embedding. Then, the
inclusion TransγN,iN (S3, ξstd) ↪→ EmbγN,iN (S1,S3) is a homotopy equivalence. In particular,

the space Trans(S3, ξstd) is homotopy equivalent to SU(2)×K(G, 1).

To deduce the second part of the statement from the first one realize that there is a fibration

TransN,iN (S3, ξstd) ↪→ Trans(S3, ξstd)→ S3 = SU(2).

The key idea behind Theorem 5.10 is to realize that transverse knots can be understood as
sequences of Legendrian knots where the elements of the sequence are related by negative
stabilizations [42].

5.3.1 Parametric k-Legendrianization.

We define the operation of k-Legendrianization, k ∈ Z+, of a transverse embedding paramet-
rically. It will be clear from the construction that it works as long as k is big enough. In order
to make the construction parametric it is important to restrict ourselves to a particular class
of transverse embeddings: the class of long transverse embeddings. In that class, there is a
choice of normal framing of the knots that is continuous for any given family. This is what
we need. We want to prove that there is a homotopy equivalence induced by the inclusion
of a long transverse knot into the long (smooth) knot. I.e. our parametric families will be
smooth long embeddings γz,r, (z, r) ∈ Dk+1, such that γz,1 are long transverse embeddings.
Let us mention that, in this particular situation, the choice of normal framing can be made
continuous because of a second reason: the parameter space is contractible.

That is all we need to define a family of contact charts from a small tubular neighborhood
of each transverse knot Φz : (S1(C)×D2(ε), ker(dz− r2dθ))→ (Op(γz,1), ξstd), here S1(C) =
[0, 2πC]/ ∼ denotes the circle of length 2πC. The two constants C, ε are not arbitrary. In
fact, scaling of the contact form does not change the quotient ε2/C. Rescale the contact form
in each chart in such a way that C = 1 (do it in a continuous way). In fact, call the admissible
radius of the knot to the maximum value of the number ε for any choice of continuous family
of charts, always fixing C = 1. Note that reducing this number is easy, just choose a smaller
neighborhood inside the chart.

Moreover, call the admissible radius ρ(γz) of the family to the infimum of the admissible
radii in the whole family. It is an strictly positive number because the family is compact.

We say that a real number µ > 0 is an integer admissible radius if µ < ρ(γz) and moreover
k = 1

µ2 is a positive integer.

Definition 5.1. With the notation and conventions introduced above, we say that the k-
Legendrianization of γz, for any positive integer k = 1

µ2 satisfying k ≥ 1
ρ(γz)2 is the family of
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Legendrian embeddings

γ̃z : S1(k) → S1(1)× D2(ε) (5.2)

t 7→ (µ2t, µ, t).

Understand each Legendrian γ̃z as a Legendrian in the 3-sphere (S3, ξstd) by means of the
contact charts Φz.

Figure 5.2: A 2-Legendrianization.

5.3.2 Tranversalization of Legendrianizations.

Realize that the formula (5.2) closes up (for t = 2πk) and makes the knot isotopic to the
vertical one. It is a torus knot defined over the torus r = 1√

k
of type (1, k), so it is isotopic

inside the solid torus to the core. Moreover, realize that the obvious isotopy takes place
through transverse knots, i.e.

γ̃zs : S1(k)× [0, 1] → S1(1)× D2(ε)

(t, s) → (µ2t, sµ, t).

It is folklore that the (positive) transversalization of a Legendrian knot is unique (with
parameters). Let us formalize it

Lemma 5.2. Fix a Legendrian embedding γ. The space of transverse embeddings C∞–close
to γ is contractible.
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Proof. We will prove that it is actually convex. An small tubular neighbourhood of a Legen-
drian admits Weinstein coordinates (S1×D2(θ, x, y), kerα), with contact form α = dx− ydθ.
In this coordinates the Legendrian embedding γ is written as γ(t) = (t, 0, 0). Any embedding
C∞-close to γ is of the form β(t) = (t, x(t), y(t)) and the transverse condition reads as as
x′(t)− y(t) > 0. Since the inequation is linear the space of solutions is convex.

The summary of the previous discussion is stated in the following

Lemma 5.3. Take a family of long transverse embeddings that is trivial as a family of smooth
long embeddings. Then, the transversalization of a k–Legendrianization of the family, with
k large enough to be admissible, is homotopic through transverse embeddings to the original
family.

5.3.3 Proof of Theorem 5.10.

Fix a family of long transverse embeddings γz, z ∈ Sk, that is contractible as a family of
smooth long embeddings. This means that there is a disk of smooth long embeddings γz,r,
with (z, r) ∈ Dk+1, bounding the sphere γz. By the previous discussion, there is a well
defined family of long Legendrian embeddings γ̃z,1, the k–Legendrianization of γz = γz,1 for
k > 0 large enough. Observe that γ̃z,1 is contractible as a family of smooth long embeddings
thus Theorem 2.8 applies to find a family of long Legendrian embeddings γ̃z,r, (z, r) ∈ Dk+1,
bounding it. Denote the canonical transversalization of this family of Legendrians by by γ̂z,r.
By Lemma 5.3, the sphere of transverse embeddings γ̂z,1 is homotopic to the original one
γz = γz,1. This proves that γz = γz,1 is a contractible family of transverse embeddings.

5.4 Formal Legendrians and the generalized Thurston–Bennequin
inequality.

5.4.1 Formal Legendrian embeddings.

Definition 5.2. A formal Legendrian embedding into (S3, ξstd) is a pair (γ, Fs) such that

(i) γ : S1 → S3 is an embedding,

(ii) Fs : S1 → γ∗(TS3\{0}), s ∈ [0, 1], is a homotopy between F0 = γ′ and F1 : S1 →
γ∗(ξstd\{0}) ⊆ γ∗(TS3\{0}).

In (S3, ξstd), with quaternionic notation, fix the framings ξstd,p = 〈jp, kp〉 and TpS3 =
〈ip, jp, kp〉. The choice of framings is unique up to homotopy. From now on we under-
stand Fs : S1 → S2 and F1 : S1 → S1 = S2 ∩ ξstd. I.e., denote by LX the free loop space
of a connected manifold X, then for any formal Legendrian embedding (γ, Fs) we have that
F1 ∈ LS1 and Fs defines a path in LS2 between γ′ and F1. Denote by FLeg(S3, ξstd) the space
of formal Legendrian embeddings in (S3, ξstd) the aim is to understand the map induced in
homotopy by the natural inclusion

iF : Leg(S3, ξstd) ↪→ FLeg(S3, ξstd)
γ 7−→ (γ, Fs ≡ γ′).

(5.3)
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There is a lot of literature studying the induced map at the level of path–components
[35, 41, 42, 19]. In fact, the path components of the space of formal Legendrians are well
understood: formal Legendrian embeddings are classified by their parametrized knot type,
rotation number and Thurston–Bennequin invariant. We refer the reader to [99] or [48] for
a proof. The classical strategy to study the map π0(iF ) is to fix the underlying smooth knot
type K: Denote the restriction of the map π0(iF ) to a fixed knot type K by π0(iF )|K. The
following facts are well-known

� π0(iF )|K is not surjective: it is not possible to realize all pairs (rot, tb) by a Legendrian
with a prescribed knot type. This follows from the Thurston–Bennequin inequality [5].

� There exist knot types such that the map π0(iF )|K is injective; e.g. unknots, positive
torus knots [35, 42]. These knot types are called Legendrian simple.

� There also exist knot types that are not Legendrian simple; i.e. such that the map
π0(iF )|K is not injective [19].

The goal of this Section is to prove that the situation is radically distinct for higher homotopy
groups: for every k > 0, and for every underlying knot type, the map πk(iF ) is injective.

Theorem 5.11. Let γ ∈ Leg(S3, ξstd) be any Legendrian embedding. The homomorphism

πk(iF ) : πk(Leg(S3, ξstd), γ)→ πk(FLeg(S3, ξstd), (γ, γ′))

is injective for every k > 0. Moreover, πk(iF ) is never surjective for any k > 0.

Remark 5.2. The second part of the statement should be understood as a kind of generalized
Thurston–Bennequin innequality: Not any formal class is realizable by a family of Legendri-
ans. The homotopy groups of the space of formal Legendrians are computed in Proposition
5.1. It will be clear which homotopy classes of formal Legendrians are not representable by
genuine Legendrians.

5.4.2 A decomposition of the space of formal Legendrian embeddings.

Denote by

FLegN,jN (S3, ξstd) ⊆ FLeg(S3, ξstd)

the subspace of formal Legendrians (γ, Fs) such that (γ(0), F1(0)) = (N, jN). We have
a decomposition of the space of formal Legendrians in the spirit of that for Legendrians
explained in Propositon 2.3.

Lemma 5.4. There exists a homotopy equivalence

ΦF : FLeg(S3, ξstd)→ U(2)× FLegN,jN (S3, ξstd). (5.4)
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Moreover, this homotopy equivalence makes the following diagram commutative

Leg(S3, ξstd)
Φ//

� _

iF
��

U(2)× LegN,jN (S3, ξstd)

� _

��

FLeg(S3, ξstd)
ΦF// U(2)× FLegN,jN (S3, ξstd)

where the map Φ is the homotopy equivalence (2.1).

Proof. Consider the map FLeg(S3, ξstd) → U(2), (γ, Fs) 7→ A(γ,Fs) = (γ(0)|F1(0)). The
homotopy equivalence is simply given by

ΦF : FLeg(S3, ξstd) −→ U(2)× FLegN,jN (S3, ξstd)

(γ, Fs) 7→ (A(γ,Fs), A
−1
(γ,Fs)

(γ, Fs)).
(5.5)

5.4.3 Homotopy groups of the space of formal Legendrians.

Denote by EmbN (S1, S3) the subspace of smooth embeddings γ : S1 → S3 such that γ(0) = N .
Use the identification S3 ∼= SU(2), p 7→ Ap = (p|j · p) to build the homeomorphism

EmbN (S1,S3)× S3 = Emb(S1,S3).

We will denote by G(γ) < Z the image of the homomorphism

π2(Emb(S1,S3), γ)→ π2(S2) ∼= Z, γz 7→ (γz)′(0).

Proposition 5.1. Let FLeg
(γ,γ′)
N,jN (S3, ξstd) be the path–connected component containing the

(formal) Legendrian (γ, Fs ≡ γ′). Then, the following holds:

(i) πk(FLeg
(γ,γ′)
N,jN (S3, ξstd)) ∼= πk+2(S2) for k > 1.

(ii) There is an exact sequence

0→ π3(S2)⊕ (π2(S2)/G(γ))→ π1(FLeg
(γ,γ′)
N,jN (S3, ξstd))→ π1(Embγ(S1,S3))→ 0. (5.6)

Proof. Consider the fibration p : FLeg
(γ,γ′)
N,jN (S3, ξstd)→ EmbγN (S1,S3)×ΩS1, (β, Fs) 7→ (β, F1).

The fiber over a point (γ, γ′) is the loop space Ω(LS2); i.e. paths of formal derivatives
Fs : S1 → S2 joining F0 = γ′ with F1 = γ′.

Any family (γz, F zs ) ∈ πk(FLegN,jN (S3, ξstd)) satisfies that γz is homotopic to a family of
smooth long embeddings γ̂z. Indeed, there is a fibration

EmbN,jN (S1,S3)→ EmbN (S1, S3)→ S2.
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Thus, it is enough to check that (γz)′(0) ∈ πk(S2) is null homotopic to conclude. This
is trivial since the path of formal derivatives defines a null homotopy. This implies that
a family (γz, F z1 ) ∈ πk(EmbN (S1,S3)) ⊕ πk(Ω(S1)) ∼= πk(EmbN (S1, S3)) admits a lift to
FLegN,jN (S1,S3) if and only if γz is homotopic to a family of smooth long embeddings. This
follows since the derivative map of a family of long smooth embeddings is always contractible
(see [103, Propositon 5.17]).

This allows to describe the connecting homomorphism

∂k : πk(EmbN (S1, S3))⊕ πk(Ω(S1))→ πk−1(Ω(LS2)) ∼= πk(LS2),

k ≥ 1, associated to the Serre fibration p. To see this observe that

πk(LS2) ∼= πk(S2)⊕ πk+1(S2)

for any k. This follows by studying the Serre fibration ev0 : LS2 → S2, f 7→ f(0). In
particular, the πk(S2)–factor associated to a family fz ∈ πk(LS2) is the homotopy class of
fz(0). The connecting homomorphism measures the obstruction for that a family (γz, F z1 ) ∈
πk(EmbN (S1, S3)) ⊕ πk(Ω(S1)) to admit a lift to πk(FLegN,jN (S3, ξstd). This obtruction is
measured by the homotopy class of (γz)′(0) ∈ πk(S2). Thus, the connecting homomorphism
is (up to sign)

∂k : πk(EmbN (S1, S3))⊕ πk(Ω(S1))→ πk(S2)⊕ πk+1(S2), (γz, F z1 ) 7→ ((γz)′(0), 0).

The statement easily follows from the exact sequence in homotopy associated to p using that
the space of smooth long embeddings is aspherical (see Theorem 2.8).

Given any loop of formal Legendrians (γθ, F θs ), θ ∈ S1, such that the underlying loop of
smooth embeddings is contractible we will call the π2–invariant of the loop the homotopy
class in π2(S2)/G(γ) obtained by means of the exact sequence (5.6). The following follows
directly from the proof of the previous result.

Lemma 5.5. Let γθ be any loop of long Legendrian embeddings such that γθ is contractible
as a loop of smooth embeddings. Then, γθ is contractible as a loop of smooth long embeddings
if and only if the π2–invariant of γθ is trivial.

5.4.4 Proof of Theorem 5.11

Fix k ≥ 0. Let (Az, γz) ∈ U(2)× LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) ∼= Leg(S3, ξstd), z ∈ Sk, be an k–sphere of
Legendrian embeddings that is contractible in the space of formal Legendrian embeddings.
In particular, the sphere of matrices Az is contractible inside πk(U(2)) by Lemma 5.4. Thus,
it is enough to check that the loop γz is contractible inside the space of long Legendrian
embeddings. Divide the proof in two cases:

k > 1: This case follows since the space of long Legendrian embeddings is a K(G, 1) by
Theorem 5.3.

k = 1: It follows from Proposition 5.1 that the π2–invariant of the loop of Legendrians is
0. Apply Lemma 5.5 to conclude that γz is a contractible loop inside the space of smooth
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long embeddings EmbN,jN (S1, S3). It follows from Theorem 5.2 that the loop γz is also
contractible in the space of long Legendrian embeddings.

The non–surjectivity of the homomorphism follows directly from Propositon 5.1. In the case
of loops the π3(S2)–factor in the exact sequence (5.6) is not in the image of π1(iF ) and in
higher homotopy groups the πk+2(S2) ∼= πk(FLegN,jN (S3, ξstd))–factor is not in the image of
πk(iF ). These groups are always non-trivial [84].

5.5 The homotopy type of the space of tight contact struc-
tures of Legendrian complements.

5.5.1 Formal Legendrian simplicity.

Definition 5.3. A formal Legendrian class is a triple (K, r, t) ∈ π0(Emb(S1, S3)) ⊕ Z ⊕ Z
such that r + t ≡ 1 mod 2.

Remark 5.3. This should be understood as a path–connected component of the space of
formal Legendrian embeddings in (S3, ξstd).

Any Legendrian embedding γ ∈ Leg(S3, ξstd) defines a formal Legendrian class

([γ], rot(γ), tb(γ)) ∈ π0(Emb(S1,S3))⊕ Z⊕ Z.

We will say that this is the formal Legendrian class associated to γ.

Definition 5.4. We say that a formal Legendrian class (K, r, t) is simple if there exists a
unique, up to Legendrian isotopy, Legendrian embedding γ such that

([γ], rot(γ), tb(γ)) = (K, r, t).

Remark 5.4. It is important to recall that this definition is different to the usual one of
Legendrian simplicity. A knot type K0 ∈ π0(Emb(S1, S3)) is simple if every formal Legendrian
class of the form (K0, r, t) which is associated to some Legendrian embedding is simple. There
are examples of knot types K that are not simple but such that the formal Legendrian class
(K, r, t) is simple for some r, t ∈ Z, e.g. (2, 3)–cables of (2, 3) torus knots [43].

Consider a Legendrian embedding γ ∈ Leg(S3, ξstd) and let CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ) be the space of

tight contact structures ξ over Cγ which are equal to ξstd over ∂Cγ and satisfies the following

property: Denote by ξ̂ the natural extension of ξ to S3 given by ξ|Op(γ) = (ξstd)|Op(γ) satisfies
that

rotξ̂(γ) = rotξstd(γ).

Observe that the image of the natural map

Diff(Cγ)→ CStr(Cγ), ϕ 7→ ϕ∗ξstd;

lies inside CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ).

We have the following nice characterization of formal Legendrian simplicity.
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Lemma 5.6. The formal Legendrian class associated to a Legendrian embedding γ is simple
if and only if the group Diff(Cγ) acts transitively over CStrTight

rot(γ)(Cγ).

Proof. Assume first that Diff(Cγ) acts transitively over CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ). Let γ and γ1 be

two Legendrian embeddings which represent the same formal Legendrian class; i.e. they are
smoothly isotopic, tb(γ) = tb(γ1) and rot(γ) = rot(γ1).

Since both embeddings are smoothly isotopic and have the same Thurston–Bennequin in-
variant we can find an isotopy ϕt ∈ Diff(S3), t ∈ [0, 1], such that ϕ1 ◦ γ1 = γ and

(ϕ1)|Op(γ1) : (Op(γ1), ξstd)→ (Op(γ), ξstd)

is a contactomorphism. Moreover, since rot(γ) = rot(γ1) we may asumme that the trivial-
ization (ξstd)p = 〈jp, kp〉 is preserved over γ1; i.e. (ϕ1)∗〈jp, kp〉 = 〈jϕ1(p), kϕ1(p)〉 for any
p ∈ γ1(S1).

Define ξ1 = (ϕ1)∗ξstd which is a tight contact structure on S3. Observe that the restriction

of ξ1 to Cγ belongs to the space CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ) and, thus, by the hypothesis, we can find

a diffeomorphism Φ ∈ Diff(S3; relOp(γ)) such that (Φ ◦ ϕ1)∗ξstd = ξstd. This means that
Φ ◦ ϕ1 ∈ Cont(S3, ξstd). By construction

Φ ◦ ϕ1 ◦ γ1 = γ.

Since the space of contactomorphisms of (S3, ξstd) is path–connected we conclude that γ and
γ1 are Legendrian isotopic.

Now assume that the formal Legendrian class defined by γ is simple. Consider any contact
structure ξ ∈ CStrTight

rot(γ)(Cγ). Regard ξ as a tight contact structure over S3. Since the space

of tight contact structures over S3 is path–connected (Theorem 4.2) we can find a path ξt,
t ∈ [0, 1], of tight contact structures over S3 joining ξ = ξ0 with ξstd = ξ1. Apply Gray
Stability Theorem to find a smooth isotopy ϕt such that

(ϕt)∗ξ = ξt.

Define
γt = ϕt ◦ γ ∈ Leg(S3, ξt).

Observe that by construction γ = γ0 is Legendrian for both ξ and ξstd. Thus, we have that
γ and γ1 are two Legendrian embeddings into (S3, ξstd). Let us check that both define the
same formal Legendrian class.

Clearly rotξt(γt) = rotξ(γ) and tbξt(γt) = tbξ(γ) for any t ∈ [0, 1]. This is by continuity. In
fact, one can just pick a trivialisation of TS3 = 〈v, w,R〉 where 〈v, w〉 = ξ and R is a Reeb
vector field for ξ and promote it over the path by pushing forward with the diffeomorphism
ϕt. Using these framings to compute the formal invariants the equalities are obvious. In
particular,

rotξ(γ) = rotξstd(γ1) and tbξ(γ) = tbξstd(γ1).

So it remains to check that rotξ(γ) = rotξstd(γ) and that tbξ(γ) = tbξstd(γ) but this follows
from the definition of ξ. Thus, we conclude that γ and γ1 define the same formal Legendrian
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class and, hence, they are Legendrian isotopic. In particular, there exists a contactomorphism
F ∈ Cont(S3, ξstd) such that

F ◦ γ = γ1.

By construction, ϕ−1
1 ◦ F ∈ Diff(Cγ) satisfies that

(ϕ−1
1 ◦ F )∗ξstd = (ϕ−1

1 )∗ξstd = ξ.

This concludes the argument.

5.5.2 Tight contact structures on Legendrian complements.

Theorem 5.12. Let γ ∈ Leg(S3, ξstd) be any Legendrian embeddings. Then, γ represents a

simple formal Legendrian class if and only if the space CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ) is contractible. More-

over, there are exactly

π0(CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ))

non Legendrian isotopic representatives of the formal Legendrian class determined by γ.

Remark 5.5. � Observe that π0(CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ)) is always finite [22].

� This result is a relative version of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3.

� In fact, each path–connected component of CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ) is a contractible space. The

content of the result is that this space is path–connected if, and only if, the Legendrian
γ represents a formal Legendrian class.

Proof of Theorem 5.12. Let γ ∈ Leg(S3, ξstd) be any Legendrian embedding. The image of

the orbit map Diff(Cγ)→ CStr(Cγ), ϕ 7→ ϕ∗ξstd; lies in CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ) thus, by Lemma 2.1,

there is a fibration

Cont(Cγ , ξstd) ↪→ Diff(Cγ)→ CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ).

Denote by Good(Cγ) the image of the fibration map

Diff(Cγ)→ CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ), ϕ 7→ ϕ∗ξstd.

Since the inclusion Cont(Cγ , ξstd) ↪→ Diff(Cγ) is a homotopy equivalence it follows that
Good(Cγ) is a contractible space. Moreover, by the characterization of formal Legendrian
simplicity stated in Lemma 5.6 we have that the formal Legendrian class represented by γ is
simple if and only if

Good(Cγ) = CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ).

This proves the first part of the statement.

Denote by F(γ) the space of Legendrian embeddings that represent the same formal Leg-
endrian class than γ modulo Legendrian isotopy. Let us check now that there are exactly
π0(CStrTight

rot(γ)(Cγ)) non isotopic Legendrian representatives of the formal Legendrian class
determined by γ; i.e.

#π0(CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ)) = #F(γ).
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From now own we assume that we are working with long Legendrians, this has not relevance
for π0 computations and is just by technical reasons: the contractibility of the spaces of
diffeomorphisms, contactomorphisms and tight contact structures of D3 that are fixed near
the boundary implies that all the following choices are unique up to homotopy.

Fix a contact structure ξ ∈ CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ). By the classification of tight contact structures in

D3 relative to the boundary there is a path ξt, t ∈ [0, 1], of tight contact structures on S3, fixed
in Op(N), joining ξ0 = ξ and ξ1 = ξstd. By Gray stability there exist a flow ϕt : S3 → S3,
t ∈ [0, 1], (ϕt)|Op(N) = Id, such that (ϕt)∗ξ = ξt. Define

γt = ϕ ◦ γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξt).

Write γξ instead of γ1. The Legendrians γξ and γ represent the same formal Legendrian class
in (S3, ξstd), thus there is a well–defined map

G : π0(CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ))→ F(γ), ξ 7→ γξ.

Now consider a Legendrian γ̂ that represents the same formal Legendrian class than γ. Since
γ and γ̂ are smoothly isotopic and have the same Thurston-Bennequin invariant we can find
a smooth flow ϕt : S3 → S3 such that ϕ1 ◦ γ̂ = γ and (ϕ1)|Op(γ̂) : (Op(γ̂), ξstd)→ (Op(γ), ξstd)
is a contactomorphism. Moreover, since both Legendrians has the same rotation number
we can arrange that the contact framing over γ̂ is sent to the contact framing over γ. This
implies that

ξγ̂ = ((ϕ1)|Cγ̂ )∗ξstd ∈ CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ).

This defines another map

H : F(γ)→ π0(CStrTight
rot(γ)(Cγ)), γ̂ 7→ ξγ̂ .

It follows from the very construction that G and H are mutually inverse.

5.6 The space of Legendrian unknots.

Theorem 5.13. Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) be any Legendrian unknot. Then, LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd)

is contractible. Equivalently, Legγ(S3, ξstd) is homotopy equivalent to U(2).

Proof. Since, by Lemma 2.3, there is a decomposition Leg(S3, ξstd) ∼= U(2)×LegN,jN (S3, ξstd)
it is enough to check that LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd) is contractible for any Legendrian unknot. This
follows directly from Theorems 5.2 and 2.7.

In other words, any family of Legendrian unknots γz can be isotoped into a family Azγ, where
Az ∈ U(2) is a family of unitary matrices. This previous result answers positively a natural
question posed in [18, Remark 4.2]. For the case of the Legendrian unknot with tb = −1 this
can be rephrased as: the space of Legendrian unknots with tb = −1 deformation retracts
over the space of parametrized Legendrian great circles; i.e. great circles of S3 ⊆ C2 defined
by totally real planes.
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The previouos result together with the main result of Eliashberg-Polterovich article [39]
readily implies the following nice result. Denote by Lag0(D2, (D4, λstd)) the space of proper
Lagrangian embeddings of the disk D2 that bounds a Legendrian unknot; i.e. the space of
exact Lagrangian fillings of the Legendrian unknots.

Theorem 5.14. The natural inclusion of U(2) ↪→ Lag0(D2, (D4, λstd)) is a homotopy equiv-
alence.

Proof. There is a natural fibration Lag0(D2, (D4, λstd))→ Leg(S3, ξstd), given by restriction,
where the base space is the space of embeddings of standard Legendrian unknots. The fiber
is the space of exact Lagrangian fillings of a fixed Legendrian unknot which is contractible
by [39]. The result now follows from the previous Theorem.

5.7 The space of positive Legendrian torus knots.

Let Embp,q(S1, S3) be the space of embeddings of positive (p, q) torus knots in S3 and
Embp,qN,jN (S1, S3) be the space of long embeddings parametrizing a positive (p, q)–torus knot.

It follows from the work of A. Hatcher [75, 71], see also Budney [9], that π1(Embp,qN,jN (S1, S3)) ∼=
Z and is generated by the Gramain element [66]: a full rotation along the long axis in R3.
In [87] it is introduced a loop of Legendrian embeddings βθp,q such that its square is trivial as
a loop of smooth embeddings but not trivial in the space of formal Legendrian embeddings
(see [48]). To be precise in [87] it is introduced a loop of embedded Legendrians, here we refer
to the natural parametrization of this loop: the one obtained by fixing a parametrization of a
positive Legendrian torus knot with maximal tb and applying it the construction explained in
[87]. This clearly generates a loop of Legendrian embeddings which we will refer as Kálmán’s
loop. The rotation number of the loop βθp,q is 0. Thus, βθp,q and also (βθp,q)

2 can be regarded

as loops of long legendrian embeddings. See Figure 5.3. Since βθp,q is smoothly given by a
full rotation around a fixed axis it follows that as a loop of embeddings is homotopic to the
Gramain element. We will provide a formal proof of this fact. In fact, the π2 invariant of
(βθp,q)

2 was computed in [48] to be π2[(βθp,q)
2] = ±1. This readily implies that Kálmán’s loop

represents the Gramain element:

Lemma 5.7. The loop of long Legendrian embeddings associated to βp,q is homotopic as a
loop of smooth long embeddings to the Gramain element.

Proof. Consider the fibration Embp,qN,jN (S1,S3) → Embp,q(S1, S3) → V4,2 = SO(4)/ SO(2).

The space of embeddings of torus knots in S3 is homotopy equivalent to SO(4) (see [75, 71]).
Thus, it follows from the long exact sequence in homotopy groups of the previuos fibration
that there is an exact sequence

0→ π2(V4,2) ∼= π2(S2) ∼= Z→ π1(Embp,qN,jN (S1, S3) ∼= Z→ π1(Embp,q(S1, S3) ∼= Z2 → 0.

It follows that the preimage of the square of the Gramain element in π2(V4,2) ∼= Z is 2. This
homotopy class coincides with the π2 invariant in the Legendrian case. Thus, it follows from
[48] that the loop of long Legendrians associated to (βθp,q)

2 is the square of the Gramain
element (up to sign). This concludes the argument.
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Figure 5.3: Half of the Kalman loop as a loop of long embeddings.

It follows from Etnyre-Honda classficiation of positive torus knot that any Legendrian torus
knot in (S3, ξstd) is obtained from one with maximal tb = pq−p−q. Thus, since the loop βθp,q
can be regarded as a loop of long Legendrians it is possible to stabilize each Legendrian of the
loop very near to the origin without changing the smooth type of the loop. In particular, this
loops are smoothly the Gramain element and are non–trivial. Observe that it also follows
from this discussion that the transversalization of the Kálmán’s loop is also non–trivial. From
the previous discussion and Theorem 5.3 it follows that

Theorem 5.15. Let γ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd) be any positive Legendrian torus knot. Then,
LegγN,jN (S3, ξstd) is homotopy equivalent to S1. Equivalently, Legγ(S3, ξstd) is homotopy

equivalent to U(2) × S1. Moreover, the S1 factor is represented by Kálmán’s loop (or its
stabilizations).

5.8 The space of Legendrian parametrized (n, n)-torus links.

Let Ln be the space of Legendrian embeddings

γ = tni=1γi : tNi=1S1 → (S3, ξstd)

of (n, n)-torus links with maximal tb. For instance, L1 is the space of embeddings of the
standard Legendrian unknot and L2 the space of embeddings of the standard Legendrian
Hopf link.

For k > 0 denote by Sk the 2-sphere S2 with k holes and, similarly, by Dk the 2-disk D2 with
k holes. The following result, that generalizes Corollary 4.6, determines the homotopy type
of Ln. Denote by Mk the mapping class group of Sk.

Theorem 5.16. There is a homotopy equivalence Ln ∼= U(2)×K(Mn, 1).

Remark 5.6. This result should be compared with the result stated in [13] for non-parametrized
(4, 4)–torus links.

Proof. Any Legendrian (n, n)-torus link can be regarded as n distinct parametrized fibers of
the Legendrian fibration (S3, ξstd) → CP1 induced by the j-complex structure on R4. The
main geometric observation is that the (n − 1, n − 1)-torus link γ̂ = tN−1

i=2 γi which lies in
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the complement of the Legendrian unknot γ1 can be regarded as (n− 1) distinct Legendrian
fibers of the Legendrian fibration (S(T ∗D2), λstd) ∼= (S3\γ1(S1), ξstd) (see [24]).

As usual there is a homotopy equivalence

Ln ∼= U(2)× L′n,

where L′n is the subspace of Legendrian links γ = tni=1γi such that γ1(0) = N and γ′1(N) =
jN . Thus, it is enough to check that there is a homotopy equivalence between L′n and a
K(Mn, 1).

Consider the fibration

Cont(D3, ξstd)→ L′n.

It follows from Lemma 2.4 and the previous discussion that the fiber over any Legendrian
link γ can be identified with

Cont(S(T ∗Dn−1), λstd) = Cont(S(T ∗D2), λstd; rel γ̂(tni=2S1)).

Since Cont(D3, ξstd) is contractible by Corollary 4.2 there is a homotopy equivalence

Cont(S(T ∗Dn−1), λstd) ∼= ΩL′n.

Finally, apply Theorem 5.5 to conclude that the inclusion

Diff(Dn−1) ↪→ Cont(S(T ∗Dn−1), λstd)

is a homotopy equivalence. Observe that the groups Diff(Dn−1) and Diff(Sn) coincide and
are homotopically discrete. Thus, the result follows since

ΩL′n ∼= Cont(S(T ∗Dn−1), λstd) ∼= Diff(Sn)

and

Mn = π0(Diff(Sn))

by definition.

5.9 Legendrian embeddings in (R3, ξstd).

Consider the standard contact 3–space

(R3(x, y, z), ξstd = ker(dy − zdx)).

Recall that for any point p ∈ S3 there is a contactomorphism (S3\{p}, ξstd) ∼= (R3, ξstd).
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5.9.1 Legendrians in (R3, ξstd) vs Legendrians in (S3, ξstd).

To relate the homotopy type of Leg(R3, ξstd) and Leg(S3, ξstd) consider the auxiliary space

S tereoLeg = {(γ, p) : p /∈ γ(S1)} ⊆ Leg(S3, ξstd)× S3.

In the formal case consider the space

S tereoFLeg = {((γ, Fs), p) : p /∈ γ(S1)} ⊆ FLeg(S3, ξstd)× S3.

Fix an identification (S3\{N}, ξstd) ∼= (R3, ξstd).

Lemma 5.8. There are two homeomorphisms φ : S tereoLeg → Leg(R3, ξstd) × S3 and φf :
S tereoFLeg→ FLeg(R3, ξstd)×S3. Moreover, these homeomorphisms fit into a commutative
diagram

S tereoLeg //

� _

��

Leg(R3, ξstd)× S3

� _

��

S tereoFLeg // FLeg(R3, ξstd)× S3,

where the vertical arrows are the natural inclusions.

Proof. Identify S3 with SU(2) associating to each point p ∈ S3 ⊆ C2 the matrix Ap = (p|j·p) ∈
SU(2). Since SU(2) acts by contactomorphisms on (S3, ξstd) the homeomorphisms can be
defined as3 φ(γ, p) = (A−1

p γ, p) ∈ Leg(R3, ξstd) × S3 and φf ((γ, Fs), p) = (A−1
p (γ, Fs), p) ∈

FLeg(R3, ξstd) × S3. In fact, let us check that φ surjective. Fix an arbitrary pair (γ, q).
Clearly (Aqγ, q) is a pre-image, in particular we claim taht q ∈ Aqγ produces a contradiction.
Actually, this would imply that q ∈ q·γ and so 1 ∈ γ. But γ(S1) ⊂ R3 = S3\{1}. Analogously
for φf

5.9.2 The homotopy type of the space of Legendrian embeddings in (R3, ξstd).

Let us recall some notation. Let γ ∈ Leg(R3, ξstd) ⊆ Leg(S3, ξstd). Denote by Legγ(R3, ξstd),
resp. by Legγ(S3, ξstd), the path–connected component of Leg(R3, ξstd), resp. of Leg(S3, ξstd),
containing γ. By Theorem 5.3 the space Legγ(S3, ξstd) is homotopy equivalent to U(2) ×
K(G, 1) for some group G. Denote the knot group of γ by Gγ = π1(S3\γ(S1)).

Theorem 5.17. The space Legγ(R3, ξstd) is a K(H, 1) space. Moreover, H ∼= S1 o (G×Gγ)

Proof. Consider the natural fibration

S3\γ(S1) �
�

// S tereoLeg // Leg(S3, ξstd).

3Recall that there is a fixed identification (S3\{N}, ξstd) ∼= (R3, ξstd).
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Since the complement of a knot in S3 is aspherical4 there is an isomorphism πk(S tereoLeg) ∼=
πk(Leg(S3, ξstd)) for k ≥ 3. Moreover, π2(Leg(S3, ξstd)) = 0 for any base point (see Theorem
5.3) so π2(S tereoLeg) = 0.

Let γz ∈ Leg(R3, ξstd), z ∈ Sk, k ≥ 2, be any sphere of Legendrian embeddings. In view of
the homeomorphism φ : S tereoLeg→ Leg(R3, ξstd)×S3 stated in Lemma 5.8 it is enough to
check that the sphere

(A−1
N γz, N) = (γz, 1) = (γz, 1) ∈ πk(S tereoLeg) ∼= πk(Leg(S3, ξstd))

is contractible to conclude that γz is contractible as a sphere of Legendrian embeddings in
(R3, ξstd). Observe that since πk(R3 ×U(1)) = 0 for k ≥ 2 the pair

(γz(0), (γz)′(0)) ∈ V4,2 = S3 × S2

is null homotopic. Thus, γz is homotopic as an sphere of Legendrians in (S3, ξstd) to an sphere
inside LegN,jN (S3, ξstd). Thus, a direct application of Theorem 5.3 implies γz is contractible.
This implies that Leg(R3, ξstd) is an K(H, 1) for some group H.

To determine the group H, use the short exact sequence in homotopy groups induced by the
previous fibration

0→ Gγ → π1(Leg(R3, ξstd))→ π1(Leg(S3, ξstd))→ 0,

where we have computed π1(S tereoLeg) to be equal to π1(Leg(S3, ξstd)) because π1(S3). This
exact sequence can be rewritten as

0→ Gγ → π1(U(1))⊕ π1(Legp,v(R3, ξstd))→ π1(U(2))⊕ π1(LegN,jN (S3, ξstd))→ 0,

where the U(1)–factor measures the rotation number of the loop and Legp,v(R3, ξstd) stands
for the subspace of Legendrian embeddings γ : S1 → (R3, ξstd) such that γ(0) = p and
γ′(0) = v.5 Clearly the π1(U(1))–factor is mapped isomorphically onto the π1(U(2))–factor
since both measure the rotation number of the loop. Thus, the previous sequence induces a
more simple one

0→ Gγ → π1(Legp,v(R3, ξstd))→ π1(LegN,jN (S3, ξstd))→ 0.

It is enough to check that this sequence is right split to conclude. Let γθ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd)

be any loop. The loop of points pθε = (eiε, 0) ∈ S3\γθ(S1) defines a lift of γθ to π1(S tereoLeg)
for ε > 0 small enough.6 It is important to note that since pθε is homotopic to pθε′ for any
ε′ < ε this lift behaves well with concatenation of loops; i.e. it defines a homomorphism

π1(LegN,jN (S3, ξstd))→ π1(S tereoLeg).

Thus, all the previous exact sequences are right split.

4Any open irreducible 3-fold is aspherical. This is a consequence of the Sphere Theorem.
5There is a homotopy equivalence Leg(R3, ξstd) ∼= U(1) × Legp,v(R3, ξstd). The proof is analogous to the

case of (S3, ξstd) treated in Lemma 2.3.
6The point (eiε, 0) is the the image under the flow of the Reeb vector field R(p) = i · p of (1, 0) at time ε.

It follows that any ε > 0 lower to the action of any Legendrian γθ satisfies the required property.
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5.9.3 Injective h-principle for Legendrians in (R3, ξstd)

Theorem 5.18. The natural inclusion iF : Legγ(R3, ξstd) ↪→ FLeg(γ,γ′)(R3, ξstd) is a homo-
topy injection.

Proof. It is enough to check that the homomorphism π1(iF ) is injective (Theorem 5.17).
Consider the fibrations p : S tereoLeg → Leg(S3, ξstd), with fiber S3\γ(S1) over γ; and
pf : S tereoFLeg→ FLeg(S3, ξstd), with fiber S3\γ(S1) over (γ, Fs). These fibrations fits into
a commutative diagram

S3\γ(S1) �
�

//

� _

��

S tereoLeg //

� _

��

Leg(S3, ξstd)
� _

��

S3\γ(S1) �
�

// S tereoFLeg // FLeg(S3, ξstd).

Moreover, by Lemma 5.8 we can replace the middle vertical arrow S tereoLeg ↪→ S tereoFLeg
by Leg(R3, ξstd) × S3 ↪→ FLeg(R3, ξstd) × S3. Thus, it is enough to check that the inclusion
S tereoLeg ↪→ S tereoFLeg induces an injective homomorphism on π1. It follows from Propo-
sition 5.1 that any 2–sphere (γz, F zs ) ∈ π2(FLeg(S3, ξstd)) satisfies that γz is contractible
inside the space of smooth embeddings. Thus, the homomorphism π2(S tereoFLeg) →
π2(FLeg(S3, ξstd)) admits a left inverse. Thus, the diagram above induces a commutative
diagram in homotopy

0 //

��

π1(S3\γ(S1)) //

��

π1(S tereoLeg) //

��

π1(Leg(S3, ξstd)) //

��

0

��

0 // π1(S3\γ(S1)) // π1(S tereoFLeg) // π1(FLeg(S3, ξstd)) // 0,

where the rows are exact sequences. The homomorphisms between the knot groups is the
identity and the homomorphism π1(Leg(S3, ξstd))→ π1(FLeg(S3, ξstd)) is injective (see The-
orem 5.11). The result follows easily from diagram chasing.

5.10 The space of embedded Legendrians.

Given an embedding γ ∈ Emb(S1,S3) denote by Fr(γ) the space of trivializations of the
normal bundle of γ. Trivialize the normal bundle of γ by means of the topological framing
τTop to identity Fr(γ) = LS1. Thus, π0(Fr(γ)) = π0(LS1) = π1(S1) = Z. Denote by
EmbFr(S1,S3) the space of framed embeddings.

Given a framed embedding (γ, τ) is it possible to build a loop of matrices Aγ,τ (θ) ∈ SO(4) such
that γ̂θ(t) = A−1

γ,τ (θ)γ(t− θ) with the extra condition of τ(θ) being sent to 〈iN, kN〉 ∈ TNS3

is a loop of smooth long embeddings.
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This construction is canonical and defines a continuous map

FH : EmbFr(S1, S3)→ LEmbN,jN (S1,S3), (γ, τ) 7→ γθ,

that we call Fox-Hatcher Map.

Definition 5.5. Given an embedding γ ∈ Emb(S1, S3) a Fox-Hatcher loop associated to γ is
any loop of the form

fh(γ) = FH(γ, τTop).

Observe that the homotopy class of a Fox-Hatcher loop is well–defined. Moreover, assume
that γ ∈ EmbN,jN (S1,S3) so the Gramain loop associated to γ is well defined (a full rotation
along the long axis in R3); then if τ = k ∈ π0(Fr(γ)) it follows that

FH(γ, τ) = fh(γ) + kgr(γ).

It is an observation due to Hatcher that for any torus knot the Fox-Hatcher loop and the
Gramain loop are homotopic.

Any Legendrian embedding γ is naturally framed by means of the contact framing

τCont = (iγ, iγ′).

This defines a inclusion

iCont : Leg(S3, ξstd) ↪→ EmbFr(S1, S3), γ 7→ (γ, τCont).

It follows also that Aγ,τCont ∈ U(2) and, thus, preserves the contact structure ξstd and, in
particular, FH(γ, τCont) ∈ LLegN,jN (S3, ξstd) is a loop of long Legendrians.

Definition 5.6. The Legendrian Fox-Hatcher Map is the composition

FHLeg = FH ◦ iCont : Leg(S3, ξstd)→ LLegN,jN (S3, ξstd).

The Legendrian Fox-Hatcher loop of γ is the loop

fhL(γ) = FHLeg(γ).

Observe that
fhL(γ) = fh(γ) + tb(γ)gr(γ) ∈ π1(EmbN,jN (S1,S3)).

Denote by L̂eg
κ
(S3, ξstd) the connected component of the space of oriented embedded Leg-

endrians in (S3, ξstd) containing the Legendrian curve κ.

There is a natural Serre fibration

S1 // Legγ(S3, ξstd)

��

L̂eg
κ
(S3, ξstd)

,
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here γ is any parametrization of κ. Use Theorem 5.3 and the exact sequence in homotopy
groups associated to the previous fibration to deduce that

πk(L̂eg
κ
(S3, ξstd) = πk(Leg

γ(S3, ξstd)) = πk(U(2)),

for k ≥ 3. For k = 1, 2 the long exact sequence reads as

· · · π2(Legγ(S3, ξstd))→ π2(L̂eg
κ
(S3, ξstd))→ π1(S1)→ π1(Legγ(S3, S3))→ π1(L̂eg

κ
(S3, ξstd))→ 0

substituting we obtain

· · · 0→ π2(L̂eg
κ
(S3, ξstd))→ Z a→ Z⊕G→ π1(L̂eg(S3, κ))→ 0

So the whole computation reduces to understand the homomorphism

a : π1(S1) ∼= Z→ π1(Leg(S3, ξstd)) ∼= π1(U(1))⊕G, k 7→ γθk;

where γθk is what we will call k reparametrization loop; i.e.

γθk(t) = γ(t− kθ).

It is enough to understand the homotopy class of the loop γθ = γθ1 to determine the homo-
morphism. Consider the homotopy equivalence Φ : Leg(S3, ξstd) → U(2) × LegN,jN (S3, ξstd)

introduced in Lemma 2.3. The image of γθ by Φ onto the U(2) factor is

Aθ = (γθ(0), (γθ)′(0)) = (γ(−θ), γ′(−θ)) ∈ U(2)

and onto the space of long Legendrians is

A−1
θ γθ ∈ LegN,jN (S3, ξstd).

It follows that
rotπ1(γθ) = − rot(γ) = [Aθ] ∈ Z ∼= π1(U(2))

and
A−1
θ γθ = fhL(γ) ∈ π1(LegN,jN (S3, ξstd)) ∼= π1(EmbN,jN (S1, S3)).

Thus,
π2(L̂eg(S3)) = ker a

which is mZ ⊆ Z; and

π1(L̂eg(S3, ξstd)) ∼= Zrot(γ) ⊕ (G/〈fhL(γ)〉).

As a conclusion,

Theorem 5.19.

πk(L̂eg
κ
(S3, ξstd)) =


πk(U(2)), k ≥ 3

ker(a), k = 2
Zrot(γ) ⊕ (G/〈fhL(γ)〉), k = 1.

Remark 5.7.
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� For any Legendrian with non zero rotation number

π2(L̂eg(S3, ξstd)) = ker(a) = 0.

� For the standard Legendrian unknot it follows that L̂eg(S3, ξstd)) is homotopy equivalent
to CP1×S1. This is because the space of of parametrized standard Legendrian unknots is
homotopy equivalent to the space parametrized Legendrian great circles U(2) = S3×S1.
For the standard transverse unknot it follows a similar result: the space of parametrized
standard transverse unknot is homotopy equivalent to the space of parametrized Hopf
fibers SU(2) = S3 and the space of embedded oriented standard transverse unknots is
homotopy equivalent to CP1.

� For positive torus knots the group G = Z is generated by the Gramain element. Since
the Fox-Hatcher loop is homotopic to the Gramain loop for torus knots it follows that

π1(L̂eg(S3, ξstd)) ∼= Zrot(γ) ⊕ Z1+tb(γ).

5.11 Tight contact structures on R3.

We will prove a theorem about the space of tight structures in R3 that generalizes a classical
result.

Denote by Tight(R3) the space of tight contact structures on R3.

Definition 5.7. An Eliashberg contact structure on R3 is a pair (ξ, ϕ) where ξ ∈ Tight(R3)
and ϕ : (R3, ξ)→ (R3, ξstd) is a contactomorphism.

Denote by Tighte(R3) the space of Eliashberg contact structures. There is a celebrated
Theorem of Eliashberg that states the following

Theorem 5.20 (Eliashberg [31]). The natural map Tighte(R3) → Tight(R3) is surjective,
i.e. any tight contact structure on R3 is contactomorphic to the standard (R3, ξstd).

We want to prove this parametric version that generalizes it.

Theorem 5.21. Let ξz ∈ Tight(R3), z ∈ K, be a continuous compact family of tight contact
structures on R3, such that there is a choice of contact form αz at Op(0) for which the
Reeb field satisfies Rz(0) = ∂z. Then, there exists a continuous family of contactomorphisms
ϕz : (R3, ξz)→ (R3, ξstd).

Proof. Let ξz ∈ Tight(R3) be a multiparametric compact family of tight contact structures
on R3.

The condition at the origin immediately implies that ξz may be chosen fixed at Op(0).

Since the space of contact structures that we are considering retracts by Alexander’s trick
to the standard contact structure, we may consider that we have a cone of tight contact
structures ξz,t, (z, t) ∈ K × [0, 1] for which we obtain ξz,1 = ξz and ξz,0 = ξstd.
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Fix the ray λ = {x = y = 0, z > 0}. Consider the exhaustion R3 = ∪nD3(n). Observe that
S2
n = ∂D3(n) is convex for the standard contact structure (R3, ξstd) and in view of Theorem

4.5, we can easily find a parametric family of embeddings of ez,t,n spheres that are standard
for ξz,t and very close in Haussdorf norm to the embedding S2(n) × {n}. Moreover, we can
make sure that they keep S2

⋂
λ fixed and the characteristic foliation at that point possesses

the positive elliptic singularity. This is precisely the statement of Theorem 4.5.

Recall that ez,t,n is isotopic to e0 through smooth spheres, so by extension of isotopy we
define a global diffeomorphism Fz,t,n on R3 that satisfies ez,t,n = Fz,t,n ◦ e0 with very small
support. In particular, for every pair of positive integers m 6= n the supports of Fz,t,n and
Fz,t,m are disjoint. Thus, define Fz,t = Fz,t,1 ◦ Fz,t,2 ◦ · · · that is a diffeomorphism such that
Fz,t ◦ e0,n is a standard embedding and moreover it is a contactomorphism on a small open
neighborhood, i.e. F ∗z,tξ

z,t = ξstd for the domain
⋃
n∈Z+ Op(S2(n)).

Recall that Theorem 4.5 is a relative homotopy equivalence. Thus, ez,0,n = e and Fz,0 = Id.
Therefore there is a 1-parametric family ξz,t of contact structures, i.e. we consider t as
the time and z ∈ K a fixed parameter. We may try to apply Gray’s Theorem. In order
for it to work, we need to make sure that Gray’s flow is complete. But this is the case
because the contact structures coincide in the family of spheres S2(n) and this forces the
Gray flow to remain confined in the complementary annuli. Thus, there exists a family Gz,t

of diffeomorphisms satisfying that Gz,t∗ ξ
z,0 = ξz,t.

Composing we obtain that F z,t ◦Gz,t is the required contactomorphism.
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Chapter 6

Horizontal embeddings into the
standard R4.

In this Chapter we will study horizontal embeddings into the standard R4(x, y, z, w). Which
are those smooth embeddings γ : S1 ↪→ R4 that are everywhere tangent to the standard Engel
structure D = ker(dy − zdx) ∩ ker(dz − wdx). We will compute the fundamental group of
this space. As a consequence we will deduce that the space of parametrized smooth knots in
R4 is simply connected.

6.1 Formal Horizontal Embeddings in R4.

6.1.1 Formal Horizontal Embeddings in R4.

Definition 6.1. An immersion γ : S1 → R4 is said to be horizontal if γ′(t) ∈ Dγ(t) for all
t ∈ S1. When γ is an embedding, we say it is a horizontal embedding.

Remark 6.1. The projection

πG : R4(x, y, z, w)→ R3(x, z, w)

is called the Geiges projection. Notice that the Geiges projection maps horizontal embeddings
to Legendrian immersions in (R3(x, z, w), ker(dz−wdx)). Moreover, since the front projection
for (R3(x, z, w), ker(dz − wdx)) is the Lagrangian projection for (R3(x, y, z), ker(dy − zdx))
the Geiges projection γG of a horizontal embedding γ ∈ Hor(R4) is a Legendrian immersion
which satisfies the following area condition∫

γ
zdx = 0.

The composition of the Geiges projection and the front projection is called the front Geiges
projection. The front Geiges projection of γ is denoted by γFG. The front projection of a
Legendrian immersion β is denoted by βF and the Lagrangian projection is denoted by βL.

Definition 6.2. Let γ ∈ Imm(S1,R2). By a lobe of γ we mean any segment of the curve
that encloses a topological disk in R2\γ(S1).
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When we do not specify it explicitly, by a lobe of a horizontal embedding γ we mean a lobe
of γFG.

Definition 6.3.

(a) A formal horizontal immersion in R4 is a pair (γ, F ) such that:

(i) γ : S1 → R4 is a smooth map.

(ii) F : S1 → γ∗(TR4\{0}) satisfies F (t) ∈ Dγ(t).

(b) A formal horizontal embedding in R4 is a pair (γ, Fs) satisfying:

(i) γ : S1 → R4 is an embedding.

(ii) Fs : S1 → γ∗(TR4\{0}), is a 1–parametric family, s ∈ [0, 1], such that F0 = γ′ and
F1(t) ∈ Dγ(t).

Use 〈∂w〉 to identify D ≡ R2. From now on, we will understand the family Fs : S1 → S3 with
F1 : S1 → S1 ≡ S3 ∩ R2.

Denote by HorImm(R4) the space of horizontal immersions and by Hor(R4) the space of
horizontal embeddings in R4. All these spaces are endowed with the Cr–topology. De-
note by FHorImm(R4) the space of formal horizontal immersions in R4 and by FHor(R4)
the space of formal horizontal embeddings in R4. All these spaces are endowed with the
(Cr, Cr−1)–topology. These definitions make sense for immersions and embeddings of the in-
terval. We define HorImm([0, 1],R4), Hor([0, 1],R4), FHorImm([0, 1],R4) and FHor([0, 1],R4)
analogously.

Remark 6.2. The space of Cr–mapsM apsr(S1,R3) endowed with the Cr–topology is a Ba-
nach vector space. It has an open submanifold that is the space of immersions Immr(S1,R3).
Denote by α the standard contact form in R3; ie ker(α) = ξ. There is a smooth submer-
sion α̃ : M apsr(S1,R3) → Ω1(S1), γ 7→ γ∗(α). We have that LegImmr(R3) is a Banach
submanifold of Immr(S1,R3) (see Lang [88, Corollary 5.7, page 19]). Whenever we speak
about families of curves in the space of Legendrians we are implicitly asumming this Banach
structure. This means that our maps are Cr instead of smooth but all the definitions in
the paper make sense for Cr–maps whenever r ≥ 5. To simplify the notation we will be
writing smooth maps instead of C5–maps unless it is stated otherwise. The bound r ≥ 5
comes from the fact that we are considering 3–dimensional families of Legendrians. In order
to locally classify them we need to consider up to 4 derivatives of their front projection (5 of
the original Legendrians).

It is important to note that any γ ∈ LegImmr(R3) admits a particular type of immersed
chart ϕγ , called a Weinstein chart, which identifies via a immersed contactomorphism a
tubular neighborhood of the zero section of the jet space J1(S1) (see Geiges [53, Example
2.5.11]) with a tubular neighborhood of γ(S1). This construction provides the local structure
produced by the Implicit Function Theorem applied in the last paragraph. We can just check
that the exponential map in a Cr–neighborhood of γ is defined as the following construction:
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take f ∈ M apsr(S1,R), a map f̃ ∈ M apsr(S1, S1) such that f̃(θ) = θ + f(θ). Then, the
map is defined as

C : U ⊆M apsr(S1,R)×M apsr(S1,R) −→ V ⊆ LegImmr(R3)

(f, g) 7−→ ϕ−1
γ ◦ j1(g ◦ f̃).

(6.1)

Note that this is a local chart (ie a diffeomorphism). However, if we consider r = ∞ the
previous map is not surjective in the reparametrizations direction since it is well-known that
the action of the Lie algebra of Diff(S1) is not surjective on Diff(S1). On the other hand, if
we quotient out LegImm∞(R3) by the action of Diff(S1), ie we consider non–parametrized
Legendrians, the map is a local diffeomorphism. This is an obvious consequence of the
characterization of the Legendrian curves in J1(S1) as graphs of smooth functions. We use
r < ∞ in order to make sure that the parametrizations are surjective. We do not forget
about reparametrizations because they are important in our algebraic topology arguments.

From now on we will skip the index r = 5 in all the statements, unless it is not clear from
the context.

In the same vein as in the Legendrian case we can equip the spaces HorImm(R4),Hor(R4),FHorImm(R4)
and FHor(R4) with a structure of Banach manifolds.

Like in the Legendrian case it is important to note that any γ ∈ HorImmr(R4) that is
transverse to the kernelW of the Engel structure admits a particular type of immersed chart
ϕγ which identifies via an immersed Engelmorphism a tubular neighborhood of the zero
section of the jet space J2(S1) (see [23, Lemma 1]) with a tubular neighborhood of γ(S1).
This construction provides local charts in the Cr–topology just by defining the map

C : U ⊆M apsr(S1,R)×M apsr(S1,R) −→ V ⊆ HorImmr(R4)

(f, g) 7−→ ϕ−1
γ ◦ j2(g ◦ f̃).

(6.2)

This proves that the open subset of horizontal immersed curves that are transverse to the
kernel of the Engel structure is a Banach manifold.

Remark 6.3. In [23] it is proved that the inclusion HorImm(R4) ↪→ FHorImm(R4) is
a weak homotopy equivalence. Thus, π0(HorImm(R4)) ∼= Z, π1(HorImm(R4)) ∼= Z and
πk(HorImm(R4)) = 0 for all k ≥ 2. As in the Legendrian case the connected components of
HorImm(R4) are classified by a rotation number. The rotation number of γ ∈ HorImm(R4) is
rot(γ) = deg(γ′ : S1 → S1). In the same way the homotopy type of a loop γθ in HorImm(R4)
is determined by the integer rotπ1(γθ) = deg(θ 7→ (γθ)′(0)) which is called rotation number
of the loop. Moreover, it is known that horizontal embeddings in R4 are also classified by
their rotation number. This result was proven by Adachi [1] and Geiges [52]. Note that these
invariants are defined in the formal setting in the obvious way.

6.1.2 The space FHor(R4).

Consider the natural fibration FHor(R4) → F̂Hor(R4) = {(γ, F ) : γ ∈ Emb(S1,R4), F ∈
M aps(S1,S1)}. Take γ ∈ Hor(R4) and fix (γ, γ′) ∈ F̂Hor(R4) as base point to compute the
homotopy of FHor(R4). The fiber over this point is F = F(γ,γ′) = Ωγ′(M aps(S1, S3)). To
compute some homotopy groups of F use the fibration M aps(S1, S3) → S3 defined by the
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evaluation map. Observe that, since every element [f ] ∈ πn(S3) can be lifted to an element
[fn] ∈ πn(M aps(S1,S3)), defined as

fn(p)(t) = f(p), t ∈ S1, p ∈ Sn,

all the diagonal maps in the associated exact sequence are zero and the associated short exact
sequences are right split and, thus, split for n > 1. Since S3 is 2–connected we conclude that
π0(F) ∼= π1(M aps(S1, S3)) = 0, π1(F) ∼= π2(M aps(S1,S3)) ∼= π2(Ωp(S3)) ∼= π3(S3) ∼= Z and
π2(F) ∼= π3(M aps(S1,S3)) ∼= π3(S3)⊕ π3(Ωp(S3)) ∼= π3(S3)⊕ π4(S3) ∼= Z⊕ Z2.

Furthermore, the space F̂Hor(R4) has the homotopy type of Emb(S1,R4) × S1 × Z. Thus,

π0(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼= Z, π1(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼= π1(Emb(S1,R4))⊕Z and π2(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼= π2(Emb(S1,R4)) ∼=
Z[SU ]⊕ π2(LEmb(R,R4)) (see Lemma 2.8).

The exact sequence associated to the fibration FHor(R4) → F̂Hor(R4) takes the following
form:

· · · // Z⊕ π2(LEmb(R,R4))

ssZ // π1(FHor(R4)) // π1(Emb(S1,R4))⊕ Z

ss
0 // π0(FHor(R4)) // Z // 0

In particular, this proves that formal horizontal embeddings are classified by their rotation
number.

We can state the next result concerning the fundamental group of each connected component
of FHor(R4) :

Lemma 6.1. The sequence

0 // Z2
// π1(FHor(R4)) // π1(Emb(S1,R4))⊕ Z // 0

is exact.

Proof. It is sufficent to show that the image of the diagonal map d : π2(F̂Hor(R4))→ π1(F) is

2Z. Observe that d measures the obstruction to lifting an element [(γz, F z1 )] ∈ π2(F̂Hor(R4))
to π2(FHor(R4)). In other words, let F0 = (γz)′ : S2 × S1 → S3, (z, t) 7→ F0(z, t) = (γz)′(t),
be the derivative map. The homomorphism d measures the obstruction to find a homotopy
between the derivative map F0 = (γz)′ and the map F1 : S2 × S1 → S3, (z, t) 7→ F z1 (t).
Since the map F1 is null–homotopic, we conclude that d[(γz, F z1 )] = deg(F0). Recall that

π2(F̂Hor(R4)) ∼= π2(Emb(S1,R4)) ∼= Z[SU ]⊕π2(LEmb(R,R4)), see Lemma 2.8. We have that
d[SU ] = 2. Indeed, d[SU ] is the degree of the map
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Fγ = γ′

||γ′|| : S2 × S1 −→ S3

((λ1, λ2, λ3), t) 7−→ cos(2πt)e1 + sin(2πt)(λ1e2 + λ2e3 + λ3e4),

where {e1, e2, e3, e4} is the canonical basis of R4 ⊇ S3. It follows that

F−1
γ (e4) = {q1 = ((0, 0, 1),

1

4
), q2 = ((0, 0,−1),

3

4
)}.

We want to compute the orientation class of the image of the tangent space into the tangent
space. We understand S2×S1 as a submanifold of R3×S1 and S3 as a submanifold of R4. We
extend the tangent spaces of those two submanifolds by adding the outward normal vectors
to both spheres TS2 × TS1 ⊂ T (S2 ⊕ r∂r) × TS1 and TS3 ⊂ T (S3 ⊕ r∂r). We declare that
the orientations in the submanifolds are induced from the orientations in R3×S1 and R4. In
order to compute the degree of the differential at the two points, we realize that Fγ linearly
extends to F̄γ : R3 × S1 → R4. The degree of Fγ is computed by that of F̄γ . We obtain

det(dFγ) = det


0 0 0 −2π sin(2πt)

sin(2πt) 0 0 2π cos(2πt)λ1

0 sin(2πt) 0 2π cos(2πt)λ2

0 0 sin(2πt) 2π cos(2πt)λ3

 = 2π(sin(2πt))4

is non zero and positive in (Fγ)−1(e4). Thus, e4 is a regular value for Fγ and d[SU ] = degFγ =
2.

To conclude the proof we must check that any 2–sphere γz ∈ Emb(S1,R4) which comes from
the space of long embeddings satisfies that d[γz] ∈ 2Z. In order to see this observe that
if γ(t) = (x(t), y(t), z(t), w(t))ᵀ ∈ Emb(S1,R4) comes from a long embedding then we may
assume the following:

(i) γ((1
4 ,

3
4)) ⊆ Int((−1, 1)4),

(ii) γ(1
4) = −e1, γ(3

4) = e1 and γ′(1
4) = γ′(3

4) = e1,

(iii) γ(S1\(1
4 ,

3
4)) is contained in the plane spanned by e1 and e2.

(iv) γ|S1\( 1
8
, 7
8

) parametrizes the semicircle of radius R and center R · e2 joining γ(1
8) =

−R · e1 +R · e2 and γ(7
8) = R · e1 +R · e2 which passes trough γ(0) = 2R · e2,

where R >> 1 is a constant independent of γ.

Let γz be any 2–sphere which comes from the space of long embeddings. The associated map
γ′ = (γz)′ is homotopic to γh(z, t) = γz(t+h)−γz(t)

||γz(t+h)−γz(t)|| , for any h ∈ (0, 1). Thus, γ′ is homotopic

to γh̃(z, t) = γz(t+h̃(t))−γz(t)

||γz(t+h̃(t))−γz(t)|| , where h̃ : [0, 1]→ (0, 1) is any continuous map which satisfies

h̃(0) = h̃(1). Consider the family of functions h̃ε, 0 < ε < 1
4 , defined as

h̃ε(t) =


ε if t ∈ [0, 1

4 − ε] ∪ [7
8 − ε, 1]

7
8 − t if t ∈ [1

4 ,
7
8 − ε]

(1− t− 1
4

+ε

ε )ε+
t− 1

4
+ε

ε
5
8 if t ∈ [1

4 − ε,
1
4 ]

It follows that e3 /∈ Image(γh̃ε). Hence, d[γz] = deg(γ′) = deg(γh̃ε) = 0 ∈ 2Z.
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6.1.3 The Z2 factor in π1(FHor(R4)).

Let us explain the Z2 factor in the exact sequence described in Lemma 6.1. Observe that Z2

is just the kernel of the homomorphism

f : π1(FHor(R4))→ π1(F̂Hor(R4)),

induced by the fibration FHor(R4) → F̂Hor(R4) and that ker(f) ∼= π1(F)/d(π2(F̂Hor)) (see
Lemma 6.1). Consider the unique isomorphism

µ : ker(f)→ Z2.

Definition 6.4. The µ–invariant of a loop (γθ, F θs ) ∈ ker(f) is µ(γθ, F θs ) ∈ Z2.

Take a loop (γθ, F θs ) in FHor(R4) and assume that (γθ, F θ1 ) is trivial in F̂Hor(R4), i.e. γθ is
trivial as a loop of smooth embeddings and rotπ1(γθ, F θs ) = 0. Then, there is a disk (γz, F z1 )

in F̂Hor(R4), z ∈ D, such that (γe
2πiθ

, F e
2πiθ

1 ) = (γθ, F θ1 ). Now we try to lift it to a disk
(γz, F zs ) in FHor(R4). This can be done for all the values of the parameter except for z = 0,
where we have S1 different limits. So, we have a loop (γ0, F̃ θs ) in the fiber of (γ0, F 0

1 ). We
define F̃ as

F̃ : [0, 1]× S1 −→ M aps(S1,S3)

(s, θ) 7−→ F̃ (s, θ) = F̃ θs .

Since F̃ θ0 = (γ0)′ and F̃ θ1 = F 0
1 , we can understand F̃ as a map from S2 to M aps(S1,S3).

I.e. [F̃ ] ∈ π1(F) ∼= π2(M aps(S1,S3)) ∼= π3(S3). The µ–invariant measures the degree mod
2 of the associated map from S2 × S1 to S3, i.e. µ(γθ, F θs ) = deg2(F̃ ). This is because
the elements in π1(F) ∼= π3(S3) are classified by the degree but the construction of F̃ de-

pends on the choice of disk, inside F̂Hor(R4), bounding (γθ, F θ1 ). The difference between

two disks is measured by the diagonal map d : π2(F̂Hor(R4)) → π2(F); i.e. F̃ is unique, up

to homotopy, inside π1(F)/d(π2(F̂Hor(R4))). It follows from Lemma 6.1 that the elements

π1(F)/d(π2(F̂Hor(R4))) ∼= Z2 are classified by the degree mod 2 of the associated map.

X

z

Figure 6.1: The base point (a horizontal knot) of the are twist loop in the front Geiges
projection

Let us describe explicitly ker(f). The first element of ker(f) is just the trivial loop and the
second one is given by the homotopy class of a loop γθ of horizontal embeddings that we
name area twist loop and which is described in Figure 6.2 (we give a precise definition below).
Observe that this loop is trivial as a loop of horizontal immersions.
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γ
1
8

γ
2
8

γ
3
8

γ
4
8

γ
5
8

γ
6
8

γ
7
8

γ0

Figure 6.2: The area twist loop in the front Geiges projection with the standard capping disk
through horizontal immersions. Note that the unique strict horizontal immersion in the disk
is the center of it.

Let γ be a horizontal immersion with exactly one generic self–intersection. We are going to
construct a loop of horizontal embeddings that is supported on a very small neighborhood of
the self–intersection. Informally speaking (it could be completely formalized by adapting to
the horizontal case the Subsection 6.2.1, in particular we would need the equivalent of Lemma
6.5), on an neighborhood of γ inside the space of horizontal immersions, the subset of strict
horizontal immersions has codimension 2. Thus, there exists a disk D2 → HorImm(R4) that
intersects the strict immersion just at the center γ. There is a natural orientation on it and
we take the loop ∂D2 with the induced orientation. Let us give a more hands–on approach.

Assume that the self–intersection times are t0, t1 and fix t1 = 0. Now, select ε, δ > 0 such
that δ << ε < 1. By [23, Lemma 1] we may assume that

� γFG(t) = (t− t0, 0) for t ∈ Op({t0}) and

� γFG(t) = (t,−t2) for t ∈ (−2ε, 2ε).

For each (u, v) ∈ [−δ, δ]2 define γu,v ∈ HorImm(R4) in terms of the front Geiges projection
γu,vFG(t) = (xu,v(t), zu,v(t)) as follows:

� γ0,0 = γ,

� γu,vFG(t) = γFG(t) for t ∈ S1\(−2ε, 2ε),

� xu,v = x0,0,

� zu,v(t), t ∈ (−2ε, 2ε), is defined by the following conditions:

(i) zu,v(t) = v − (t− u)2, t ∈ [− ε
2 ,

ε
2 ],

(ii) zu,v(t) = −t2, t > |ε|,
(iii)

∫ ε
−ε z

u,v(t)dt =
∫ ε
−ε z

0,0(t)dt,
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(iv)
∫ u
−ε z

u,v(t)dt <
∫ 0
−ε z

0,0(t)dt, for 0 < u ≤ δ,

(iv)
∫ u
−ε z

u,v(t)dt >
∫ 0
−ε z

0,0(t)dt, for −δ ≤ u < 0.

Observe that conditions (iii), (iv) and (v) imply γu,v ∈ Hor(R4) for (u, v) 6= (0, 0).

Definition 6.5. An area twist loop is any loop of horizontal embeddings which is homotopic
to γθ := γδ cos(2πθ),δ sin(2πθ).

Observe that the notion of area twist loop is well–defined since the space of choices in the
construction of γu,v is contractible.

The following lemma states that the area twist loop is actually the second element of ker(f).

Lemma 6.2. Let γθ be an area twist loop. Then, (γθ, (γθ)′) ∈ ker(f) and µ(γθ, (γθ)′) = 1.

Proof. We prove the result for the area twist γθ described in Figure 6.2. The general case is
analogous.

Consider the 1–parametric family of formal horizontal embeddings (γθ,u, F θ,us ), u ∈ [0, 1],
defined by

(i) γθ,u = γθ,

(ii) F θ,us = (1− s)(γθ)′ + s((1− u)(γθ)′ + u∂w).

Note that, F θ,u0 = (γθ)′, u ∈ [0, 1], and (γθ)′ is never a positive multiple of −∂w. Hence, we

can assume that the area twist loop in FHor(R4) is (γθ, F θ,1s ). To compute the Z2–invariant
of the area twist loop we are going to construct a disk {(γ̃r,θ, ∂w) : r ∈ [0, 1], θ ∈ S1} in

F̂Hor(R4) such that γ̃1,θ = γθ.

For each λ ∈ R consider the 3–plane Πλ ⊆ R4 with equation x = λ. The plane Πλ intersects
each embedding γθ in zero, one or two points. Consider the segment G = {λ : #Πλ ∩ γθ =

1 or 2} and write Πλ ∩ γθ = {Aθλ, Bθ
λ} for all λ ∈ G. Denote by AθλB

θ
λ the unique segment

(in R4) defined by the pair of points Aθλ, Bθ
λ . The union of all these segments allows us to

construct an embedded 2–disk Dθ = ∪λ∈GAθλBθ
λ, whose boundary is γθ. We call the foliation,

in the so constructed 2–disk, provided by the segments the “ruling”.

Assume that the left cusp of γθ happens at time t0 ∈ S1. Observe that γθ(t) = γ0(t) for
t ∈ Op({t0}). Thus, by construction, the intersection Dθ ∩ Op({γ0(t0)}) = D is independent
of θ. Fix q0 ∈ Int(D) and carefully take polar coordinates Dθ = {pρ,tθ : ρ ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ S1} such
that

� p1,t
θ = γθ(t),

� p0,t
θ = q0.

� for any ρ and θ fixed, the loop {pρ,tθ }t∈S1 intersects the “ruling” provided by AθλB
θ
λ in

zero, one or two points. In other words, the curve {pρ,tθ }t∈S1 becomes tangent to the
ruling just two times.
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Moreover, fix ε > 0 small enough and let Q0 : D(ε) → Int(D) be an embedding such that
Q0(0) = q0. Assume that Q0(ρe2πit) = pρ,tθ , 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ε, θ ∈ S1. Finally, consider a smooth
increasing function ρ̃ : [0, 1] → [ε, 1] such that ρ̃(0) = ε and ρ̃(1) = 1. Then, the disk {γ̃r,θ}
is defined as γ̃r,θ(t) = p

ρ̃(r),t
θ .

Observe that the tangent space at each point of Dθ is given by

〈∂x + ε, δ∂z + β∂y + α∂w〉, (6.3)

where ε ∈ span{∂y, ∂z, ∂w} and δ∂z + β∂y + α∂w = Bθ
λ −Aθλ as vectors in R3. Obviously the

embedding γ̃r,θ is tangent to Dθ.

Figure 6.3: Disk Dθ with γ̃ = γ̃0,θ in its first lobe in the front Geiges projection

Consider the map F̃ : [0, 2]× S1 × S1(s, θ, t)→ S3 defined by

F̃ (s, θ, t) =

{
(γ̃s,θ)′(t) if s ∈ [0, 1]

F θ,1s−1(t) if s ∈ [1, 2].

Since F̃ (0, θ,−) = (γ̃)′(−) and F̃ (1, θ,−) = ∂w, for θ ∈ S1, the map F̃ can be regarded as a
map from S2 × S1 → S3. The µ–invariant of the area twist is given by the degree mod 2 of
this map. In order to compute the degree of this map we compute the preimages of ∂z. Since
∂z /∈ D and F (s, θ, t) ∈ D, for s ≥ 1, the equality F (s, θ, t) = ∂z is only possible if s ∈ [0, 1).
I.e. we need to study the equation (γ̃s,θ)′(t) = ∂z, s ∈ [0, 1), this equality implies that

(a) (γ̃s,θ)′(t) ∈ ker(dx), i.e. the front Geiges projection of (γ̃r,θ) has either a cusp or a vertical
tangency at time t, in other words, γ̃r,θ becomes tangent to the “ruling” (see Equation (6.3));

(b) (γ̃s,θ)′(t) ∈ ker(dy), i.e. y(Bθ
λ)− y(Aθλ) = 0, in other words, the area enclosed by the front

Geiges projection of γθ between Aθλ and Bθ
λ is zero; and

(c) (γ̃s,θ)′(t) ∈ ker(dw), i.e. w(Bθ
λ) − w(Aθλ) = 0, in other words, the slopes of the tangent

lines of the front Geiges projection of γθ at Aθλ and Bθ
λ are the same.

After these observations, it is clear that the µ–invariant of the area twist loop is 1, see Figure
6.5.

6.2 The Area Invariant.

In this Section we define a Z2-invariant, called Area Invariant, which coincides with the
µ–invariant defined in the previous Section in the horizontal case. I.e. for any loop of
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A

B

p

tA

tB

Figure 6.4: Example where the first condition is fulfilled for a point p but not the other two

(a) The tangent is −∂z. (b) The tangent is ∂z.

Figure 6.5: Cases where the three conditions are fulfilled

horizontal embeddings γθ the Area Invariant satisfies Area(γθ) = µ(γθ, (γθ)′) ∈ Z2. This
invariant is defined studying the space Hor(R4) as a subspace of the space of horizontal
immersions HorImm(R4), which is a flexible space [23]. The key point is that the strict
horizontal immersions are encoded by means of the zeroes of a “suitable” function, called the
area function. We keep the same notation as in Section 6.1.

6.2.1 Local models of Legendrians.

Our goal is to understand generic local models of families of Legendrian immersions. Before
studying the different models of Legendrian immersions depending on the codimension, we
first define a proper subset of Legendrian immersions which has infinite codimension in the
space LegImm(R3) and, thus, does not intersect a generic finite dimensional family. A point
in a Legendrian is not injective if the preimage of the image has cardinality greater than one.
The set of non injective images is the image of the set of non injective points. A Legendrian
is special if the cardinality of the non injective images is non–finite. We denote the space of
special Legendrian immersions by SpLegImm(R3).

If a Legendrian is special, there exists a Weinstein chart (x, y, z) such that the Legendrian
has at least two branches on the chart, one of them being the curve (t, 0, 0) and the other
one is (t, f(t), f ′(t)), where f(t) is a function with infinite zeroes such that t = 0 is a zero
and is limit of a sequence of zeroes. This implies that f has an infinite order zero at t = 0.
This is an infinite codimension condition in the space of LegImm(R3). Therefore, the set
SpLegImm(R3) is a subset of an infinite codimension stratified submanifold of the space of
Legendrian immersions. We can dismiss this set when considering finite dimensional families,
since any finite dimensional family can be generically perturbed to be disjoint from an infinite
codimension subset.
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First, consider the following space

SLegImm(R3) ={(γ, v, t0, t1) ∈
(
LegImmstrict(R3) \ SpLegImm(R3)

)
× R3 × S1 × S1 :

γ(t0) = γ(t1) = v},

equipped with the natural inclusion SLegImm(R3) ⊆ LegImm(R3)×R3×S1×S1. Denote by
π : LegImm(R3)×R3× S1× S1 → LegImm(R3) the projection onto the first factor. Observe
that π(SLegImm(R3)) = LegImmstrict(R3) \ SpLegImm(R3).

The projection π|SLegImm(R3) : SLegImm(R3)→ LegImmstrict(R3) is a local diffeomorphism.
We just need to check that the fiber of π is transverse to SLegImm(R3); i.e. given α =
(γ, v, t0, t1) ∈ SLegImm(R3), then TαFγ ∩ TαSLegImm(R3) = {0}, where Fγ = π−1(γ).
This is obvious since we are considering Legendrians with isolated non injective points. Thus,
we have the following diagram:

SLegImm(R3)

loc. diff.
��

� � // LegImm(R3)× R3 × S1 × S1

��

LegImmstrict(R3) �
�

// LegImm(R3)

The space LegImmstrict(R3)\SpLegImm(R3) is not a stratified submanifold while SLegImm(R3)
it is. Thus, the first set can be regarded as the image by a local diffeomorphism of a strati-
fied submanifold. We can now compute local models of R–versal deformations (see Arnold,
Gusein-Zade and Varchenko [4, page 147]) upstairs and translate them downstairs just by
using the local diffeomorphism.

Definition 6.6. [4, page 49] Consider a germ of a smooth real function f : R→ R satisfying

f(0) = 0. We say that f ∈ Σ
k

1,...,1 if f (j)(0) = 0, for j ≤ k. If f (k+1)(0) 6= 0, then we say that

f ∈ Σ
k

1,...,1,0 ⊆ Σ
k

1,...,1.

Fix γ(t0) = γ(t1) a non injective image for a curve γ ∈ LegImm(R3). By Weinstein’s tubular
neighborhood theorem, we can assume that there is a chart in which the branch of γ through
t0 becomes the zero section in the Weinstein model. So, we can locally regard the other
branch as a smooth real map with an order 2 zero at t = 0.

Let us now introduce some concepts that will be useful along the upcoming discussion.

Remark 6.4. [4, pages 147–148] Given f : (Rn, 0) → R a smooth map germ, we say that
a deformation with parameter space K = Rk is a germ at the origin of a map-germ F :(
Rn × Rk, 0

)
→ R such that F (x, 0) ≡ f(x). We say that a deformation G is R−equivalent

to F if

G(x, k) ≡ F (h(x, k), k) with h :
(
Rn × Rk, 0

)
→ (Rm, 0) a smooth germ with h(x, 0) ≡ x.

We say that a deformation F of f is R−versal if any other deformation G can be expressed
as

G(x, κ) ≡ F (h(x, κ), ϕ(κ)) with h(x, 0) ≡ x and ϕ(0) = 0.

In order to understand the local models that we will produce, we consider the space of
Legendrians up to reparametrizations. Note that this is equivalent to say that the local
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model representing the non injective point of the Legendrian that is given by a smooth
function has to be considered up to R–versal deformations.

We can then say that a point (γ, v, t0, t1) ∈ SLegImm(R3) belongs to ΣI if and only if when
we express γ as the germ of a smooth real function around the origin near the tangency
(t0, t1), this germ of function belongs to ΣI . Note that this is well defined.

Let us introduce some notation. Define the configuration space of two points in S1 as
Conf2(S1) = {(θ0, θ1) ∈ S1×S1 : θ0 6= θ1}. If e : Dk → LegImm(R3) is a k–disk of Legendrian
immersions we want to check that Thom’s Transversality Theorem can be applied to e in
order to obtain a disk which is transverse to ΣI . By a map transversal to a stratified set
we mean a map that is transversal to each stratum. We say that a property P for maps is
generic if the set of maps that satisfy the property is a Baire set in the total space of maps.
We are going to check that a property of the map e : Dk → LegImm(R3) is generic. Thus,
by a standard compactness argument, we can further assume that the disk is very small. I.e.
take any finite covering for which we check that the property is satisfied in a Baire subset,
then we are able to check the property in the initial disk since the finite intersection of Baire
subsets is Baire.

By the previous discussion, there is an associated map ē : Dk × S1 → R that is constructed
by identifying a tubular neighborhood of e(0) with J1(S1,R), where the image of e(0) corre-
sponds to the zero section. Thus, ē(z,−) is a function whose associated 1–jet represents the
Legendrian immersion e(z) in a Weinstein chart. Define ê : Dk×Conf2(S2)→ R, (z, t0, t1) 7→
ē(z, t0)−ē(z, t1), that is considered as a k–parametric family of real functions. Now, fix r ∈ Z+

the amount of regularity of the Banach manifold of maps in which we are working, i.e. we
are working in the space of Cr Legendrian immersions, and consider the holonomic lift of ê
into Jr(Dk ×Conf2(S1),R) and denote it by jrê : Dk ×Conf2(S1)→ Jr(Dk ×Conf2(S1),R).

We have a stratified submanifold inside Jr(Dk ×Conf2(S1),R) defined by F ∈ Σ
k

1,...,1, k < r,

defined by the intersection of hyperplanes F
(j)
θ0

= F
(j)
θ1

for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}. In particular, the

holonomic lift of ê intersects Σ
k

1,...,1 if there exist z ∈ Dk and (t0, t1) ∈ Conf2(S1) such that
e(z)(j)(t0) = e(z)(j)(t1) for j ∈ {0, 1 . . . , k}.

Now we further reduce our domain. For this denote by U∆ an open neighborhood of the
diagonal of S1× S1. Thus, jrê|Dk×(U∆\∆) does not intersect ΣI . So, by compactness, we may

assume that there is a finite covering by squares of Conf2(S1)\(U∆\∆)

{Sj = [tj0 − ε, t
j
0 + ε]× [tj1 − ε, t

j
1 + ε] : [tj0 − ε, t

j
0 + ε] ∩ [tj0 − ε, t

j
1 + ε] = ∅, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}}.

Now, we try to perturb ê along the domains Dk × Sj in such a way that ê|Dk×Sj becomes

transverse to ΣI . But in that domain perturbations of ê are in one to one correspondence with
perturbations of ē. Therefore, we can apply the standard Thom’s Transversality Theorem (see
[37, Theorem 2.3.2]) to conclude that the space of perturbations transverse to the stratified
submanifold is a Baire set.

Thus, we have proven the following statement

Lemma 6.3. Assume 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 2. Let e : Dk → LegImm(R3)\SpLegImm(R3) be a disk.
Then, there is a Cr–perturbation ẽ : Dk → LegImm(R3)\SpLegImm(R3) of e such that
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(i) ẽ is transverse to LegImmstrict(R3) and

(ii) the lift of ẽ to SLegImm(R3) is transverse to each ΣI , |I| ≤ r.

From the previous discussion we conclude that the classification of generic local models of
self–intersections of Legendrians tantamounts to classifying local germs of smooth real maps.
In fact, we obtain a systematic method for classifying local models of generic k–dimensional
disks of Legendrians by taking into account Arnold’s classification of local germs of smooth
functions (see [4]). In order to be precise we need to work on SLegImm(R3).

•Codimension 0. A generic germ of a smooth function vanishing at the origin has gener-
ically non zero first derivative at the origin. This just reflects the fact that Legendrian
immersions are generically embeddings.

•Codimension 1. A generic 1–parametric disk of smooth maps at the origin intersects Σ1,0

at isolated points and Σ1,1 in the empty set. By an application of Hadamard’s lemma (see
Milnor [97, Lemma 2.1]) we can assume that the intersection with this stratum takes place at
the germ at the origin of the map f : R→ R, x 7→ x2. We have that an R–versal deformation
of x2 at 0 is given by x2 + a, where a ∈ Op({0}) (see [4, page 151] for further details). This
corresponds to the local model represented in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Local model in codimension 1 representing a simple crossing

•Codimension 2. A generic 2–parametric family D of smooth maps at the origin intersects
Σ1 at curves and Σ1,1,0 at isolated points. Fix a point in Σ1,1,0∩D, we have that the crossing
can be identified with the germ at the origin of the function f : R → R, t 7→ t3. We know
that an R–versal deformation of t3 at 0 is given by β(t, a, b) = t3 +at+b, where (a, b) ∈ D2(ε)
for ε > 0 small enough (see [4, page 151] for details). Realize that the intersection of the
disk with the stratum Σ1 is given by the curve (seen as a curve of germs of functions at the
origin) determined by the equations

β(t, a, b) = 0⇐⇒ t3 + at+ b = 0

d
dtβ(t, a, b) = 0⇐⇒ 3t2 + a = 0


with solutions t = ±

√
−a
3 and the parameters satisfying the relationship

a3(3−1/2 − 3−3/2)2 + b2 = 0

which describes a cuspidal curve. This local model is represented in Figure 6.7b.

• Codimension 3. A generic 3–parametric family D3 intersects Σ1 at surfaces, Σ1,1 at
curves and Σ1,1,1,0 at isolated points. A point in Σ1,1,1,0 ∩D3 can be identified with the germ
at the origin of the map f : R → R, x 7→ x4. An R–versal deformations of x4 at 0 is given
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(a) Two simultaneous simple tangen-
cies.

(b) Cuspidal curve.

Figure 6.7: Local models in codimension 2

by x4 + ax2 + bx+ c, where (a, b, c) ∈ D3(ε) (see [4, page 151] for further details). This gives
raise to the local model represented in Figure 6.8 (see [4, pages 47–48]).

In order to understand deformations around points of LegImmstrict(R3)\SpLegImm(R3) we
project the models from LegImm(R3) × R3 × S1 × S1 to LegImm(R3). Since the projection
is a local diffeomorphism, we get the same local models, but different branches upstairs may
come together downstairs. So, we have the same models but with the addition of cartesian
product models that show up at points γ ∈ LegImmstrict(R3) that lie at the intersection of 2
or more branches. For instance, in codimension 2 we get a new model represented in Figure
6.7a.

We have shown that any continuous disk in the space of Legendrian immersions can be
perturbed to be in generic position. However, in this article we usually have a disk of
horizontal immersions and we want to check that a perturbation of this disk renders a generic
perturbation of its Geiges projection inside the space of Legendrian immersions.

Lemma 6.4. Assume that 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 2. Let e : Dk → HorImm(R4) be a disk such
that eG = πG ◦ e : Dk → LegImm(R3)\SpLegImm(R4). Then, there is a Cr–perturbation
ẽ : Dk → HorImm(R4) of e such that

(i) ẽG : Dk → LegImm(R3)\SpLegImm(R3),

(ii) ẽG is transverse to LegImmstrict(R3) and

(iii) the lift of ẽG to SLegImm(R3) is transverse to each ΣI , |I| ≤ r.

Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.9. This last lemma will be proven
later on and it allows to lift multiparametric families of Legendrian immersions.

For later use we want to check that

Lemma 6.5. Σ1,0 ⊆ LegImm(R3) is a locally closed codimension 1 immersed Banach sub-
manifold.
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Figure 6.8: Local model in codimension 3

Note that the lift of Σ1,0 to SLegImm(R3) is, in fact, an embedded submanifold. However,
it does not help our purposes.

Proof. We already noted that LegImm(R3) is an immersed Banach submanifold of Imm(S1,R3)
(see Remark 6.2). In order to check that Σ1,0 is a codimension 1 locally closed immersed
submanifold we just need to define an atlas of LegImm(R3) with charts satisfying that the
pullback by the chart map of the intersection of Σ1,0 with the chart is a closed codimension
1 Banach subspace.

For a point γ ∈ Σ1,0, the exponential map is a local diffeomorphism because its differential
at γ is the identity (see [88, Theorem 5.2, page 15]). By using a Weinstein chart around γ
we just define the exponential by the formula 6.1. We can simply check that given a vector
(f, g) ∈ M apsr(S1,R) ×M apsr(S1,R), the condition for it to be tangent to Σ1,0 reads as
f(θ0) = 0, where θ0 is the self–intersection time. This is obviously a closed codimension 1
subspace, this concludes the proof.

6.2.2 The Area Invariant.

Fix a loop γθ in Hor(R4) with rotπ1(γθ) = 0. This means that γθ is trivial as a loop
of horizontal immersions. Thus, there exists a disk D = {γ̃z} in HorImm(R4) such that

γ̃e
2πiθ

= γθ. We want to study the obstruction for that disk to belong to Hor(R4).

By Lemma 6.4 we can assume that DG is in generic position, i.e. DG contains curves
(1–dimensional connected manifolds), smooth away from the cusps, of strict Legendrian
immersions which may intersect in Int(DG). Moreover, we may assume that in ∂DG ∩
LegImmstrict(R3) we have only elements in Σ1,0, hence the number of strict Legendrian
immersions in ∂DG is even. See Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Generic disk DG. The red curves represent strict Legendrian immersions.

Let γ̃zG ∈ DG be a strict Legendrian immersion. Write γ̃zG(t) = (x(t), z(t), w(t))ᵀ and assume
that p = γ̃zG(t0) = γ̃zG(t1) is a transverse self–intersection point, i.e. of type Σ1,0; t0, t1 ∈ S1.
We define

εA(γ̃zG, p) = δ

∫ t1

t0

z(t)x′(t)dt,

where the factor δ ∈ {±1} corresponds to the following sign convention: we always integrate
along a segment that starts at the lower branch of the curve in the front projection and
follow the orientation of the curve.1 Notice that this convention is well–defined since we
are working with self–intersections of type Σ1,0. If γ̃zG has only one tangency point, then
we write εA(γ̃zG) = εA(γ̃zG, p). We call εA the area function. The sign of εA over a curve
of strict Legendrian immersions is reversed when it passes through a cusp (a point of type
Σ1,1,0). Indeed, note that when crossing these points the lower branch becomes the upper
branch and vice versa, thus producing a change of sign in the area function. In particular, the
absolute value of the area function is well–defined over a cusp. Note that, by genericity, we
may assume that εA is non zero over the cusp points. Hence, the area function is continuous
over the curves of strict Legendrian immersions except at the cusp points. Moreover, if γ̃zG
is a strict Legendrian immersion, then γ̃z is a horizontal embedding if and only if εA(γ̃zG, ·)
is non zero over all tangency points of γ̃zG. Thus, to study the obstruction for D to belong
to Hor(R4) we need to study the zero set of the area function. Observe that, since ∂DG is

the Geiges projection of γθ ∈ Hor(R4), we obtain that εA(γ̃e
2πiθ

G ) is non zero. We define the
sign of γ̃zG as the sign of εA(γ̃zG). Denote by P+(DG) the set of positive points in ∂DG. The
following lemma is just a simple exercise:

Lemma 6.6. Let C ⊆ DG be a curve of strict Legendrian immersions. Assume that one of
the three following conditions holds:

(i) The boundary points of C have the same sign and the number of cusps in C is odd.

(ii) The boundary points of C have different signs and the number of cusps in C is even.

(iii) The boundary of C is empty and the number of cusps in C is odd.

1The tangent space of the two branches in R3 at the intersection point p ∈ R3 defines a framing of ξp. The
choice just ensures that the orientation of the framing is always positive.
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(a) Capping disk in LegImm(R3)
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(b) Curve of strict Legendrian immer-
sions in the front Geiges projection

Figure 6.10: Geiges projection of the standard capping disk through horizontal immersions
of the area twist loop

Then, D contains at least one strict horizontal immersion.

+

+

+

+

(a) Curves with the same sign in the boundary and
an odd number of cusps

+

-
-

+
(b) Curves with different signs in the boundary and
an even number of cusps

Figure 6.11: Some examples of curves of strict Legendrian immersions that contains the
Geiges projection of a strict horizontal immersion

Definition 6.7. Let C usp(DG) be the set of cusps of DG. We define the area of D as

Area(D) = (#P+(DG) + # C usp(DG)) mod 2.

Lemma 6.7. Assume that Area(D) = 1, then D contains at least one strict horizontal
immersion.

Proof. We proceed by induction over the number of strict Legendrian immersions in the
boundary of DG. Observe that, since Area(D) = 1 there has to be a curve of strict Legendrian
immersions in DG.

0 points in the boundary. Since Area(D) = 1 then # C usp(DG) must be odd. Hence, there
exists a closed curve with an odd number of cusps. By Lemma 6.6(iii), we conclude this case.

2 points in the boundary. We have two cases:

(a) Assume that the two points in the boundary have the same sign. Further assume there
exists a curve of strict Legendrian immersions with the same sign in the boundary and
an odd number of cusps. Use Lemma 6.6(i) to conclude. Otherwise, there is a closed
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curve of strict Legendrian immersions with an odd number of cusps, by Lemma 6.6(iii)
we conclude this case.

(b) Assume that there exist two points in the boundary which have different signs. If the
curve of strict Legendrian immersions that connects them has an even number of cusps,
we conclude by Lemma 6.6(ii). In other case, there must be a closed curve with an odd
number of cusps. By Lemma 6.6(iii) we conclude this case.

2n+ 2 points in the boundary. We have two cases:

(a) Assume that the points in the boundary connected by a curve of strict Legendrian
immersions have the same sign. Further assume there exists a curve with the same
sign in the boundary and an odd number of cusps. We conclude by Lemma 6.6(i).
Otherwise, there exists a closed curve with an odd number of cusps by Lemma 6.6(iii)
and we conclude this case.

(b) Assume that we have a curve C with opposite signs in the boundary. Then, if the
number of cusps is even, we apply Lemma 6.6(ii) to conclude. On the other hand, if
the number of cusps is odd, consider as a new finite set of curves the old one minus C
and apply the induction hypothesis.

We want to show that the assignment γθ 7→ Area(D) defines a homotopy invariant. Thus,
let γθ0 and γθ1 two homotopic loops of horizontal embeddings with rotation number zero. For

that, choose D0 = {γ̃z0} and D1 = {γ̃z1} two disks in HorImm(R4) such that γ̃e
2πiθ

0 = γθ0 and

γ̃e
2πiθ

1 = γθ1 . We need to study the relationship between the configuration of curves of strict
Legendrian immersions in (D0)G and (D1)G. Denote by γθt the homotopy between γθ0 and γθ1 .
Since π2(HorImm(R4)) = 0 we can assume that we have a solid cylinder Cyl = [0, 1] × D in
HorImm(R4) such that {t} × ∂D coincides with γθt , D0 = {0} × D and D1 = {1} × D. Let

Figure 6.12: Solid cylinder in HorImm(R4) connecting D0 and D1

CylG = [0, 1] × DG be the Geiges projection of the cylinder. Denote by L̃ = [0, 1] × ∂D the
lateral boundary of the cylinder and L = πG(L̃) its Geiges projection. In particular, every
point in L = [0, 1] × ∂DG is a Legendrian embedding. By genericity, we can assume that
every Legendrian in CylG ⊆ LegImm(R3) is the projection of an element in SLegImm(R3)
via the canonical projection

π : LegImm(R3)× R3 × S1 × S1 → LegImm(R3).
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In addition, we can assume that S0 := π(Σ1,1,1,0) ∩ CylG is a set of isolated points, S1 :=
π(Σ1,1,0)∩CylG a set of immersed curves and S2 := π(Σ1,0)∩CylG a set of immersed surfaces.
In addition, by genericity, we have that different branches of S1 do not intersect, different
branches of S1 and S2 intersect in isolated points S12 = S1 ∩S2, and different branches of S2

intersect in a set of embedded curves S22. We can also assume that

(i) S0 ∩ L = ∅,

(ii) S1L := S1 ∩ L is a finite set of points,

(iii) S2L := S2 ∩ L is a set of embedded curves.

Assume that the “height function” for the cylinder h : CylG = [0, 1]×DG → [0, 1] is a Morse
function for S1, S2L and S22. Thus, with these assumptions, the 1–parametric family of slices
{t} × DG, t ∈ [0, 1], induces a movie of curves defined by the intersections of π(Σ1,0) with
each slice. Let us discuss the topology of the configuration of LegImmstrict(R3) at each slice
(see Figure 6.13). The changes of the topology of the curves happen at specific times due to
the following phenomena:

� Points in S12. If such a point lies on a slice {t} × DG the movie around that time
corresponds to the crossing of a curve with a cusp with another immersed curve (see
Figure 6.13, First elementary change).

� Points in S22 This corresponds to the crossing of two immersed curves (see Figure 6.13,
Second elementary change).

� Points in S1L. This corresponds to the crossing of a cusp with the boundary (see Figure
6.13, Third elementary change, cases 1 and 2).

� Appearance (disappearance) of points in S2L ∩ ({t} × DG) for some t ∈ [0, 1]. This
generically corresponds to the appearance (or disappearance) of an immersed curve
during the 1–parametric family. The time t ∈ [0, 1] represents the time where this
curve appears in the movie of slices (Fourth elementary change, cases 1 and 2).

� Critical points of h for S2. A critical point in S2 for h represents either the appear-
ance/disappearance of a closed embedded curve: the case of a minimum/maximum; or
an index 1 surgery in the set of curves: the case of an index 1 critical point (see Figure
6.13, Fifth and Sixth elementary changes).

� Critical points of h for S1. This corresponds to the appearance/disapearance of an
embedded curve (respectively minimun/maximum). What is special is that the curve
has a double cusp (See Figure 6.13, Seventh elementary change and Eighth elementary
change).

� Points in S0. This corresponds to the codimension 3 swallow–tail singularity (see Figure
6.13, Ninth elementary change).

Corollary 6.1. Let γθ0 and γθ1 be two homotopic loops of horizontal embeddings with rotation

number zero. Let D0 = {γ̃z0} and D1 = {γ̃z1} be two disks in HorImm(R4) such that γ̃e
2πiθ

0 = γθ0
and γ̃e

2πiθ

1 = γθ1 . Then,
Area(D0) = Area(D1).
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First elementary change. Second elementary change.

Third elementary change. Case 2
.

Sixth elementary change.

First elementary change.

+ +

+ -

+ - + +

Seventh elementary change.

Second elementary change. Third elementary change. Case 1.

Fourth elementary change. Case 1.

Eighth elementary change.Eighth elementary change. Ninth elementary change.Ninth elementary change.

--

+

--

+

--

+

--

+

Third elementary change. Case 1.

Third elementary change. Case 2
.

Fourth elementary change. Case 1. Fourth elementary change. Case 2.Fourth elementary change. Case 2.

Fifth elementary change. Sixth elementary change.Fifth elementary change. Seventh elementary change.

Figure 6.13: List of elementary changes. The boundary of the cylinder is represented in
black. Blue circles represent local neighborhoods of the slices. The signs in the boundary
points are defined by the area function. Of course the same pictures with signs reversed could
happen.

Proof. By the previous discussion, any generic homotopy between two disks is a composition
of the nine elementary changes: they come with suitable signs in order to be geometrically
realizable, see Figure 6.13. Since these nine elementary changes preserve the area the result
follows.

We claim:

Theorem 6.1. Let γθ be a loop in Hor(R4) such that rotπ1(γθ) = 0. Let D = {γ̃z} be some

disk in HorImm(R4) such that γ̃e
2πiθ

= γθ. The assignment

γθ → Area(γθ) := Area(D),

defines a homotopy Z2–invariant, called the Area Invariant. Alternatively, we define the
Area Invariant as the number of strict horizontal immersions in D mod 2. Both definitions
coincide.

Proof. We are left with checking that the Area invariant is computed by the number of strict
horizontal immersions mod 2. We proceed by induction in the number of zeroes of the Area
function over the strict immersed curves. If there are no zeroes, then Lemma 6.6 implies that
the Area invariant is zero. Assume that it is true for k = 0, . . . , n. Then, we want to study
a configuration with n+ 1 zeroes. If all of them lie in the same curve, we have that Lemma
6.6 implies the result. If not, the curves can be divided into two subsets such that they have
n ≥ k1 > 0 and n ≥ k2 > 0 zeroes each with n+ 1 = k1 + k2. By induction, we conclude the
proof.

Remark 6.5. Let us check that the Area Invariant coincides with the µ–invariant defined
in the previous Section in the horizontal case. I.e. for any loop of horizontal embeddings γθ
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the Area Invariant satisfies

Area(γθ) = µ(γθ, (γθ)′) ∈ Z2.

The µ–invariant describes the Z2 factor given by the kernel of the homomorphism

f : π1(FHor(R4))→ π1(F̂Hor(R4)).

Consider the natural inclusion i : Hor(R4) ↪→ FHor(R4) and let π1(Hor(R4))f := π1(i)−1(ker(f)).
In order to prove that the Area Invariant computes the µ–invariant in the formal case, we
must check that the next diagram commutes:

π1(Hor(R4))f
π1(i)

//

Area
%%

ker(f)

µ

��

Z2

Let γθ be a loop of horizontal embeddings which lies in π1(Hor(R4))f . Let D = {γ̃z} be a

disk in HorImm(R4) such that γ̃e
2πiθ

= γθ. Assume that D has exactly n strict horizontal
immersions β1, . . . , βn. Let DG be the Geiges projection of D, note that by genericity, we
can assume that β1

G, . . . , β
n
G belong to Σ1,0. Because of Definition 6.5 any small disk whose

diagrams of strict Legendrians is as in Figure 6.10a has as boundary circle an area twist. Then
collapsing the disk into small neighborhoods of the curves βjG, as we show in Figure 6.14, γθ

is homotopic to a concatenation of n area twist loops. Observe that the Area Invariant and
the µ–invariant of an area twist loop is one. Thus, Area(γθ) = µ(γθ, (γθ)′) = n mod 2 (see
Lemma 6.2). This concludes the argument.

Figure 6.14: Homotopy between γθ and the concatenation of n area twist loops for the case
n = 4 represented in DG. We have drawn the zeroes of the area function in blue. The
concatenation of 4 area twist loops is represented by the green curve in the last step.

6.3 h–principle at π1–level for horizontal embeddings.

We keep the same notation as in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.

6.3.1 The main theorem.

Theorem 6.2. The inclusion Hor(R4) ↪→ FHor(R4) induces an isomorphism of fundamental
groups.
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We are assuming a base point in the previous inclusion. We claim that the isomorphism
works for any choice of base point, i.e. for all the connected components: they are given by
the rotation number of the horizontal embedding (see Remark 6.3). To prove this result we
proceed as follows. Consider the homomorphism

rotπ1 : π1(Hor(R4)) −→ Z
[γθ] 7−→ rotπ1(γθ)

and define π1(Hor(R4))0 as the kernel of rotπ1 . The homomorphism rotπ1 is surjective.
Indeed, it is enough to check that for any horizontal embedding β ∈ Hor(R4) and any integer
k ∈ Z there exists a loop of horizontal embeddings βθ, based at β, with rotπ1(βθ) = k. Define
βθG as the Legendrian immersion obtained by a rotation of angle 2πkθ of βG in the Lagrangian
projection. The lift βθ of βθG to Hor(R4) satisfies the desired property.

It follows from Theorem 6.1 that the Area Invariant defines an homomorphism Area :
π1(Hor(R4))0 → Z2. Moreover, we will prove the following

Theorem 6.3. The Area Invariant defines an isomorphism

Area : π1(Hor(R4))0 → Z2. (6.4)

In particular, π1(Hor(R4)) ∼= Z⊕ Z2.

Moreover, the techniques developed in this Section will allow us to prove (it will be proven
at the end of Subsection 6.3.2)

Lemma 6.8. The homomorphism π1(Hor(R4))0 → π1(Emb(S1,R4)), induced by the inclusion
Hor(R4) ↪→ Emb(S1,R4), is surjective.

Thus, since the two elements in π1(Hor(R4))0 (the trivial loop and the area twist loop) are
trivial as loops of smooth embeddings and the space Emb(S1,R4) is path–connected, we
conclude the following

Corollary 6.2. The space Emb(S1,R4) is simply connected.

This is a “Legendrian” proof of a well known result (see [9] Proposition 3.9(4)). We expect
to be able to compute higher rank homotopy groups of this space generalizing the discussion
below since we know the space of Legendrian immersions behaves nicely. I.e. the crossings
types correspond to tangencies of smooth functions with the horizontal line. It is known
that these tangencies can be assumed to be either Morse or birth–death, see [82]. For higher
dimensional families this is a rather non trivial result. In a forthcoming project, we will use
this fact to collect non trivial information about the high rank homotopy groups of the space
Emb(S1,R4).

It is clear that Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.2, together with the exact sequence stated in
Lemma 6.1, implies Theorem 6.2.

The purpose of this Section is to reduce the proof of Theorem 6.3 to a technical cancellation
Theorem, see Proposition 6.5, that is of independent interest and is proven in Section 6.4.
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This Section presents several results needed in orden to reduce and to develop the proof of
the cancellation Theorem.

An overview of what follows is

� In Subsection 6.3.2, we introduce several results: Lemma 6.9 states that the area func-
tion over a connected component (see below for a precise definition of connected compo-
nent) can be easily deformed without affecting the other connected components; then
we focus on deforming the immersed Legendrians produced by Geiges projection. The
main result states that the only obstruction to having an h–principle for embeddings of
Legendrians lies on the fact that the double stabilization of a Legendrian (main tool to
approximate a smooth curve) changes the embedding class of the Legendrian. The key
remark (Lemma 6.10) shows that this is not the case in the horizontal case. We give
a multiparametric proof of the fact that (double) stabilizations allow to approximate
any smooth curve: Lemma 6.4. What is left to complete a full h–principle is to deal
with the positions of the cusps points. This is done just in 1–parametric families that
is enough for the purposes of this article. The proof contained in [11] controls those
cups in higher dimensional families.

� In Subsection 6.3.3, we start studying the injectivity of the morphism (6.4). This will
be the task of the remaining part of the article. For that we need to show that the
parity of the zeroes (Area invariant) of a capping disk on HorImm(R4) for a loop on
Hor(R4) fully recovers the homotopy class of the loop. Thus, we need to cancel the
zeroes by pairs. In this Subsection, we assume that the two zeroes to be cancelled do
lie in the same connected component. In that case, a careful use of Lemma 6.9 is all
we need to conclude.

� In Subsection 6.4.1, we explain how to change the diagram of the capping disk associated
to an element in π1(Hor(R4))0 in order to place two zeroes in the same connected
component. We prove in these pages a previous key result (Proposition 6.5) explaining
how to deform a path connecting the two zeroes through curves that, except for a finite
number of points, are Legendrian embeddings in Geiges projection. The idea is to build
a map of the square into Hor(R4). The bottom side of the square is the initial path.
The other three edges correspond to a “much better” path that connects the two zeroes
by a curve of strict immersions; i.e. we have found a curve making them live in the
same connected component. Finally, we explain how to exploit the success in order to
use the previous square to change the diagram of curves in a suitable way (creating an
index one surgery in the diagram).

� In Subsection 6.4.2, we take a suitable path joining the two zeroes, then the index 1
surgery previously built allows to connect the connected components of the two different
zeroes.

6.3.2 Creating flexibility.

Lemma 6.9. Let K be a compact parameter space and γs ∈ HorImm([0, 1],R4), s ∈ K. Let
A : K → R be a continuous map. Let ps ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ K, be any continuous family of regular
points for the front Geiges projection of γs; and ε > 0 sufficiently small. Then, there exists
a 1–parametric family γs,u ∈ HorImm([0, 1],R4), u ∈ [0, 1], satisfying:
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Figure 6.15: Construction of γs,u via its front Geiges projection

(i) γs,0 = γs.

(ii) The Geiges projection of γs and γs,u are C0–close and 2

γs,u − γs =

{
(0, 0, 0, 0) in [0, ps − ε],
(0, uA(s), 0, 0) in [ps + ε, 1].

Moreover, if γsG is an embedding then γs,uG is also an embedding.

Proof. Define γs,u = γs in [0, ps − ε] and γs,uG = γsG in [ps + ε, 1]. It is enough to define
the front Geiges projection of γs,u in [ps − ε, ps + ε]. Let N ∈ Z+, consider the equispaced
partition {as0 = ps − ε < as1 < . . . < asN+1 = ps + ε} of [ps − ε, ps + ε]. Define γs,uFG in

[ps− ε, ps + ε] just adding a Reidemeister I move of area uA(s)
N to γsFG at each point γsFG(asi ),

i = 1, . . . , N ; see Figure 6.15. The C0–closeness follows from choosing N large enough.

Remark 6.6. Lemma 6.9 also applies to horizontal loops, provided that the zero total area
condition is preserved. We do it as follows: let γ ∈ HorImm(R4) be a horizontal immersion,
p, n ∈ S1 different regular points of the front Geiges projection of γ and A ∈ R. We write

γ#δp(A)#δn(−A) ∈ HorImm(R4)

to denote the horizontal immersions obtained from γ when, using Lemma 6.9, we add area A
near the point γ(p) and −A near the point γ(n). Moreover, if β ∈ LegImm(R3) satisfies the
zero total area condition, i.e. β = γG for γ ∈ HorImm(R4), and p, n ∈ S1 are regular points
of the front projection of β we write

β#δp(A)#δn(−A) ∈ LegImm(R3)

to denote the Geiges projection of γ#δp(A)#δn(−A) ∈ HorImm(R4).

Definition 6.8. Let γ ∈ LegImm(R3). A double stabilization (DS) of γ is a 1–parametric
family γu ∈ LegImm(R3), u ∈ [0, 1], such that

(i) γ0 = γ,

(ii) γ1 is γ stabilized once negatively and once positively.

The homotopy γu, u ∈ [0, 1], is explicitly described in Figure 6.16.
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R1 R1 R2

Figure 6.16: Sequence of moves in the front projection of γ creating a double stabilization

We can define the DS of a horizontal immersion γ via the Geiges projection, just being careful
enough not to change the total area condition. To do this pick t0, t1 ∈ S1 two regular points
of the front Geiges projection of γ. Use t0 to add a DS and use Lemma 6.9 to add the
necessary area over γ(t1) to ensure that the area condition is fulfilled. We can do it even
better as the next key result shows.

Lemma 6.10. The double stabilization is a well–defined operation for horizontal embeddings.

Proof. The total area enclosed by the only tangency point created in a DS is nonzero.

We do not claim that this construction is unique. In fact, it is possible to produce two
paths not formally homotopic, connecting the end of the DS with the initial loop: just
draw a different picture movie with a different area balance and then it is clear that the
concatenation of the first path with the inverse of the second one is a loop with non-trivial
area invariant. However, this is enough for our purposes.

The next result shows that DSs can be used in order to approximate families of smooth
curves by Legendrian curves.

Theorem 6.4. Given K = [0, 1]× [0, 1], C = [0, 1]× {0} ⊆ K and a family γk : [0, 1]→ R3,
k ∈ K, such that

(i) γk are embeddings,

(ii) γk(t) are Legendrian for t ∈ Op{0, 1},

(iii) γk are Legendrian for every k ∈ C.

Then, there exists a family of curves γk,u : [0, 1]→ R3, k ∈ K, u ∈ [0, 1], such that

(i) γk,0 = γk,

(ii) γk,u are immersions and C0–close to γk,

(iii) γk,1 are Legendrian embeddings,

(iv) γk,u(t) = γk(t) for t ∈ Op{0, 1},

(v) there exist a finite sequence 0 < u1 < u2 < . . . < uN < 1 and δ > 0 small enough such
that

(a) γk,u are Legendrian embeddings for every k ∈ C, u 6= u1, . . . , uN ,

2We are working in the standard Engel structure in R4(x, y, z, w) given by D = ker(dy−zdx)∩ker(dz−wdx).
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(b) γk,u, u ∈ [ui − δ, ui + δ], is a DS of γk,ui−δ for every k ∈ C and i = 1, . . . , N .

This Theorem together with Lemma 6.9 easily implies the following

Corollary 6.3. Given K = [0, 1]× [0, 1], C = [0, 1]×{0} ⊆ K and a family γk : [0, 1]→ R4,
k ∈ K, such that

(i) γkG are embeddings,

(ii) γk(t) are horizontal for t ∈ Op{0, 1},

(iii) γk are horizontal for every k ∈ C.

Then, there exists a family of curves γk,u : [0, 1]→ R4, k ∈ K, u ∈ [0, 1], such that

(i) γk,0 = γk,

(ii) γk,u are embeddings and C0–close to γk,

(iii) γk,1 are horizontal embeddings,

(iv) γk,u(t) = γk(t) for t ∈ Op{0, 1}.

Proof. Apply the previous Theorem to the family γkG to obtain a family γk,uG , u ∈ [0, 1],
of immersed curves in R3. To conclude the proof we just need to approximate the area
coordinate (the w–coordinate). This can be easily done by using Lemma 6.9.

We can relax the hypothesis (i) for later use. We will prove a particular result just with the
interval as the parameter space.

Lemma 6.11. Let γs ∈ Imm(S1,R3), s ∈ [−1, 1], be a 1–parametric family of immersions
such that

(i) γs ∈ Emb(S1,R3) for s 6= 0,

(ii) γ0 has a generic self–intersection.

Then, there exists a deformation γs,u ∈ Imm(S1,R3), u ∈ [0, 1], satisfying

(a) γs,0 = γs,

(b) γs,u ∈ Emb(S1,R3) for s 6= 0,

(c) γ0,u, u ∈ [0, 1], has a generic self–intersection,

(d) γs,1 ∈ LegImm(R3) for s ∈ Op({0}),

(e) γs,u = γs for s /∈ Op({0}).
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Proof. Let t0, t1 ∈ S1 be the self–intersection times of γ0. After applying an isotopy we may
assume that there exists 0 < ε such that

� There exists a time–dependent vector field v0, supported near γ0(t0), such that γ0,±u,
u ∈ (0, ε), is obtained from γ0 by pushing the branch through γ(t0) in the direction of
±v0.

� γ0
|Op({t0,t1}) is Legendrian.

Apply Theorem 6.4 to the two smooth embedded arcs γ0
S1\Op({t0,t1}) to construct a path

γ̃0,u ∈ Imm(S1,R3), u ∈ [0, 1], where γ̃0,1 ∈ LegImmstrict(R3) has a generic self–intersection.
Define a family of vector fields ṽu, u ∈ [0, 1], supported near γ0,u(t0) such that ṽ0 = v0 and
ṽ1 is a contact vector field. Define γ̃±s,u ∈ Emb(S1,R3), (s, u) ∈ (0, ε)× [0, 1], by pushing the
branch through γ̃0,u(t0) in the direction of ±vu. It follows that γ̃±s,1 ∈ Leg(R3) for s 6= 0.
Finally, consider a smooth bump function χ : [−ε, ε] → [0, 1] such that χ|Op({0}) ≡ 1 and
χ|Op({−ε,ε}) ≡ 0. The desired family is

γs,u =

{
γs if s ∈ [−1, 1]\[−ε, ε]
γ̃s,χ(s) if s ∈ [−ε, ε].

Corollary 6.4. Let γs : [0, 1] → R4 be a 1–parametric family of embeddings such that the
curves γi, i ∈ {0, 1}; are horizontal and γs(t), s ∈ [0, 1]; are horizontal for t ∈ Op{0, 1}.
Then, there exists a homotopy γs,u : [0, 1]→ R4, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]2, satisfying

(i) γs,0 = γs,

(ii) γs,u are embeddings and C0–close to γs,

(iii) γs,1 are horizontal embeddings,

(iv) γs,u(t) = γs(t) for t ∈ Op{0, 1},

(v) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, are horizontal embeddings.

Proof. We may assume that there exist 0 < s1 < · · · < sN < 1 such that

� γsG are embeddings for s ∈ [0, 1]\{s1, . . . , sN},

� γsiG , i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, has a generic self–intersection.

Moreover, after applying Lemma 6.11 we may also assume that γsG is Legendrian for s ∈
Op({s1, . . . , sN}). Now the result follows by an application of Corollary 6.3 to the paths γs,
s ∈ [0, 1]\Op{s1, . . . , sN}.
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Remark 6.7. The result can be extended to any compact parameter space K and any closed
subset C ⊆ K. A direct consequence is a parametric version of the Fuchs–Tabachnikov’s
result (see [51]) that asserts that any two Legendrian embeddings which are smoothly isotopic
are, after a finite number of stabilizations, Legendrian isotopic. If we assume that we have
a k–disk Dk ⊆ FHor(R4) such that ∂Dk ⊆ Hor(R4), it follows that we can homotope this
ball inside FHor(R4) into a ball in Hor(R4). For more details, see [11]. Nevertheless, our
argument does not assume that we have a disk of formal horizontal embeddings but just
a disk of horizontal immersions; i.e. Dk ⊆ HorImm(R4). Thus, we need to homotope this
disk, through the space of horizontal immersions, into a disk of horizontal embeddings. In
other words, we are not using as initial datum the homotopy type of the space of smooth
embeddings of the circle into R4: part of the data provided by having a disk of formal
horizontal embeddings. In a sense, we are studying the relative homotopy type of the space
of horizontal embedding inside the space of horizontal immersions.

The following result works only for 1-parametric families over the segment. This is the main
obstacle in our proof to generalize to a complete h-principle. In [11] a generalization to deal
with the cusp points in higher dimensional families is provided and this proves a complete
h-principle. Our result just claims that for a 1–parametric family of Legendrian immersions
the cusps can be assumed to be constant (in time and position) for the whole family.

Lemma 6.12. Let γs, s ∈ [0, 1], be a path in Leg([0, 1],R3) such that Op{0, 1} are regular
points for the front projection. Then, there exists a 2–parametric family γs,u ∈ Leg([0, 1],R3),
s, u ∈ [0, 1]; satisfying

(i) γs,0 = γs and γs,u(t) = γs(t) for t ∈ Op{0, 1}.

(ii) γs,u and γs are C0–close.

(iii) γs,1 is generated by a sequence of Legendrian Reidemeister moves of (only) type IIand
III.

Proof. The family γs is understood as γ : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → R3, (t, s) 7→ γs(t). By Thom’s
Transversality Theorem (see [37, Theorem 2.3.2]) we assume that the sets of cusp points in
[0, 1]× [0, 1] are embedded curves. Moreover, we assume that the height function h(t, s) = s,
restricted to these curves, has a finite number of maximum and minimum points: all of them
non degenerate. These points correspond to Reidemeister I moves. Take the point with the
lowest height among all the minima. Since there is not any other minimum with a lower
height, we can find a curve C joining this point with {s = 0} that does not intersect any
other curve of cusp points and which does not have any critical point. Now, we can remove
this minimum adding a (C0–small) family of Reidemeister I moves over C. Keep going to
remove all the minima. To remove the maxima we do likewise.

Thus we obtain

Corollary 6.5. Up to reparametrization, there exist c1, . . . , cm ∈ [0, 1] such that the cusp
points of γs,1 are at fixed times c1, . . . , cm; for all s ∈ [0, 1].
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Proof of Theorem 6.4. Assume first that γk, k ∈ C, does not have any cusp point. Since the
h–principle for smooth immersions works relative to the domain and the parameters and is
C0–dense (see [37]), we can assume that the front projection of each γk is immersed. We
declare the slope of the formal derivative of the front projection γF of γ to be the value of
the coordinate z (∂z is the projection direction). If γF is the projection of a Legendrian this
definition of formal derivative coincides with the derivative of the front projection. Therefore,
this equips the whole family γk with a formal Legendrian structure.

Take an equidistant partition u0 = 0 < u1 = 1
N+1 < . . . < uN = N

N+1 < uN+1 = 1 of [0, 1].
Consider the collection of intervals Ii = [ui, ui+1], i = 0, . . . , N and let K(N) ∈ Z+. Define
γk,u inductively over {Ii} as follows

(i) In I0 and IN define γk,u = γk.

(ii) In Ii, i = 1, . . . , N − 1, define γk,u to be K(N) DSs of γk,ui approximating the formal
derivate of γk,ui at time t = 2i+1

2(N+1) as described in Figures 6.17 and 6.18 (for K(N) =

2). Let us provide the details of the construction. The depicted blue segment represents
γkF (Ii) that can be assumed to be (C∞–close to) a straight segment for N large enough.
The green segments represent the formal derivative, again for N large enough is C0–
close to a constant. We further assume that the formal derivative has angle zero
with respect to the horizontal axis, but we are reduced to that case composing with
a linear transformation in R2(x, y) to make the formal derivative zero, i.e. the formal
derivative is defined as (1, z(t)), we just change coordinates by using the unique linear
transformation

Az(t) : R2 → R2

satisfying Az(t)

(
0
1

)
=

(
0
1

)
and Az(t)

(
1
z(t)

)
=

(
1
0

)
. This canonically lifts to

a contact transformation. This allows us to assume that the formal derivative is zero.
This is the reason why we are depicting only the case of formal derivative horizontal.

Coming back to the figure, the number below each image is the angle between the
curve (straight segment) and the formal derivative. The black curves are the K(N)
DSs that C0–approximate γk with prescribed derivative given by the green curve (in our
pictures slope zero). The geometric idea is to perform first the negative stabilizations3

and later on the positive ones. The rule is for the case in which the curve to be
approximated points downwards we make the negative stabilizations small and the
positive ones big. In particular, for K(N) sufficiently large, we can make the derivative
of the approximating curve arbitrarily close to the formal one (horizontal).

(iii) The rule for the case in which the angle between the curve to be approximated and
the formal derivative (horizontal in our pictures) tends to π radians is the same. First
negative stabilizations and afterwards positive ones. The key point is that the front
projected curve cannot remain an embedding when reaching π: increasing the angle.
The reason is that the y coordinate of the ending point of the curve for angle slightly
over π is below the y coordinate of the starting point. Since the end of the curve is
decreasing (positive stabilizations), there is a moment in which the positive stabilization
has to cross (through K(N)−1 Reidemeister type II moves) over the curve that connects

3We follow the standard convention that a negative stabilization is an upward zig–zag and viceversa for
the positive ones.
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the negative with the positive stabilizations. Note that no front tangencies are created.
This is done in order to be able to balance the DS and place them in the middle at
angle π and then, push them to the beginning when going over π radians. This makes
possible to proceed simetrically when coming from angles bigger than π. In other words,
the approximation of a curve with angle α is the symmetry with respect to the y axis
of the one with angle 2π − α.

Figure 6.17: Interpolation. Note that the orientation of the formal derivative (green) is
determined by the Legendrian segments in C.
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Figure 6.18: Interpolation between 0.9π and 1.1π in Figure 6.17

The construction is clearly continuous in the angle, therefore it can be done in a canonical way.
This readily implies that it works parametrically. Moreover, the approximation coincides with
the formal derivative at the beginning and the end of the interval Ii, thus the constructed
approximations are smooth.

We claim that the γk,1 are embeddings. The segments γk,1|Ii are clearly embedded: just by
visual inspection and since they just possess R II front moves. However, intersections may
show up between the end of γk,1|Ii and the beginning of γk,1|Ii+1

. By sufficiently increasing N , we

assume that the angle of the two consecutive segments is almost the same. In other words, we
are in the same position in the clock figure (Figure 6.17). There are no tangencies between
the two consecutive segments if the angle is away from π radians since the front curve of
the union is clearly embedded. In the neighborhood of π radians, we need to be much more
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Figure 6.19: Checking that the gluing process does not create tangency points

careful and depict the precise movie of the two consecutive segments. The problem is that
there are intersections in front projection between the end of the first approximating curve
and the beginning of the next one. In Figure 6.19, γk,1|Ii is depicted in red and γk,1|Ii+1

in black.

The key point is to make sure that the big–sized stabilization boundary, i.e the beginning
of the approximating curve for angle smaller than π (respectively the end for angle bigger
than π) has the shape of a scimitar with a fat blade. The fatness of the blade allows to fit
inside its bell the whole end of the previous approximating curve (consisting of very small
stabilizations) and the convexity of the bottom part of the scimitar blade allows to cross
with R II moves to the exterior part of the scimitar. Once there, the small stabilizations are
running away from the danger area. It is left to check the crossing of the first stabilization
of the second curve with the last stabilization of the first one. They do not create tangencies
thanks to the convexity of the scimitar shape.

In the general case, apply Corollary 6.5, to assume that the cusp points of each γk, k ∈ C,
are at times c1, . . . , cm. It is very simple to deform each γk, k ∈ K, at small neighborhoods of
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times c1, . . . , cm, making the family Legendrian and having a cusp point over each c1, . . . , cm.
Finally, add c0 = 0 and cm+1 = 1 and apply the first case over the family γk|[ci,ci+1], i =
0, . . . ,m, to conclude the proof.

We are able to prove the following:

Proof of Lemma 6.8. Let γ be a horizontal embedding such that γG is a Legendrian embed-
ding and let γs ∈ Emb(S1,R4), s ∈ [0, 1], be any loop based at γ, i.e.γ0 = γ1 = γ. Without
loss of generality we may assume that the Geiges projection of γs is embedded except for a
finite sequence of times 0 < s1 < · · · < sN < 1 and the strict immersions γsiG has a generic
self–intersection. By Corollary 6.4 there exists a loop γ̂s of horizontal embeddings with
γ̂0 = γ̂1 = γ homotopic to γs. Note that the total zero area condition for a closed horizontal
curve can be easily achieved with Lemma 6.9 since the map A : [0, 1] → R, s 7→

∫
(γ̂s)∗zdx;

is continuous. Moreover the approximation procedure fixes the cusps of γ and, thus, the
rotation number of this loop is zero so the result follows.

6.3.3 Cancellation by pairs of zeroes in the same connected component.

For a generic 2–disk of Legendrians D, the intersection of the disk with the space of strict
immersions is a set of curves with crossings. They come from a set of curves in SLegImm(R3)
by projection. We declare a connected component of the set D ∩ LegImmstrict(R3) to be a
connected component of the set seen in SLegImm(R3). In other words, the two branches of
a crossing (possibly) are in different connected components.

Let ϕ : D→ HorImm(R4), z 7→ γz, be a disk of horizontal immersions satisfying:

� ϕ(∂D) ⊆ Hor(R4),

� πG ◦ ϕ : D→ LegImm(R3) is in generic position,

� (πG ◦ ϕ)−1(LegImmstrict(R3)) is a finite union of connected components C1, . . . , Cn,

� C1 contains, at least, two zeroes of the area function.

Note that Lemma 6.4 implies that there is no loss of generality in thesew assumptions. Let
C̄ ⊆ C1 be a connected arc containing exactly two zeroes of the area function. Parametrize

the curve (πG ◦ϕ)(C̄) as {γsG : s ∈ [0, 1]} such that γ
1
4
G and γ

3
4
G are the two zeroes of the area

function. Moreover, we can assume that {γsG : s ∈ [0, 1
4 ]∪ [3

4 , 1]}, is smooth (does not contain
any cusp) in LegImm(R3).

Consider ε > 0 small enough and the closed ε–neighborhood Kε of C̄ in D (see Figure
6.20), satisfying that Kε does not contain any other zero of the area function for a different
connected component and such that Kε ∩ ∂D = ∅. We have a well–defined continuous map
Γ̄ : C̄ → S1 × S1, s 7→ (ts0, t

s
1), where the components of the ordered pair (ts0, t

s
1) are the

tangency times of the front projection of γsG(t) = (xs(t), zs(t), ws(t))ᵀ, s ∈ [0, 1], and the
order of the pair is determined by the following rule: (t00, t

0
1) are chosen with the usual rule

to define the area function εA and the pair of points (ts0, t
s
1) are extended in the unique
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Figure 6.20: Compact neighborhood Kε of C̄ in D

continuous way. In order to apply Lemma 6.9 to cancel the zeroes γ
1
4
G and γ

3
4
G it is necessary

to find an extension Γ : Kε → S1×S1, k 7→ (tk0, t
k
1), of Γ̄. Just take any retraction r : Kε → C̄

and define Γ := r∗Γ̄ = Γ̄ ◦ r. Write K = Kε.

We state the main result of this section.

Proposition 6.1. There exists a 1–parametric family ϕu : D → HorImm(R4), u ∈ [0, 1],
satisfying:

(i) ϕ0 = ϕ,

(ii) ϕu(z) = ϕ(z), z ∈ D\K,

(iii) (πG ◦ ϕu)−1(LegImmstrict(R3)) = (πG ◦ ϕ)−1(LegImmstrict(R3)),

(iv) εA(πG(ϕ1(z))) 6= 0, z ∈ C̄ ⊆ K.

Proof. Assume that the area function over γsG is positive in s ∈ [0, 1
4). Define

ε̃A(s) = ε̃A(γ̃sG) =

∫ ts1

ts0

zs(t)(xs)′(t)dt.

Observe that ε̃A is just the continuous version of the area function over C̄ and satisfies
|εA| = |ε̃A|. The function ε̃A : C̄ → R is depicted in Figure 6.21.

Define ϕu = ϕ over D\K. The problem is clearly to define ϕu over K. Proceed as follows:
In order to add area choose two points pk, nk ∈ S1 in the domain of γkG, k ∈ K. We require
these points to have the following properties

� pk and nk are regular for the front projection of γkG,

� if γkG has more tangency points, different from (tk0, t
k
1), the area function over these

points remains unchanged after adding area over pk and nk.
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1/4 3/4 1

Figure 6.21: Possible graph of ε̃A before (blue) and after (red) adding area using Lemma 6.9

For a given γkG, choose two regular points pk and nk very close to tk0, one to the left and another
one to the right of tk0. These two points satisfy the properties above. By compactness, there
exists a finite open covering {U i} of K and an election (pi, ni) ∈ S1×S1 compatible with each
γkG, k ∈ U i. Take a partition of unity {φi} subordinated to {U i} and a continuous function
η : K → [0, 1] such that

� η ≡ 0 in ∂K and

� η ≡ 1 in (πG ◦ ϕ)−1({γsG : s ∈ [1
4 ,

3
4 ]}) ∩K.

Finally, fix some positive number A > max{|ε̃A(γ̃sG)| : s ∈ [0, 1]}. Define ϕu(k), k ∈ K, as
the lift of

γkG#iδpi(uφ
i(k)η(k)A)#iδni(−uφi(k)η(k)A),

to HorImm(R4). The family ϕu satisfies the required properties.

6.4 The core of the proof

We explain now how for a given capping disk of horizontal immersions we are able to cancel
zeroes of the area function by deforming the disk relative to the boundary. In particular, we
prove that any pair of zeroes can be cancelled out without creating new zeroes: there will be
no assumptions about the zeroes. This completes the proof of the main Theorem.

6.4.1 Changing the diagram of curves of strict Legendrian immersions.

The goal is to create a 2–square (2–disk) in the space of LegImm(R3) such that the bottom of
the square is a path γs in the disk DG whose endpoints are two strict Legendrian immersions
γ0 and γ1. Moreover, there exists a finite set of values of the parameter 0 < s1 < · · · < sν < 1
such that γsj is also a strict immersed Legendrian. The rest of the points γs, s ∈ (0, 1) \
{s1, . . . , sν} are Legendrian embeddings. The other three sides of the square will produce a
path of strict Legendrian immersions that has the property that the self–intersections points
γ̂s(t0) = γ̂s(t1) form a continuous family. In other words, we are constructing a curve of
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Legendrians that makes the two initial Legendrians live in the same connected component of
strict immersions. This is the key point and is the content of Proposition 6.4. Afterwards,
we play with the result: given an embedded curve in the disk whose ends live in two different
connected components in the disk, we find a square transverse to the disk DG that creates on
the other three sides a curve of strict immersions joining the two strict Legendrian immersions.
Then, we take a small open neighborhood of it removing the interior in order to produce a
new disk (see Figure 6.32) in which the curves of strict Legendrian immersions have changed
their topology (see Figure 6.31)4. Proposition 6.3 explains how to build the disk in the
smooth category. Finally, we just use Theorem 6.4 to conclude in the Legendrian setting.

Denote by LegImmstrict
0 (R3) ⊆ LegImmstrict(R3) the open stratum of simple transverse

self–intersections.

Legendrian fingers.

Definition 6.9. Fix γ ∈ Emb(S1,R3) and b ∈ S1. A finger bone is an embedded path β :
[0, 1]→ R3 such that β(0) = γ(b) and the intersection is transverse. Moreover, β(0, 1]∩γ(S1)
is either one point or the empty set. In the former case the intersection must be transverse.

Definition 6.10. Fix γ ∈ Emb(S1,R3) and b ∈ S1. A finger germ is a pair (β, v) satisfying

(a) β : [0, 1]→ R3 is a finger bone such that β(0) = γ(b),

(b) v ∈ β∗TR3 satisfies

(i) v(t) and β′(t) are linearly independent,

(ii) v(0) = γ′(b),

Without loss of generality assume that γ is geodesic on a very small neighborhood of b.
For ε > 0 small enough, fix an embedding Q : [−ε, ε] × [0, 1] → R3 defined as Q(x, z) =
expβ(z)(x · v(z)). Choose a bump function χ : [−ε, ε]→ [0, 1] satisfying

� χ is an even function,

� χ is increasing in [−ε, 0]

� χ(−ε) = 0, χ(j)(−ε) = 0 for all j ∈ Z+ and

� χ(0) = 1 and χ(j)(0) = 0 for all j ∈ Z+.

Definition 6.11. The finger deformation γ#(β, v) ∈ Imm(S1,R3) associated to the finger
germ (β, v) is given by the curve

γ#(β, v)(t) =

{
γ(t) t 6∈ (b− ε, b+ ε),

Q(t− b, χ(t− b)) t ∈ [b− ε, b+ ε].
4The picture looks like a bypass picture in contact topology, though geometrically it has nothing to do with

a bypass. Formally, we play the same game: our initial disk plays the formal role of the convex surface, the
strict immersions play the formal role of the dividing sets. The bypass changes the strict immersions/dividing
set combinatorial structure.
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This is a well–defined operation that works for compact families of curves and finger germs,
provided that ε > 0 is chosen small enough and uniform for the whole family.

Note that γ and γ#(β, v) are homotopic in Imm(S1,R3). Denote by (βu, vu) = (β|[0,u], v|[0,u])
the obvious homotopy of germs of fingers. We say that γ#(βu, vu) is obtained from γ adding
the finger germ (βu, vu).

Figure 6.22: Finger addition process γ#(βu, vu), u ∈ [0, 1]

Figure 6.23: Legendrian Finger construction process. The key tool is to create a huge tower
of double stabilizations.

Definition 6.12. Fix γ ∈ Leg(R3) and (β, v) a finger germ such that

(a) β is a transverse embedding, i.e. β′(t) /∈ ξβ(t) for each t ∈ [0, 1],

(b) v is Legendrian, i.e. v(t) ∈ ξβ(t) for each t ∈ [0, 1].

We say that (β, v) is a pre–Legendrian finger germ.

Let us explain how to add the Legendrian finger associated to a pre–Legendrian finger germ.
We are working on the standard (R3(x, y, z), ξ = ker(dz − ydx)) with the trivialization of ξ
given by the Legendrian framing 〈∂y〉. Take a contactomorphism Φ : (Cε, ξ) → (D2(0; ε) ×
[0, 1](x, y, z), ξ = ker(dz − ydx)). The domain Cε, that we will call a cylindrical shape, is a
sufficiently small tubular neighborhood of β and fixing ε > 0 small enough, we have that

� Φ ◦ β(t) = (0, 0, t),

� Φ∗v = ∂x,
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� Φ ◦ γ(t) = (t− b, 0, 0), for |t− b| ≤ ε.

The existence of this contactomorphism is a direct consequence of the Tubular Neighborhood
Theorem for Contact Submanifolds (see [53, Theorem 2.5.15]). From now on we work in
these coordinates. The front projection in (D2(0; ε) × [0, 1](x, y, z), ξ = ker(dz − ydx)) is
given by the projection in the XZ–plane. The front projection of the original Legendrian in
a neighborhood of the base of the finger γ|Op({b}) is the horizontal axis in front coordinates.
The front of the transverse finger bone β is the vertical axis, see Figure 6.23. To approximate
the finger bone by a Legendrian finger just add N = N(ε) ∈ Z≥0 DSs to the Legendrian γ
over γ(b) as in Figure 6.23 in such a way that the derivative of the new Legendrian γ#(β, v)
at time b is v(1).

This operation is well defined up to Legendrian immersions homotopy and works for compact
families. Note that this follows just taking the radius ε of the tubular neighborhood and the
number N of DSs in the finger addition process constant in the whole family. This means
that given a family (γk, (βk, vk), Ckε ), k ∈ K, we obtain a continuous family of Legendrian
finger deformations γk#(βk, vk). In particular, if there is some k0 ∈ K such that the pre–
Legendrian finger germ (βk0 , vk0) is trivial, i.e.

(βk0 , vk0) ≡ (γk0(b), (γk0)′(b)),

and N 6= 0, then the Legendrians γk0 and γk0#(βk0 , vk0) are different. In other words, to
interpolate between a trivial pre–Legendrian finger germ and a non–trivial one we need to
add DSs to the trivial finger. Another important observation is that the DSs operation is
well–defined for horizontal embeddings (see Lemma 6.10), this is relevant since we are going
to work with the Geiges projection of families of horizontal curves.

Remark 6.8. Another possible definition of Legendrian finger is by using Reidemeister I
moves instead of DSs. Note that, in both cases, the transverse finger bone is approximated
by half of the Legendrian finger which is a very stabilized Legendrian curve. Moreover, the
definition using Reidemeister I moves does not work well for our purposes because the two
halves of the finger are linked and in the later argument is very important to not have linking
between the two halves.

A stabilization of a transverse curve is an operation that changes the curve in such a way
that in front projection a small arc is replaced by a 2π rotation as in Figure 6.24. The
stabilization does not depend on the chosen small segment (see Etnyre [41]). So we can
speak of a k stabilization of a transverse curve β0 that we will denote by βk.

Figure 6.24: Stabilization of a transverse curve

The next Lemma will be useful in the next subsection and ensures that we can interpolate
between a small finger with finger bone a small Reeb chord and another one with finger bone
a very stabilized Reeb chord.
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Lemma 6.13. Let γ ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3) be a Legendrian immersion with a self–intersection

at times t0, t1 ∈ S1 and γ̃ ∈ Leg(R3) a Legendrian embedding such that

(i) There is a small Reeb chord β : [0, 1] → R3 between γ̃(b) and γ̃(e) for some times
b, e ∈ S1;

(ii) γ = γ̃#(β, v) where v = ∂x + y∂z.
5

Then, for any k ∈ Z+ there exists a 1–parametric γu ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), u ∈ [0, 1], with a

self–intersection at times t0, t1 ∈ S1, such that γ0 = γ and γ1 = γ̃#(βk, v). Moreover, the
family is constructed from γ just by adding a sequence of DSs to the initial finger, i.e. the
number N of DSs in the definition of Legendrian finger can be chosen in such a way that
γ̃#(β, v) = γ̃#(βk, v).

Proof. Since βk is C0–close to β we may assume that the finger associated to (βk, v) is
contained in the tubular neighborhood Cε of β. Moreover, (Cε, ξ) is contactomorphic to
(R3, ξ = ker(dz − ydx)) by Eliashberg’s classification of contact structures in R3 [33]. In
this sense the right side of the fingers associated to (β, v) and (βk, v), denoted by R and Rk
respectively, can be understood as positively stabilized long Legendrian unknots. In the same
way the left side, denoted as L and Lk, as negatively stabilized long Legendrian unknots.
Thus, there exist two non–negative numbers M,Mk ∈ Z≥0 such that

� SM+ (R) is Legendrian isotopic to SMk
+ (Rk),

� SM− (R) is Legendrian isotopic to SMk
− (Rk);

where S+ (S−) denotes a positive (negative) stabilization of a Legendrian curve. This follows
from the classification of Legendrian unknots given in [35]. The Lemma follows from the fact
that the number of positive and negative stabilizations are the same.

Remark 6.9. Another possible proof of the previous Lemma is to use Theorem 6.4 to each
half of the finger and, then, slide the DSs over the finger nails.

A Legendrianization of a transverse knot/curve (with fixed framings at the ends) is an induced
Legendrian knot/curve that is created by drawing the characteristic foliation of the boundary
of a small solid torus fixed around the transverse knot for a radius such that the slope is
rational and pick one integral curve. The transverse push off of a Legendrianization is always
transverse isotopic to the original one (see [41]).

The next lemma ensures the existence of 2–parametric families of pre–Legendrian finger
germs, it generalizes the 1–parametric result explained in Lemma 3.3.3 in [53]. It is the key
lemma that we will use to produce controlled deformations on our families of curves.

Lemma 6.14. Fix βs,u ∈ Emb([0, 1],R3), (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], assume that βs,0 is transverse
and βs,u|Op({0,1}) is also transverse, then there exist a constant k > 0 and a family of transverse

embeddings β̃s,u : [0, 1] → R3, C0–close to βs,u, such that β̃s,0 = βs,0k and β̃s,u|Op({0,1}) =

βs,u|Op({0,1}).
5We may assume that γ̃′(b) = vγ(b).
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Proof. Perform a Legendrianization of βs,0 that we call γs,0, that extends to a family γs,u

that is smoothly isotopic to βs,u. Further asume that we Legendrianize the small segments
βs,u|t∈Op(0)∪Op(1). Abusing notation, we still call γs,u a perturbation of the original family in
order to make it Legendrian on a very small neighborhood of a time t0.

Now, apply Theorem 6.4 to the two segments γs,u|t∈[0,t0] and γs,u|t∈[t0,1]. This produces a family

γ̂s,u that is Legendrian. The process introduces a high number of DSs on the family γs,0. We
denote by k the number of introduced DSs,.

Construct a new family γ̃s,0 that it is just built by performing k DS at time t0 on γs,0. It is well
known that DSs can be moved around a Legendrian (they are Legendrian homotopic [41]).
This, in particular implies, that γ̃s,0 and γ̂s,0 are homotopic through Legendrian embeddings
γs,0r , r ∈ [0, 1], i.e. γs,00 = γ̃s,0 and γs,01 = γ̂s,0. So, we have proven that

γs,u =

{
γs,02u , u ∈ [0, 1

2 ]
γ̂s,2u−1 , u ∈ [1

2 , 1]

is a family of Legendrians approximating γs,u such that γ̃s,0 = γs,0.

Perform a transverse push off to obtain β̃s,u a family of transverse knots. Since the transverse
push off of k DSs of a Legendrian knot corresponds to k stabilizations and since the transverse
push off of a Legendrianization coincides with the original transverse knot, we have shown
that β̃s,0 = βs,0k .

The unknotting number of an embedding is finite (see Adams [2]). We can think of the
unknotting number as the number of fingers that we need to add to the knot in order to make
it the unknot. Moreover the necessary number of fingers in order to unlink two embeddings
is also finite. We summarize this information as

Proposition 6.2. Fix γ, η ∈ Emb(S1,R3) disjoint embeddings. There exists a parametrized
unknot γ̃ ∈ Emb(S1,R3), obtained from γ just by adding a finite number of finger germs,
which is unlinked from η.

We are interested in applying this result to the two resolutions of a strict immersion with
exactly one (generic) self–intersection. More precisely, let γ ∈ Imm(S1,R3) be an immersion
with exactly one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1×S1. Assume without loss of generality
that there exists ε > 0 small enough such that γ((t0− ε, t0 + ε)∪ (t1− ε, t1 + ε)) is contained
in the affine plane γ(t0) + span{γ′(t0), γ′(t1)}. Take coordinates (x, y) ∈ R2 in the plane
γ(t0) + span{γ′(t0), γ′(t1)} such that γ(t0 + r) = (r, 0) and γ(t1 + r) = (0, r) for r ∈ (−ε, ε).
Finally, fix any smooth non increasing function χ : [−ε, ε] → [0, 1] such that χ(−ε) = 1 and
χ(ε) = 0.

Definition 6.13. The resolution of γ over [t0, t1] is the embedding γRes(t0,t1) ∈ Emb(S1,R3)
defined as:

γRes(t0,t1)(t) =


γ(t) if t ∈ (t0 + ε, t1 − ε),
χ(t− t0)(0, t− t0) + (1− χ(t− t0))(t− t0, 0) if t ∈ [t0, t0 + ε),

χ(t− t1)(0, t− t1) + (1− χ(t− t1))(t− t1, 0) if t ∈ (t1 − ε, t1].

where S1 = [t0, t1]/ ∼.
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Remark 6.10. The resolution γRes(t0,t1) is well–defined up to isotopy. Moreover, observe
that γRes(t0,t1)(S1) ∩ γRes(t1,t0)(S1) = ∅.

In these terms, Proposition 6.2 applied over γ just says that, up to adding a finite number
of fingers to γ, we may assume that the two resolutions γRes(t0,t1) and γRes(t1,t0) are unlinked
and one of them is an unknot. In fact, we can add fingers in order two obtain two unlinked
unknots.

In the same fashion we can define the resolution of a strict Legendrian immersion γ ∈
LegImmstrict

0 (R3). Assume that γ(t0) = γ(t1). Take adapted coordinates such that the
front γF (t0 + r) = (r, 0) and γF (t1 + r) = (±r, r2) for r ∈ (−ε, ε). Fix a non increasing
smooth function χ : [−ε, 0] → [0, 1] such that χ(−ε) = 1 and χ(0) = 0. Finally, take a
decreasing smooth function η : [−ε, 0] → [0, δ], where δ > 0 is very small, satisfying that
η(−ε) = δ and ηj)(0) = 0 for j ∈ Z+ ∪ {0}.

Definition 6.14. The resolution of γ over [t0, t1] is the Legendrian embedding γRes(t0,t1) ∈
Leg(R3) defined as follows:

(i) If γF (t1 + r) = (r, r2) for r ∈ (−ε, ε) then

γRes(t0,t1),F (t) =

{
γF (t) if t ∈ [t0, t1 − ε),
(r, χ(r)r2 + (1− χ(r))η(r)) if t = t1 + r ∈ (t1 − ε, t1],

(ii) If γF (t1 + r) = (−r, r2) for r ∈ (−ε, ε) then

γRes(t0,t1),F (t) =

{
γF (t) if t ∈ [t0, t1 − ε),
(−r, χ(r)r2 + (1− χ(r))r

3
2 ) if t = t1 + r ∈ (t1 − ε, t1],

where S1 = [t0, t1]/ ∼.

(a) Resolution (i) (b) Resolution (ii)

Figure 6.25: Resolutions in Definition 6.14. γRes(t0,t1) is represented in red

We have the following result for 1–parametric families of smooth curves.

Proposition 6.3. Fix γs ∈ Imm(S1,R3), s ∈ [0, 1], such that

(i) γs, s ∈ (0, 1) \ {s1, . . . , sν , 1}, for ν ≥ 0, where 0 < s1 < · · · < sν < 1, is an embedding,

(ii) γi, i ∈ {0, 1}, has exactly one (generic) self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1× S1 and
γsj , j ∈ {s1, . . . , sν}, has exactly one (generic) self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ) ∈

S1 × S1. The times t0, t1, τ
0
sj , τ

1
sj , j ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, are pairwise different.
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Then, there exist k 1–parametric families {βs1, . . . , βsk} of finger germs and a family γs,u ∈
Imm(S1,R3), (s, u) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1], such that γs,0 = γs and γs,1 = γs#βs1# · · ·#βsk, i.e.
the 1–parametric family γs,1 is obtained from γs by adding in consecutive times the finite
sequence of fingers, satisfying

(i) γs,1, s ∈ [0, 1], has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1×S1. This self-intersection
is unique for s ∈ [0, 1]\{s1, . . . , sν}.

(ii) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1 and γsj ,u, j ∈
{1, . . . , ν}, has one self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ) ∈ S1 × S1.

(iii) There exists a finite sequence 0 < u1 < . . . < uN < 1 such that

γs,uj ∈ Imm(S1,R3)\Emb(S1,R3)

for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and s ∈ (0, 1),

(iv) γs,u ∈ Emb(S1,R3) for u 6= 1, u1, . . . , uN and s ∈ (0, 1)\{s1, . . . , sν}.

Moreover, if there is c ∈ (t0, t1) such that γs|Op({c}) is constant then the construction can be

done relative to Op({γs(c)}); i.e. γs,u|Op({c}) is constant.

Note that we start with a segment γs and we create a square γs,u in such a way that one
of the edges is the original segment and the other three edges constitute a curve of self–
intersections. Therefore, this is the key result in the smooth category and we will adapt it
to the Legendrian case in Proposition 6.4.

Proof of Proposition 6.3. .

Case 1: {s1, . . . , sν} = ∅.

The proof is divided in three steps.

Step I. Unknot γ0
Res(t0,t1): For γ0 and γ1, we declare t0 to be the point in the lower branch

in front projection.6 Apply Proposition 6.2 and create a sequence of finger germs

(β0
1 , v

0
1), . . . , (β0

K , v
0
k)

to unknot and unlink γ0
Res(t0,t1) from γ0

Res(t1,t0). Let (b01, e
0
1) ∈ S1 × S1 be the base point and

the end point of the finger (β0
1 , v

0
1); i.e. the finger germ (β0

1 , v
0
1) joins γ0(b01) with γ0(e0

1). We
extend this finger germ to a whole family of finger germs for the family γs. In order to do this,
choose any continuous map F : [0, 1]→ S1×S1, s 7→ (bs1, e

s
1); such that bs1 6= es1 and b11, e

1
1 6= ti,

i ∈ {0, 1}, this provides a continuous family (βs1, v
s
1) of finger germs joining γs(bs1) with γs(es1).

This produces a family γs,u, with s ∈ [0, 1] and u ∈ [0, 1
3K ], where γs,

1
3K = γs#βs1.

Proceed in the same way with the rest of the finger germs to construct a family γs,u, s ∈ [0, 1]
and u ∈ [0, 1

3 ], satisfying

6Being precise we should write t0(0) and t0(1) since the intersection times of γ0 and γ1 could be different.
We avoid this to simplify the notation.
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(i) γs,0 = γs,

(ii) γs,
1
3 = γs#βs1# · · ·#βsK ,

(iii) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1,

(iv) There exists a finite sequence 0 < u1 < · · · < uK < 1
3 such that

γs,uj ∈ Imm(S1,R3)\Emb(S1,R3)

for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,K} and s ∈ (0, 1),

(v) γs,u ∈ Emb(S1,R3) for u 6= u1, . . . , uK and s ∈ (0, 1),

(vi) γ
0, 1

3

Res(t0,t1) is a parametrized unknot and is unlinked from γ
0, 1

3

Res(t1,t0).

Step II. Unknot γ
1, 1

3

Res(t0,t1): Do the same as in Step I but be careful in order to add families of

fingers which restricted to s = 0 end up in γ
0, 1

3

Res(t1,t0) and to not relink this resolution from the

other resolution γ
0, 1

3

Res(t0,t1). More precisely, let (β1
K+1, v

1
K+1), . . . , (β1

N , v
1
N ) be the sequence of

finger germs obtained from Proposition 6.2 to unknot and unlink γ
1, 1

3

Res(t0,t1) from γ
1, 1

3

Res(t1,t0).

As in the previous step, begin with (b1K+1, e
1
K+1) ∈ S1×S1 the base and the end points of the

finger (β1
K+1, v

1
K+1) and extend this finger to the whole family via a map F : [0, 1]→ S1×S1,

s 7→ (bsK+1, e
s
K+1). We need to make sure that the finger germ (β1

K+1, v
1
K+1) is extended to

a 1–parametric family (βsK+1, v
s
K+1) such that

� β0
K+1(0) = γ0, 1

3 (b0K+1), β0
K+1(1) = γ0, 1

3 (e0
K+1) ∈ γ0, 1

3 (S1\(t0, t1)); i.e. b0K+1, e
0
K+1 ∈

S1\(t0, t1), and

� β0
K+1 is unlinked from γ

0, 1
3

Res(t0,t1).

In other words, denote by D an embedded 2–disk whose boundary is given by γ
0, 1

3

Res(t0,t1).

Then, the condition β0
K+1[0, 1] ∩ D = ∅ is sufficient to keep the unlinking property. We say

that a 1–parametric family of finger germs that satisfies this condition is valid. Hence, we
must show that there always exists a valid 1–parametric family of finger germs which extends
(β1
K+1, v

1
K+1).

Assume that the family (βsK+1, v
s
K+1) does not satisfy this condition, i.e. β0

K+1[0, 1] ∩ D =

{p1, . . . , pk}. Let δ > 0 be small enough and let D̃ ) D be a small deformation of D such

that D̃∩γδ,
1
3 (S1) = γδ,

1
3 [t0, t1] ( ∂D̃. Take any φ ∈ Diff(D̃, ∂D̃), isotopic to the identity, such

that φ(pi) ∈ D̃\D, i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and extend it to a diffeomorphism Φ of R3 with compact
support close enough to D̃ isotopic to the identity. Let ε > 0 be small enough and let Φs,
s ∈ [0, 1], be any isotopy between Φ0 = Φ and Φ1 = Id, such that Φs = Id for s ≥ ε.

The family of finger germs (β̃sK+1, ṽ
s
K+1) = (Φs)∗(β

s
K+1, v

s
K+1) = (Φs ◦ βsK+1, dΦs ◦ vsK+1)

satisfies the condition β̃0
K+1 ∩ D = ∅ and extends (β1

K+1, v
1
K+1) so we find a valid family of

finger germs which extends (β1
K+1, v

1
K+1), see Figure 6.26.
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Figure 6.26: Family of finger bones before (βsK+1) and after (β̃sK+1 = Φ ◦βsK+1) applying the
described isotopy

In conclusion, we may assume that the family of finger germs (βsK+1, v
s
K+1) which extends

(β1
K+1, v

1
K+1) is valid. Use this family to construct γs,u, s ∈ [0, 1], u ∈ [0, 1

3 + 1
3(N−K) ], such

that γ
s, 1

3
+ 1

3(N−K) = γs,
1
3 #βsK+1.

Proceed in the same way with the rest of finger germs (N −K in total), i.e. extending them
to valid families of finger germs, to obtain a 2–parametric family γs,u with s ∈ [0, 1] and
u ∈ [0, 2

3 ], such that

(i) γs,0 = γs,

(ii) γs,
2
3 = γs#βs1# · · ·#βsN ,

(iii) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1,

(iv) There exists a finite sequence 0 < u1 < · · · < uN < 2
3 such that

γs,uj ∈ Imm(S1,R3)\Emb(S1,R3),

for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and s ∈ (0, 1),

(v) γs,u ∈ Emb(S1,R3) for u 6= u1, . . . , uN and s ∈ (0, 1),

(vi) The resolution γ
i, 2

3

Res(t0,t1), i ∈ {0, 1}, is a parametrized unknot and is unlinked from the

other resolution γ
i, 2

3

Res(t1,t0).

Step III. Create a 1–parametric family of self–intersections using γs,
2
3 :

We will further extend the family γs,u, u ∈ [0, 2
3 ] to a new family γs,u, u ∈ [0, 1].

There exists a disk which bounds γ
i, 2

3

Res(t0,t1). Interpret this disk as a band Bi : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→
R3, i ∈ {0, 1}, satisfying:

(i) Bi(1, h) = γi,
2
3 (t0) = γi,

2
3 (t1),

(ii) Bi(0, h) = γi,
2
3 ( t0+t1

2 ),

(iii) Bi(t, 1) = γi,
2
3 ( t0+t1

2 + t t1−t02 ),

(iv) Bi(t, 0) = γi,
2
3 ( t0+t1

2 − t t1−t02 ),
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(v) Bi((0, 1)× (0, 1)) ∩ γi,
2
3 (S1) = ∅.

Then, there exists a 1–parametric family of bands Bs : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → R3 interpolating
between B0 and B1 satisfying the properties (ii),(iii),(iv),(v) and

(i)’ Bs(1, 0) = γs,
2
3 (t0), Bs(1, 1) = γs,

2
3 (t1) and Bs({1} × (0, 1)) ∩ γs,

2
3 (S1) = ∅.

This is just built by continuously collapsing the two initial bands into small bands B̃i
δ :

[0, 1] × [0, 1] → R3 defined as B̃i
δ(t, h) = Bi(δ · t, h). From there, it is simple to interpolate

between B̃0
δ and B̃1

δ for δ > 0 small enough.

In particular, (βsN+1(−), vsN+1(−)) = (Bs(1,−), ∂Bs∂t (1,−)) defines a continuous family of

finger germs for γs,
2
3 . Use this family to create the required self–intersections. I.e. define

γs,u, s ∈ [0, 1], u ∈ [0, 1], such that

(i) γs,0 = γs

(ii) γs,1 = γs,
2
3 #βsN+1 = γs#βs1# · · ·#βsN+1,

(iii) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1,

(iv) γs,1 has exactly self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1,

(v) There exists a finite sequence 0 < u1 < . . . < uN < 1 such that

γs,uj ∈ Imm(S1,R3)\Emb(S1,R3)

for each j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and s ∈ (0, 1),

(vi) γs,u ∈ Emb(S1,R3) for u 6= 1, u1, . . . , uN and s ∈ (0, 1).

This completes the argument to prove the first part of the Proposition. For the relative
construction observe that since S1\{c} is connected all the fingers germs βsj , j ∈ {1, . . . , N +

1}, can be chosen in such a way that βsj (0), βsj (1) 6= γs(c), i.e. bsj , e
s
j ∈ S1\{c}.

Case 2: {s1, . . . , sν} 6= ∅.

Observe that in the proof of the first case all the deformations over the family of immer-
sions γs,u : S1 → R3 take place in a neighborhood of at most two points in the domain
z0(s, u), z1(s, u) ∈ S1. There is a finite number of steps at times 0 < u1 < · · ·uN ≤ 1, N ≥ 0,
such that γs,u ∈ Imm(S1,R3)\Emb(S1,R3), s ∈ [0, 1]. We may assume in all the steps that
the points z0(sj , uk), z1(sj , uk), τ

0
sj , τ

1
sj , (j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , ν}×{1, . . . , N}, are pairwise different.

Observe that a generic choice of the times z0(s, u), z1(s, u) satisfies this assumption. Thus,
this case follows immediately from the previous one.

Construction of the square.

Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 6.14 allow us to state the last Proposition in the Legendrian setting,
which provides the answer that we are looking for. To simplify the statement we introduce
the following definition:
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Definition 6.15. Let γs, s ∈ [0, 1], be a path of Legendrian immersions such that

(i) γs, s ∈ [0, 1] \ {0, s1, . . . , sν , 1}, for ν ≥ 0, where 0 < s1 < · · · < sν < 1, is a Legendrian
embedding,

(ii) γi ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), i ∈ {0, 1}, has a self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1;

and γsj ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), j ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, has a self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ) ∈

S1 × S1.

A homotopy γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], of paths of Legendrian immersions between γs,0 = γs

and γs,1 is admissible if there exists a finite sequence 0 < u1 < . . . < uN ≤ 1 such that

(i) γs,uj ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3) for j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and s ∈ (0, 1),

(ii) γs,u ∈ Leg(R3) for u 6= u1, . . . , uN , and s ∈ (0, 1) \ {s1, . . . , sν},

(iii) γi,u ∈ LegImmstrict(R3) has a self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1 for i ∈ {0, 1}
and u ∈ [0, 1],

(iv) γsj ,u ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), j ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, has a self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ) ∈

S1 × S1 and u ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, the intersection times of γsj ,uk , for k ∈ {1, . . . , N},
do not coincide, i.e. the real numbers t0, t1, τ

0
sj , τ

1
sj are pairwise different.

(v) Moreover, the segments γi,u ∈ LegImmstrict(R3) has self–intersections of type Σ1,0

except at an even finite number of values u ∈ (0, 1) in which the self–intersections will
be of type Σ1,1,0.

Let us detail some co–orientation issues in Σ1,0. There is a standard orientation of the
normal bundle of Σ1,0\Σ1,1,0. It is defined at γ ∈ Σ1,0\Σ1,1,0 as follows. Denote γ(t0) = γ(t1)
the self–intersection point. Let us order the two branches. We declare that the branch
through γ(t0) goes first and the branch through γ(t1) second if and only if 〈γ′(t0), γ′(t1)〉
is a positive basis of ξγ(t0). We want to define the normal vector to Σ1,0\Σ1,1,0 at γ that
is a field in TγLegImm(R3), i.e. a vector field on γ∗TR3. We define it as a vector field
supported around γ(t1) such that it extends to a contact vector field in a small ball B̃
centered at γ(t1) ∈ R3. This contact vector field has as associated Hamiltonian function a
cut-off function χ : B̃ → [0, 1] satisfying that χ(0) = 1, dχ(0) = 0 and χ|Op(∂B̃) = 0. In other
words, we are pushing through the Reeb vector field the second branch.

This definition does not extend continuously to Σ1,1,0. However, it provides a co–orientation
for Σ1,0\Σ1,1,0. We call this co–orientation the standard one. Let γs the path of Leg-
endrian immersions such that γi ∈ Σ1,0, i ∈ {0, 1}. The vectors vi = (−1)i−1 dγs

ds |s=i ∈
TγiLegImm(R3), i ∈ {0, 1}, determine two orientations of the normal bundle of Σ1,0\Σ1,1,0

at γ0 and γ1. We need the co–orientation defined by these two vectors to coincide with the
standard one.

In these terms, the main result of the section is the following:

Proposition 6.4. Let γs, s ∈ [0, 1], be a path of Legendrian immersions such that
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(i) γs, s ∈ (0, 1) \ {s1, . . . , sν}, is a Legendrian embedding,

(ii) γi ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1

and γs ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), i ∈ {s1, . . . , sν}, has a self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ) ∈

S1 × S1,

(iii) moreover, vi = (−1)i−1 dγt
dt |t=i defines the standard co–orientation at γi, i ∈ {0, 1}.

Then, there exists an admissible homotopy γs,u ∈ LegImm(R3), (s, u) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1], with
γs,0 = γs such that γs,1 ∈ LegImmstrict

0 (R3) has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈
S1 × S1.

We need a sequence of simple lemmas. We assume them to be true and we will prove them
later.

The following lemma is fairly general in homotopy theory saying that if you have a retraction
K → L then, by precomposing with the retraction, any map on L extends to K. For our
purpose K = [0, 1]× [0, 1] and L ⊆ K, such that K deformation retracts to L, and we have a
map L→ LegImm(R3). This allows us to extend local deformations in a path of Legendrian
immersions to produce a complete square.

Lemma 6.15. Let 0 < δ < s1 be a positive number. Fix γs,u ∈ LegImm(R3), (s, u) ∈ L =
[0, δ]× [0, 1] ∪ [0, 1]× [0, δ]. Assume that

(i) γi,u ∈ LegImmstrict(R3), i ∈ {0, 1},

(ii) γs,u ∈ Leg(R3) for s ∈ (0, 1)\{s1, . . . , sν}.

Then, there exists a family γ̃s,u ∈ LegImm(R3), (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], satisfying

(i) γ̃s,u = γs,u if (s, u) ∈ L,

(ii) γ̃s,u ∈ Leg(R3) if s ∈ (0, 1)\{s1, . . . , sν},

(iii) γ̃1,u = γ1,δ and γ̃sj ,u = γsj ,δ, j ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, if u ∈ [δ, 1].

The following Lemma allows us to assume, up to reparametrization, that there is a fixed
cusp in any family of Legendrian immersions parametrized by the segment (we need to add
parametric Reidemeister type 1 Legendrian moves, see the proof for the details).

Lemma 6.16. Let γs be a path of Legendrian immersions such that

(i) γs, s ∈ (0, 1) \ {s1, . . . , sν}, is a Legendrian embedding,

(ii) γi ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1;

and γs ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), s ∈ {s1, . . . , sν}, has a self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ) ∈

S1 × S1.

There exists an admissible homotopy γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], with γs,0 = γ satisfying
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(i) γs,u ∈ Leg(R3) for s ∈ (0, 1)\{s1, . . . , sν},

(ii) there exists a sequence of times c1, . . . , c2k ∈ S1 such that all the cusps of γs,1 are at
times ci.

The following lemma plays the role of Steps I and II in the proof of Proposition 6.3 and solves
our problem modulus the creation of the interpolating bands.

Lemma 6.17. Let γs be a path of Legendrian immersions such that

(i) γs, s ∈ (0, 1) \ {s1, . . . , sν}, is a Legendrian embedding,

(ii) γi ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1;

and γs ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), s ∈ {s1, . . . , sν}, has a self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ) ∈

S1 × S1.

There exists an admissible homotopy γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], with γs,0 = γs such that

(i) The self–intersection times (t0(i, u), t1(i, u)) of γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, satisfy that t1(i, 1) <
τ0
sj , τ

1
sj < t0(i, 0), for j ∈ {1, . . . , ν}.

(ii) γs,1 ∈ Leg(R3) for s ∈ (0, 1) \ {s1, . . . , sν},

(iii) γi,1Res(t0,t1), i ∈ {0, 1}, is a Legendrian (stabilized) unknot and is unlinked from γi,1Res(t1,t0).

We will need to extend a strict Legendrian immersion into a path in which the self–intersection
points cross a positive (negative) stabilization. This will be key to change the formal invari-
ants associated to the resolutions γRes(t0,t1) and γRes(t1,t0): since we will add/substract a
stabilization to each of the resolutions. The price that you pay is that the new path has two
cusp points (Σ1,1,0). We are being precise here: moving the self–intersection point through
two cusps in the front projection creates two cusps in the induced curve in the moduli of strict
Legendrian immersions.

Lemma 6.18. Assume that there is a 2–disk ϕ : D→ LegImm(R3) such that it posseses just
one connected curve C0, parametrized as γs, s ∈ [0, 1], of strict immersions that is a properly
embedded segment on the disk. Denote by t0 and t1 the self–intersection times. Moreover,
assume that γs ∈ C0 ⊂ LegImmstrict

0 (R3) possesses a positive DS at time t0 + δ for δ > 0
small enough. Then:

(i) There is a local C0 deformation of the disk ϕt : D→ LegImm(R3), t ∈ [0, 1], relative to
the boundary, such that for t = 1, we have that the curve C0 is deformed into a curve C1

with 4 cusps: points of type Σ1,1,0 (a DS in the moduli). Moreover, dC0(ϕ,ϕt) = O(δ).

(ii) Parametrize the curve C1 by γ̃s, s ∈ [0, 1]. Assume that γ̃1/2 lies between the second
and the third cusp in the moduli, and denote its self-intersection times t0 and t1, then
(γ̃1/2)1

Res(t0,t1) inherits a negative stabilization and (γ̃1/2)1
Res(t1,t0) inherits a positive

stabilization with respect to the resolutions associated to γ1/2.
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The standard normal vector for a strict Legendrian immersion of type Σ1,0 is preserved when
we cross over a cusp (a point of type in Σ1,1,0) in the moduli space (see Figure 6.30), so we
can easily assume that the orientations are preserved in the previous construction. I.e. the
standard normal vector is the same as the vector field normal to the curve in the 1–parametric
family constructed by the rule of avoiding tangencies with the curve of strict immersions.

(a) Change in the topology of the disk in the moduli
space via ϕt

(b) Birth of four cusps in the mod-
uli space

Figure 6.27: The 1–parametric family of disks ϕt : D→ LegImm(R3), t ∈ [0, 1], described in
Lemma 6.18

The next lemma provides a way to match the formal invariants of the resolutions of two
generic strict Legendrian immersions. This is a necessary condition to join two generic strict
Legendrian immersions by a path of generic strict Legendrian immersions. In other words
we want the ends of the path to be stabilized Legendrian unknots, with the same formal
invariants. Therefore, by the classification theorem of Legendrian unknots [35], they are the
same Legendrian knot. Thanks to that fact, it makes sense to mimic the smooth proof and
look for a 1–parametric family of fingers interpolating between both of them.

Lemma 6.19. Let γs be a path of Legendrian immersions such that

(i) γs, s ∈ (0, 1) \ {s1, . . . , sν}, is a Legendrian embedding,

(ii) γi ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1;

and γs ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), s ∈ {s1, . . . , sν}, has a self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ) ∈

S1 × S1.

There exists an admissible homotopy γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], with γs,0 = γs satisfying

(i) γs,1 ∈ Leg(R3), for s ∈ (0, 1) \ {s1, . . . , sν},

(ii) tb(γ0,1
Res(t0,t1)) = tb(γ1,1

Res(t0,t1)) and rot(γ0,1
Res(t0,t1)) = rot(γ1,1

Res(t0,t1)) .

The next Lemma provides the last step in the proof, we show how to mimic the band con-
struction in the Legendrian setting. It allows us to connect two strict Legendrian immersions
by a path of strict Legendrian immersions. Thus, to prove Proposition 6.4 we just need to
deform our initial path, via an admissible homotopy, to a path which satisfies the hypothesis
of this lemma.

Lemma 6.20. Let γs, s ∈ [0, 1], be a path of Legendrian immersions such that
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(i) γs, s ∈ (0, 1) \ {s1, . . . , sν}, is a Legendrian embedding,

(ii) γi ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1;

and γs ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), s ∈ {s1, . . . , sν} has a self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ) ∈

S1 × S1. Moreover, t1 < τ0
sj , τ

1
sj < t0, for j ∈ {1, . . . , ν}.

(iii) There exists a time c1 ∈ (t0, t1) ⊆ S1 such that γs has a cusp at time c1 and γs|Op({c1})
is constant,

(iv) γiRes(t0,t1), i ∈ {0, 1}, is a Legendrian (stabilized) unknot and is unlinked from γiRes(t1,t0),

(v) γ0
Res(t0,t1) and γ1

Res(t0,t1) are formally isotopic.

Then, there exists an admissible homotopy γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]×[0, 1], with γs,0 = γs satisfying

(i) γs,u|Op({c1}) is constant,

(ii) γs,u ∈ LegImmstrict(R3), (s, u) ∈ {0, 1} × [0, 1] ∪ [0, 1]× {1}, has one self–intersection
at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1.

Proof of Proposition 6.4. The proof is divided in four steps.

Step I. Fix the cusp times: Apply Lemma 6.16 to produce a family γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1
4 ],

such that

(i) γs,0 = γs,

(ii) γs,u ∈ Leg(R3) for s ∈ (0, 1)\{s1, . . . , sν},

(iii) γi,u ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3) has a self–intersection at times (t0, t1) ∈ S1 × S1 for i ∈

{0, 1}; and γs,u ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), s ∈ {s1, . . . , sν}, has a self–intersection at times

(τ0
sj , τ

1
sj ) ∈ S1 × S1,

(iv) there exists a sequence of times c1, . . . , c2k ∈ S1 such that, the cusps of γs,
1
4 are at times

ci.

Assume that c1 ∈ (t0, t1) and that γ
s, 1

4

|Op({c1}) is constant. This property will be preserved all
over the construction.

Step II. Unknotting process: Apply Lemma 6.17 to find an extended family γs,u, (s, u) ∈
[0, 1]× [0, 2

4 ], satisfying

(i) γs,u is an admissible homotopy,

(ii) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0(i, u), t1(i, u)) and γs,u, s ∈
{s1, . . . , sν}, has a self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ). Moreover, t1(i, 1) < τ0

sj , τ
1
sj <

t0(i, 0), for (i, j) ∈ {0, 1} × {1, . . . , ν}.

(iii) γs,u|Op({c1}) is constant for u ≥ 1
4 ,
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(iv) The resolution γ
i, 2

4

Res(t0,t1), i ∈ {0, 1}, is an (stabilized Legendrian) unknot unlinked from
the other one.

Step III. Match the formal invariants of the resolutions γ
0, 2

4

Res(t0,t1) and γ
1, 2

4

Res(t0,t1): Use Lemma

6.19 to extend our family to γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 3
4 ], such that

(i) γs,u is an admissible homotopy,

(ii) γi,u, i ∈ {0, 1}, has one self–intersection at times (t0(i, u), t1(i, u)) and γs,u, s ∈
{s1, . . . , sν}, has a self–intersection at times (τ0

sj , τ
1
sj ). Moreover, t1(i, 1) < τ0

sj , τ
1
sj <

t0(i, 0), for (i, j) ∈ {0, 1} × {1, . . . , ν}.

(iii) γs,u|Op({c1}) is constant for u ≥ 1
4 ,

(iv) The resolution γ
i, 3

4

Res(t0,t1), i ∈ {0, 1}, is an unknot unlinked from the other one,

(v) γ
0, 3

4

Res(t0,t1) and γ
1, 3

4

Res(t0,t1) are formally isotopic Legendrian embeddings (stabilized un-

knots).

Step IV. Create a 1–parametric family of self–intersections: Finally, observe that γs,
3
4 satisfies

the hypothesis of Lemma 6.20. So, apply this Lemma to extend our family to γs,u, (s, u) ∈
[0, 1]× [0, 1]. The family γs,u satisfies the required properties.

Proofs of the Lemmas 6.15, 6.16, 6.17, 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20

Case 1: {s1, . . . , sν} = ∅.

We assume that the set of points {s1, . . . , sν} is empty. We explain afterwards the reason
why the same proofs work for the general case.

Proof of Lemma 6.15. Take a retraction r : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ L such that:

(i) r(1, u) = (1, δ) for all u ∈ [δ, 1].

(ii) r ((0, 1)× [0, 1]) ⊆ (0, 1)× [0, 1].

Then define γ̃s,u = γr(s,u).

Proof of Lemma 6.16. Lemma 6.12 and Corollary 6.5 also work for γs.

Proof of Lemma 6.17. The first two steps in the proof of Proposition 6.3 readily imply, via
Lemma 6.14, the result.
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Proof of Lemma 6.18. Draw in the Lagrangian projection a picture with two intersecting
branches: one of the branches with slope −1 and orientation from right to left and the other
one horizontal with a stabilization on it. The stabilization lies on the right of the intersection
point. We continuously move the intersection point from left to right, making sure that the
area of the intersection point is zero. So we get an actual intersection in the Legendrian
above. Visual inspection shows that if the track intersection point has area zero all the other
intersections in the Lagrangian projection have non zero area, therefore they are not actual
intersections in the Legendrian. There are 2 times t0 < τ0 < τ1 < t1 in which the branch
becomes tangent. Those times correspond to cusps in the moduli space: curves of type Σ1,1,0.
See Figure 6.28 for a description of half of the deformation (crossing of the first stabilization).
Figure 6.27b for a description of the 2-dimensional family as a subset of a 3-dimensional ball
of Legendrian immersions.

Figure 6.28: Description of the movie in Lagrangian projection

The last statement follows if we are able to extend the standard orientation over the cusps.
We want to create a vector field vs ∈ TγsLegImm(R3) transverse to the curve that defines the
orientation in the moduli space given by the Figure 6.30. Flowing along this vector, we obtain
the required band. First, observe that away from the 2 cusp points this just corresponds to
the standard orientation. Denote by γs|s∈[0,1/2] the part of the curve that crosses the first
two cusps in the moduli and fix γ1/6 and γ2/6 to be those cusps. For s ∈ [0, ε], with ε > 0
small enough, we interpolate between the standard normal vector for s = 0 and for s = ε
the vector defined by a Hamiltonian function constant equal to 1 in the image of a segment
joining two points t

′
0, t
′
1 ∈ S1 and supported on an arbitrarily small neighborhood of it. We

require t0 < t
′
0 < t1 < t

′
1 < t0 . This last condition allows to homotope those two vectors

through transverse vectors. The vector vε is clearly equivalent the same as the one obtained
by adding a positive bump (area) to the lagrangian projection at t

′
0 and a negative bump at

t
′
1. Thus, the deformation has support in [t′0, t

′
1]. The algorithm to extend the deformation to

the cusp points of the moduli space is depicted in Figure 6.29 and it corresponds to change
the bump function from t

′
i to t

′
i + 2π, i ∈ {0, 1}, creating a family t

′
i,s, s ∈ [0, 1/2], such that

t
′
i,s is strictly increasing with sand such that t

′

0,1/6 = t0and t
′

0,2/6 = t1 Likewise, t
′

1,1/6 = t0 and

t
′

1,2/6 = t1. See Figure 6.29. This clearly produces a continuous family of the deformations
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that removes the self–intersections. See Figure 6.30 to visualize the deformation as a tangent
vector in the moduli space.

Figure 6.29: Algorithm in Lagrangian projection to extend the deformation to the cusp points
of the moduli space

Figure 6.30: Deformation in the moduli space

Proof of Lemma 6.19. Define γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], as follows:

(i) If the parity of tb(γ0
Res(t0,t1)) and tb(γ1

Res(t0,t1)) coincide define γs,u = γs for u ∈ [0, 1
3 ].

In other case add one DS in γs such that for s = 0, 1 it is inserted on the segment (t0, t1)
for u ∈ [0, 1

6 ] . Then, apply Lemma 6.18 to create a band γ̂s
′,v s′ ∈ [0, 1], v ∈ [−ε, ε],

such that γ̂0,v = γv,
1
6 for v ∈ [0, ε]. Thus we define γs,u = γ̂6(u− 1

6
),s, s ∈ [0, ε], u ∈ [1

6 ,
1
3 ].

Finally, apply Lemma 6.15 to extend γs,u for all s ∈ [0, 1], u ∈ [1
6 ,

1
3 ]. Thus, we have

made sure that tb(γ
0, 1

3

Res(t0,t1)) − tb(γ
1, 1

3

Res(t0,t1)) = 2k, k ∈ Z. Recall from [41, Section

2.7] that the Thuston–Bennequin invariant decreases by 1 after a stabilization and that
the rotation number increases (decreases) by 1 whenever the stabilization is positive
(negative).

(ii) If k > 0, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, take a path Bi : [0, 1] → S1, s 7→ Bi(s), such that
Bi(0) ∈ (t0, t1) and Bi(1) ∈ S1\[t0, t1]. Define recursively γs,u in [0, 1] × [1

3 ,
1
3 + i

3k ]
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creating a DS on γs,
1
3

+ i−1
3k at time Bi(s).

Observe that a DS decreases the Thurston–Bennequin invariant by 2. Thus, we obtain

tb(γ
0, 2

3

Res(t0,t1)) = tb(γ
1, 2

3

Res(t0,t1)). (6.5)

Do the symmetric sequence of moves in case k < 0 to obtain again (6.5).

(iii) For any γ ∈ Leg(R3) we have tb(γ) + rot(γ) ∈ 2Z + 1 (see [53, Proposition 3.5.23]).

Thus, since tb(γ
0, 2

3

Res(t0,t1)) = tb(γ
1, 2

3

Res(t0,t1)) we conclude that

rot(γ
0, 2

3

Res(t0,t1))− rot(γ
1, 2

3

Res(t0,t1)) = 2m. (6.6)

Assume that m ≥ 0, the other case is totally analogous. Add a DS in (t0, t1) and
consecutively apply Lemma 6.18 and Lemma 6.15.This adds a square γs,u, s ∈ [0, 1],
u ∈ [2

3 ,
2
3 + 1

6m ]. Now add a DS in (t1, t0) and consecutively apply Lemma 6.18 and

Lemma 6.15. This adds a second square. In the new top γs,
2
3

+ 1
3m , the difference (6.6)

has decreased by 2. Repeat m− 1 more times to make m = 0 in that equation.

It follows that γ0,1
Res(t0,t1) and γ1,1

Res(t0,t1) have the same formal invariants.

Proof of Lemma 6.20. The proof is divided in several steps.

Step 0: Preparation.

By hypothesis, the standard co–orientations are matched, so we may assume that the self–
intersection times t0 and t1 satisfy that {(γi)′(t0), (γi)′(t1)}, i ∈ {0, 1}; is a positive basis of
ξ at the point of self–intersection γi(t0) = γi(t1), and that there exists ε > 0 such that

� γε is obtained from γ0 by pushing γ0(Op({t1})) in the Reeb direction for time ε,

� γ1−ε is obtained from γ1 by pushing γ1(Op({t1})) in the Reeb direction for time ε.

We may also think that γi = γ̂i#(βi0, v0) where γ̂i is a Legendrian embedding and βi0 is
a very small Reeb chord between γ̂i(t0) and γ̂i(t1). Moreover, the hypothesis about the
co–orientations allows us to further assume that

(A.1) γs = γ̂0#(β0
0((1− s

ε)t), v0((1− s
ε)t)), for s ∈ [0, ε];

(A.1)’ γ1−s = γ̂1#(β1
0((1− s

ε)t), v0((1− s
ε)t)), for s ∈ [0, ε];

(A.2) γs ≡ γ̂0 is constant for s ∈ [ε, 2ε],

(A.2)’ γ1−s ≡ γ̂1 is constant for s ∈ [ε, 2ε].
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Assume that the fixed cusp point of the curves γs is placed at time c1 = t0+t1
2 in the whole

family. Choose a capping disk for Di for γiRes(t0,t1), i ∈ {0, 1}. Choose small neighborhoods

Ui of each disk. By [33], U1 is contactomorphic to the standard contact R3 and there is a
contactomorphism Φ : U0 → U1 such that Φ(γ0(t0)) = γ1(t0) and Φ(γ0(c1)) = γ1(c1). By
[35] we can further assume that γ1

Res(t0,t1) = Φ ◦ γ0
Res(t0,t1). In other words, the construction

that we are going to do is symmetric (there is a symmetry s → 1 − s for s ∈ [0, 2ε]). I.e.
all the constructions that we are going to do near s = 0 immediately translate to s = 1 by
means of the contactomorphism Φ. We do not detail the construction in a neighborhood of
s = 1, just declaring it to be the symmetric construction to the one that we provide for s = 0

Use the disk D0 to construct a band B0 : [0, 1]2 → R3 with the following properties:

� B0(0, v) = β0
0(v),

� B0(1, v) = γ̂0(c1),

� B0(σ, 0) = γ̂0((1− σ)t0 + σc1),

� B0(σ, 1) = γ̂0((1− σ)t1 + σc1),

� B0((0, 1)2) ∩ γ̂0(S1) = ∅,

� for each σ ∈ (0, 1] the map Bσ
0 : [0, 1]→ R3, y 7→ B0(σ, v); is an embedding.

Let δ > 0 be small enough in such a way that γs[c1−δ,c1+δ] is constant (independent of s).

Consider the linear interpolation χ : [0, 1]→ [t0, c1− δ], s 7→ (1− s)t0 + s(c1− δ). The family

β̃s0 = B
χ(s)
0 defines a family of smooth finger bones joining γ̂0(χ(s)) with γ̂0(t1 + t0 − χ(s)).

Note that β̃0
0 = β0

0 . Use Lemma 6.14 to homotope this family through finger bones to a family
of transverse finger bones βsk. Observe that β0

k = β̃0
k by the construction of the interpolation.

There is no obstruction to find a family of vector fields vs in (βs)∗ξ such that v0 = v and
(βs, vs) is a pre–Legendrian finger germ for γ̂.

Finally, by Lemma 6.13 there exists a non–negative integer K ∈ Z≥0 in such a way that we
can interpolate through strict Legendrian immersions between γ̂0#(β0

0 , v0) and γ̂0#(β0
k, v0)

just by adding a tower of K DSs to the initial finger (by using Lemma 6.18). This number
K is going to be fixed for the rest of the proof.

Step 1: Adding DSs to the family.

Define γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1
3 ]; by adding a tower of K DSs (see Figure 6.23) to γs,0 = γs

based at the point γs(T (s)) where T (s) satisfy

� T (s) ≡ t0 + δ for s ∈ [0, ε] and, symmetrically, for s ∈ [1− ε, ε];

� T (s) linearly interpolates between t0 + δ and c1 − δ for s ∈ [ε, 2ε] and, symmetrically,
for s ∈ [1− 2ε, 1− ε]7;

� T (s) ≡ c1 − δ for s ∈ [2ε, 1− 2ε].

7Note that the path of Legendrians is constant over [ε, 2ε] and over [1− 2ε, 1− ε].
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Step II: Crossing the first half of the tower of DSs.

Use Lemma 6.18 to define γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1] × [1
3 ,

2
3 ]; just by crossing half of the tower of

DSs through the self–intersection of γi,
1
3 , i ∈ {0, 1}; at time t0. Moreover, do this in such a

way that γs,u = γs,
1
3 for (s, u) ∈ [ε, 1− ε]× [1

3 ,
2
3 ].

Step III: Creating the self–intersections.

To define γs,u, (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× [2
3 , 1]; proceed as follows:

� Define γs,u, s ∈ [0, ε], in such a way that γs,1 ∈ LegImmstrict
0 (R3), s ∈ [0, ε] interpolates

between γ0, 2
3 and γ̂0#(β0

k, v0). This is a direct application of Lemma 6.13 and the fact
that we have a tower of K DSs to produce this interpolation. Define γs,u, s ∈ [1− ε, 1],
symmetrically.

� Use the family of pre–Legendrian finger germs (βsk, v
s) to define γs,u, s ∈ [ε, 2ε]. Do

the symmetric construction to define γs,u for s ∈ [1 − 2ε, 1 − ε]. Note that the self–
intersection of γ2ε,1 and, symmetrically, of γ1−2ε,1 happens at times c1 − δ and c1 + δ.

� Define γs,u, s ∈ [2ε, 1 − 2ε], just by using the pre–Legendrian finger germ (β1
k, v

1) to
create a self–intersection at times c1 − δ and c1 + δ. Note that this is trivial because
the family is constant near the cusp point.

This concludes the construction of the required family.

Case 2: {s1, . . . , sν} 6= ∅.

Reasoning as in the smooth case, we conclude. Let us provide the details. In all the previous
proofs we have made deformations in the moduli space LegImm(R3). These deformations
over a point γs,u : S1 → R3 of the moduli space change the type of Legendrian by creating
tangencies at a finite number of values of the parameter 0 < u1 < · · ·uN ≤ 1, N ≥ 0, i.e.
γs,uj ∈ LegImmstrict(R3), s ∈ [0, 1] . The tangencies are created identifying at most two
points in the domain z0(s, uj), z1(s, uj) ∈ S1. We assume in all the steps that the points
z0(sj , uk), z1(sj , uk), τ

0
sj , τ

1
sj , (j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , ν} × {1, . . . , N}, are pairwise different. This

implies that there is no interference between the deformation and the pair of points τ0
sj , τ

1
sj .

Observe that a generic choice of the times z0(s, u), z1(s, u) satisfies this assumption. So, we
need to change nothing if we add the set {s1, . . . , sν} in the proofs, except for the fact that
we need to make the choices of times (mainly for the finger creation process) generic in the
previous sense.

Index 1 surgeries.

Proposition 6.5. Let D(x, y) ⊆ R2 be the disk of radius 2 and let ϕ : D(x, y)→ Hor(R4) be
a map into the horizontal embeddings space such that

(i) the configuration of πG ◦ ϕ is given by ν + 2 vertical segments, i.e.

(πG ◦ ϕ)−1(LegImmstrict(R3)) = ({x = 0} ∪ {x = s1} ∪ · · · ∪ {x = 1}) ∩ D(x, y),
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for ν ≥ 0 and 0 < s1 < · · · < sν < 1;

(ii) the area function has the same sign over the first and the last segments.

Then, there exists a 1–parametric family of disks ϕt : D→ Hor(R4), t ∈ [0, 1], satisfying that

(i) ϕ0 = ϕ,

(ii) ϕt|∂D = ϕ0|∂D,

(iii) The configuration of πG ◦ ϕ1 is given by the right diagram of Figure 6.31.

The changes in the configuration of curves of strict immersions in πG ◦ ϕt moving from
πG ◦ ϕ0 to πG ◦ ϕ1 correspond to an ambient index one surgery whose attaching points are
the middle points (0, 0) and (1, 0) of the two vertical segments {x = 0} and {x = 1}. The
attached disk is given by [0, 1] × [−ε, ε], with ε > 0 small enough, and the surgery replaces
the pair of 1–disks {0, 1}× [−ε, ε] by the pair of 1–disks [0, 1]×{±ε}. The new 1–disks, that
are curves of strict immersions, have an even number of cusp points and they do not add
new zeroes to their the area functions. The other segments {x = s1}, . . . , {x = sν} remain
untouched in the diagram. Moreover, a finite number of closed circular components of type
Sn = {(x, y) ∈ D : (x − 1

2)2 + y2 = r2
n}, with 0 < r1 < · · · < rn < c. These new closed

components do not have cusp points and have positive area function everywhere.

++ +

Figure 6.31: Description of the homotopy ϕt. Observe that the cusp points appear in pairs,
therefore no zeroes of the area function appear.

Proof. Denote the two curves of strict Legendrian immersions in DG = πG ◦ ϕ(D) by C0

and C1. Let i ∈ {0, 1} and fix γi ∈ Ci. Choose a path γs, s ∈ [−1, 2], transversal to the
strict immersions curves at Ci such that Ci ∩ {γs : s ∈ [−1, 2]} = {γi}. A neighborhood
K = {γsr : s ∈ [−1, 2], r ∈ [−1, 1]} ⊆ D of the path γs may be assumed to satisfy γsr ≡ γs for
s ∈ [−1, 2].

Apply Proposition 6.4 to find a disk E = {γs,u : s, u ∈ [0, 1]} such that

� γs,0 = γs, s ∈ [0, 1].
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� C = {γs,u ∈ LegImmstrict(R3) : (s, u) ∈ {0, 1}×[0, 1]∪[0, 1]×{1}} is a continuous curve
of strict Legendrian immersions, with self-intersection times ts,u0 , ts,u1 ∈ S1, ts,u0 6= ts,u1 .

� Sj = {γsj ,u : u ∈ [0, 1], j ∈ {1, . . . , ν}, is a curve of strict Legendrian immersions,

� There is a finite number of curves Cn of strict Legendrian immersions defined by

Cn = {γs,u : (s, u) ∈ [0, 1]× {un}},

where 0 < u1 < · · · < un < 1. The self-intersection times of γs,un are τ s,un0 , τ s,un1 ∈ S1,
with τ s,un0 6= τ s,un1 . These curves do not have cusp points.

� τ s,uni 6= ts,unj , for each i, j ∈ {0, 1} and (s, un) ∈ C ∩ Cn.

Apply Lemma 6.9 to lift E into a disk of horizontal immersions. Now, apply again Lemma
6.9 over C in ts,u0 −ε and ts,u0 +ε, for ε > 0 small enough in order to increase the area function
at will. Do likewise over the self–intersection points in Cn. Note that there is no interaction
between the two deformations because the self–intersection times are different.

By construction the outward normal vector field X to C = ∂E coincides with the standard
orientation. Push C in the direction of X to obtain an extended disk Ẽ = {γs,u : s ∈
[−1, 2], u ∈ [0, 2]} ⊇ E in LegImm(R3), which lifts to Hor(R4), such that γs,0 = γs for each
s ∈ [−1, 2]. We define the map

ψ : [−1, 2]× [0, 2]× [−1, 1]→ Hor(R4) : (s, u, r) 7→ γs,ur = γs,u.

See Figure 6.32, to visualize the piecewise linear disk that we are about to define in [−1, 2]×
[0, 2]× [−1, 1] ⊆ R3. First, we define the base (a closed piecewise linear curve in R2):

∆B = {(s, r) ∈ [−1, 2]× [−1, 1] : |r| ≤ g(s)},

for

g(s) =


1 + s, if s ∈ [−1, 0],

1, if s ∈ [0, 1],
2− s, if s ∈ [1, 2].

And now the piecewise linear graph in R3 as

∆ =

(s, u, r) ∈ [−1, 2]× [1, 2]× [−1, 1] : (s, r) ∈ ∆B, u =


2 + s− |r|, if s ∈ [−1, 0],

2− |r|, if s ∈ [0, 1],
3− s− |r|, if s ∈ [1, 2].

 .

We define a new (piecewise linear) disk ∆̂ = (∂(∆B)× [0, 1]) ∪∆ ⊆ [−1, 2]× [0, 2]× [−1, 1].
Observe that the boundary of ∆̂ coincides with ∂∆B, therefore we can define a new disk
D̃ = (D \∆B) ∪ ∆̂ gluing along the boundaries. We can define a new morphism

ϕ1 : D̃ → Hor(R4)

p 7→
{
ϕ0(p), p ∈ (D \∆B),

ψ(p), p ∈ ∆̂.

It is left to check that ϕ0 and ϕ1 are homotopic. This is performed by building any homotopy
between the two disks ∆B and ∆̂ relative to the boundary ∂∆B inside [−1, 2] × [0, 2] ×
[−1, 1].
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Figure 6.32: Construction of D̃

6.4.2 Globalization.

We use the theory developed in the last two Subsections to prove the main theorem of Section
6.3. We first adapt a previous construction.

Lemma 6.21. [Corollary of Lemma 6.18]

Let ϕ : D(x, y)→ HorImm(R4) be a disk of horizontal immersions such that:

(i) ϕ(∂D) ⊆ Hor(R4),

(ii) (πG ◦ ϕ)−1(LegImmstrict(R3)) = C is a connected curve with a unique zero of the area
function β ∈ C.

Then, there exists a 1–parametric family of disks ϕt : D→ HorImm(R4), t ∈ [0, 1], satisfying

(i) ϕ0 = ϕ,

(ii) ϕt|∂D = ϕ0
|∂D,

(iii) there is a C0 deformation Ct, t ∈ [0, 1], of C = C0 and a family of connected curves St
such that

(a) (πG ◦ ϕt)−1(LegImmstrict(R3)) = Ct ∪ St,
(b) β ∈ Ct is the unique zero of the area function in ϕt and the curves St encircle β,

(c) Ct = C0 for t ∈ [0, 1/2),

(d) C1 is a DS of C1/2 in the moduli (see Lemma 6.18) and β lies between the first
and the second cusp.

(e) St = ∅ for t ∈ [0, 1/2),

(f) St = {x2 + y2 = (1
2 − t)

2} for t ∈ [1/2, 3/4] and

(g) St = S3/4 for t ∈ [3/4, 1].

See Figure 6.33.
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Figure 6.33: Schematic description of Lemma 6.21. The blue point in the middle of the circle
represents β and the red middle circle in the cylinder the self–intersection (with non zero
area) created in the DS.

Proof. Since the problem is local we may assume that the disk is small and the self–intersection
times for the Legendrian projections in the curve C are constant and equal to t0 and t1.
Choose t2 ∈ S1 a time value different from t0 and t1. Use polar coordinates D = D(r, θ)
and define parametrically for each horizontal immersion ϕ(r, θ) a DS that is denoted B =
D× [0, 1/2]→ HorImm(R4), where B(r, θ, h), h ∈ [0, 1/2], is the DS of ϕ(r, θ).

Now we apply Lemma 6.18 in order to further deform and create 4 cusp points in the moduli:
just sliding one branch (t0) over the other (t1). Apply Lemma 6.9 to place the zero in
the required position. This second deformation produces a family of disks B(r, θ, h) with
h ∈ [1/2, 1].

Define

L = {B(r, θ, h) : r =
1

2
, h ∈ [0, 1]} ⊆ Image(B),

T = D
(
r ≤ 1

2

)
× {h = 1} ⊆ Image(B),

that builds a piecewise linear disk D′ = L ∪ T whose boundary coincides with the boundary
of D(r ≤ 1

2) ⊆ D. Replace D(r ≤ 1
2) by D′, i.e. define D̃ = (D\D(r ≤ 1

2))∪D′. The associated
diagram of strict immersions conforms the statement of the Lemma. See Figure 6.33.

Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let γθ be a loop of horizontal embeddings which lies in π1(Hor(R4))0,
i.e. rotπ1(γθ) = 0. Assume that Area(γθ) = 0, we must check that γθ is trivial.

Let D be a disk in HorImm(R4) whose boundary is given by {γθ}. Apply successively
Proposition 6.1 to assume that each curve of strict Legendrian immersions in DG has at most
one zero of the area function. Since Area(γθ) = 0 the number of zeroes is even. If DG has
not zeroes then we are done. Hence, assume that DG has a positive number of zeroes and
denote them β0, . . . , β2n−1.
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Let Ck ⊆ DG be the curve of strict Legendrian immersions that contains βk, k ∈ {0, . . . , 2n−
1}. It is sufficient to show that we can do a surgery along any two curves C0 and C1 to
produce a new curve of strict Legendrian immersions that contains the zeroes β0 and β1

without creating any new zero. Application of Proposition 6.1 will provide the required
result.

To formalize the previous discussion, note that Ci is naturally oriented by the gradient
vector gi of the Area function at βi. Together with the standard co-orientation of Σ1,0 at
βi, denoted by wi, it provides an oriented basis at TβiD namely {gi, wi}. We can assume
that the orientations induced at the two points β0 and β1 are the same. If it is not the case,
apply Lemma 6.21 in order to change the orientation of the curve C0. This works because
the Area function changes signs when crossing a cusp in the curve C0 and thus the gradient
of the area function over the zero gets multiplied by −1.

Select a pair of points αi arbitrarily close to βi, whose area function is positive. Fix an
embedded curve α : [0, 1] → D such that α(i) = αi and it is transverse to Ci. Moreover,
we assume that dαt

dt |t=0
defines the standard coorientation at α0 ∈ Σ1,0. Respectively dαt

dt |t=1

defines the opposite orientation to the standard one (see Figure 6.34 to learn how to deal
with the wrong coorientation case).

+

++

Figure 6.34: Embedded path connecting α0 and α1 conforming to the coorientations rule

A small tubular neighborhood Dα of the path satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 6.5.
This implies that we can get a deformed disk with the same number of zeroes such that
the deformation is performed compactly supported on the disk Dα following the Diagram
explained in Figure 6.31. This new diagram makes the two zeroes βi be part of the same
connected component of curves of strict immersions, see Figure 6.35. This is ensured by the
compatibility of the orientations that we have enforced in the basis {gi, wi} of TβiD. Apply
Proposition 6.1 to cancel the two zeroes.
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+

-

+

- - -

+ +

g0
v0

g1
v1

Figure 6.35: Schematic description of the neighborhood of α(t). The cusps between the
concentric circles are not drawn to make the picture easier to understand.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work.

7.1 Contactomorphisms of tight contact 3-manifolds.

The homotopy type of the contactomorphism group of a tight contat 3-manifold is mostly
determined by differential topological invariants. However, we have two main obstacles in
order to make the computations explicit:

1. The computation of the groups Dk is not necessarily trivial in general. In fact, the
examples provided in this work are chosen in such a way that the topology of the
underlying smooth manifold is simple enough in order to be able to make the compu-
tations.

2. The action of the contactomorphism (diffeomorphism) group into the space of Darboux
balls (smooth balls) is not well understood in general either. So dropping the condition
to be relative to a point is also hard in practice.

So, at this point, there are two possible ways of trying to sort out this. The first one
is trying to reduce the problem to the case of prime 3-manifolds. Recall that there is a
prime decomposition theorem for compact tight contact 3-manifold and that the connected
components of the space of tight contact structures in a connected sum is determined by the
corresponding components of tight contact structures on each prime factor [25, 21]. In fact,
it is not hard to see using Theorem 4.5 and the results in [73] that the contactomorphism
group of the connected sum of two irreducible tight contact 3-manifolds is determined up
to a U(1)-factor by the contactomorphism group of each factor. A general result relating
the contactomorphism group of a connected sum of tight 3-folds with the contactomorphism
group of each factor should follow the ideas developed in the smooth case [70, 77] and seems
natural, in view of Theorem 4.5. However, this is not satisfactory at all since we would find
the same problems explained above in the prime case.

The second approach would consist on pushing forward the ideas behind Theorems 4.4 and
4.5 to apply them to other surfaces. Consider a Heegaard Splitting of a compact 3-manifold
M = H1 ∪H2 and fix a parametrization e : Σg ↪→ ∂H1 = ∂H2 ⊆M . Consider the fibration

Diff(H1)×Diff(H2) ↪→ Diff0(M)→ Embe(Σg,M),
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where Diff0(M) stands for the connected component of the diffeomorphism group contain-
ing the identity. It follows from Corollary 2.1 that Diff0(M) is homotopy equivalent to
Embe(Σg,M). In the tight case we can play the same game with the Heegaard Splitting
induced by a contact cell decomposition. It follows from Theorem 4.6 that there is a com-
mutative diagram

Cont0(M, ξ) //

� _

��

Embe(Σg, (M, ξ),F)
� _

��

Diff0(M) // Embe(Σg,M),

where Cont0(M, ξ) stands for the connected component of the identity; such that the hori-
zontal arrows are homotopy equivalences. Thus, an interesting natural question is

What are the homomorphisms in homotopy induced by the inclusion
Embe(Σg, (M, ξ),F) ↪→ Embe(Σg,M)?

As we noticed before this question is more difficult that the cases treated in this work due
to the possible changes on the topology of the dividing set. At the moment of writing this
document the author does not have a thought of what the answer should be.

7.2 What about the overtwisted case?

Determining the homotopy type of the contactomorphism group of an overtwisted contact
3-manifold is an open question. It was shown by Dymara [27], using the main result in
[31], that the group of contactomorphisms of a overtwisted 3-sphere that fixes an overtwisted
disk is homotopy equivalent to Ω4S2. However, to understand the full homotopy type of
the contactomorphism group of a overtwisted 3-sphere one should understand the homotopy
type of the space of overtwisted disks. As was shown by Vogel [105] this space contains some
geometric information. The same methods of those developed by Dymara imply that there
is a homotopy surjection of Cont(S3, ξOT; rel p) → Ω4S2. Thus, the injectivity statement in
Theorem 1.4 is not going to hold in the overtwisted case. However, the methods developed
in this work maybe could help to attack the problem. For instance, the complement of the
Giroux handlebody is tight for any contact 3-fold so Theorem 4.6 also holds in the overtwisted
case. Thus, as in the tight case, the information is encoded by the Legendrian 1-skeleton.
We have some ideas to adapt Proposition 4.1 to the overtwisted case. The problem is that
we have to figure out what is the role of the overtwistedness hypothesis in the 1-dimensional
skeleton case.

7.3 Applications to smooth embedding theory.

I am working, together with F. Cantero, A. González-Prieto and Francisco Presas; to push
forward the ideas developed in the last Chapter so as to say non trivial information about the
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topology of the space of parametrized knots in R4. Obviously, one of the main ingredients is
the h-principle of Casals and del Pino [11] for Engel knots. The main reason of why one could
expect to be able to say something new using these ideas is that the space of deformations
of an embedding tangent to a distribution has less dimension of the corresponding space
of deformations of its smooth counterpart. This is reflected in our work in the fact that
we can study the relative homotopy groups of the pair (Hor(R4),HorImm(R4)) in terms of
smooth functions R → R. This is clearly not the situation in the smooth case. We have
chosen the space of knots in R4 because it is the simplest case in which an h-principle holds.
There is also an h-principle for horizontal embeddings of S1 into Jn(R,R) equipped with its
natural tautological plane distribution, defined by the holonomic constraints [91]. Thus, in
the case that we succeed the next step could be adapting these ideas to study the space of
parametrized 1-dimensional knots in Rn+2.
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